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Prei'ace 
In Part I of' my study I have not attempted to be 
a11-inclusive in my record of' the vicissitudes of' Peacock's 
reputation; rather I have chosen to note representative 
opinions in each of' the periods treated. In each section 
I have mentioned the principa1 favorable critical insights 
and the princi$.la negative comments. In addition to this, 
" 
I have noted the names of' those critics who have made 
notably original contributions as well as the names ot 
those critics who, i'or one reason or another, have not 
conformed·to the prevailing opinion in a given period~ 
Part I thus provides an analysis of the trends of' opinion 
which are recorded in greater detail in Part II. 
The documentation o:f this work is contained within 
parentheses immediately following a quotation or rei'erence. 
The tirst number refers to the entry in the bibliography; 
the second number ref·ers to the volume (if' any) and the 
page number of the work cited. Thus (108:V, 16) indicates 
I 
that the. reference is to page sixteen of' volume i'ive of 
Item 108 in the bibliography. 
Miss Edith Nicolls, who became Mrs. Charles Clarke, 
is rei'erred to by her maiden name throughout. 
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Introduction: A Review of the Work 
of Previous Investigators in the Field 
The first bibliographer of Thomas Love Peacock was 
an Irish gentleman of Belfast, Thomas L 1Estrange_. Although 
L'Estrange never met Peacock, they corresponded at consider-
able length after L 1Estrange had first expressed his admira-
tion for the novelist's work. It was he who first printed 
in permanent form The Four Ages of Poetry, and it was he 
who corrected the erroneous first entry in Men ·of Our Time 
by supplying an accurate biographical sketch for the 1865 
edition with a bibliography of ten of the works which Peacock 
had written. 
A more extended list, though not made by so careful 
a scholar, was established after Peacock's death by one of 
Peacock's associates and young friends. This was Henry 
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Cole, who became the editor of the first collected edition 
of Peacock. Cole, who had the cooperation of Peacockts 
grand-daughter, Edith Nicolls, did not follow modern stand-
ards of rigorous scholarship, and frequently ignored the 
wise advice which was offered by L•Estrange. Despite the 
fact that his edition contains many errors of text, Cole is 
to be thanked for his searching out items which might other-
wise have been lost. To give only one example, The Round 
Table, which like most of Peacock's works was published 
anonymously, was included in his edition. Cole did not, 
however, itemize his findings, and the roster of titles is 
to be found only by examining the contents pages of the 
three volumes. 
New items were added to the canon by Richard Garnett 
when he published the last volume of his edition, Calidore 
and Miscellanea, as well as in a later book entitled Peacock's 
Letters to Edward Hookham and Percy B. Shelley with Fragments 
of Unpublished MSS. But both of these books, like Cole•s 
work, are the victims of slovenly editing. Garnett•s grand-
son, David Garnett, who later made a superb edition of Pe·acock, 
refers to the first Garnettrs texts as "corrupt and unreliableu 
(l22:xix)• And Richard Garnettrs work, like Cole•s, does not· 
contain a bibliography as such. 
When George Saintsbury published his 1895-1897 edition 
of Peacock, he too omitted any listing of the works which he 
was publishing and all bibliographical information. 
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a One might have eX,Pected that with the apperance or 
J\ 
the Lire and Novels or Thomas Love Peacock by Arthur Button 
Young in 1904, a real bibliography would have come into 
existence. But Peacock was unrortunate in the rirst Ph. D. 
candidate who studied his works: Dr. Young omits all docu-
mentation in the published version or his dissertation. He 
did make a start on a biblidlg~apP,~;>-1n Notes and Queries 
when he presented a list or twelve articles which Peacock 
had contributed to periodicals, and in a later article also 
in Notes and Queries when he"gave a description or the manu-
script materials which were purchased by the British Mus.eum 
rrom Edith Nicolls. Young made various other contributions 
to Notes and Queries, some or which have a bibliographical 
interest, but none of these were assembled until the Lire 
written by Carl Van Doren. 
Carl Van Doren•s Lire or Thomas Peacock, a Columbia 
University dissertation of 1911, provides the first signiri-
cant bibliography of Peacock's writings. Since Van Doren 
had access to the Peacock family papers, his list is exten-
sive and includes editions up through 1908. Despite the 
ract that the list is not complete, even up to 1908, it re-
mains to date the best enumerative bibliography. 
There have been at least eleven theses and dissertations 
written on the works of Peacock, but none of these (except 
Van Doren•s) gives anything which even pretends to be a com-
plete bibliography. 
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The only monument of bibliographical scholarship bear-
ing on Peacock is the descriptive bibliography of Peacock•s 
works which is distributed through the ten volumes of the 
limited and long out-of-print Halliford Edition. Even be-
fore this appeared, one of the editors, c. E. Jones, had 
appended to his 1923 reprint of the first edition of Night-
mare Abbey a list of the various editions of the novels 
which had appeared between 1837 and 1909. Then, for the 
Halliford Edition~ Jones, in collaboration with H. F. B. 
Brett-Smith, prepared an extremely elaborate and minute 
description of all of the early editions with collations 
showing the slightest variations in subsequent printings. 
It was the wish of Michael Sadleir that these .descriptions, 
scattered throughout the ten volumes, should be collected 
and issued as a separate volume. After Sadleir 's· death this 
project was undertaken by the publisher Rupert Hart-Davis, 
but the man chosen to make needed revisions gave up the job, 
and it was abandoned.· 
Currently the Peacock manuscripts now in the Carl H. 
Pforzheimer Library in New York City are being edited and 
annotated by Eleanor L. Nicholes, to appear in the forth-
coming edition of Shelley and His Circle under the editor-
ship of Kenneth Neill Cameron. The first two volumes cover-
ing the manuscripts for the period up to August, 1811, are 
to appear in 1959. A la~er descriptive bibliography will 
include the first editions. But this descriptive work will 
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once again be divided into many volumes. Thus, until the 
present work was prepared, a reliable bibliography, either 
enumerative or descriptive, in a single volume, was not 
available. 
The same situation prevails with reference to the criti-
cism which has been written about Peacock. Van Doren does 
not present his critical bibliography in a single list; it 
exists only as footnotes scattered throughout his book. 
And the Halliford Edition, though providing a nearly compre-
hensive list of the contemporary reviews, gives for the 
period 1866-1909 only six books and thirty-five selected 
articles. The only extensive list is that appended to the 
dissertation made by Jean-Jacques Mayou~ in 1932, but his 
bibliography, though longer than Van Doren•s, is so riddled 
with errors as to render it nearly useless. He is inconsis-
tent, frequently incomplete, and absolutely unreliable. It 
is a curious fact that none of the other major studies of 
Peacock contains a bibliography either of the author's 
works or of the criticism. The Freeman, Priestley, and 
Cellini books are quite innocent of any list of references, 
and Campbell lists only five works. 
When one consults the standard reference works one 
finds deficiencies almost everywhere. The Cambridge Biblio-
graphy of English Literature (including the supplement) 
lists three translations of Maid Marian, but omits both 
the French and German translations of the more important 
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novel Nightmare Abbey. Samuel C. Chew, in Albert C. Baugh's 
A Literary History of England, lists, as a convenient edition 
of the novels, an unannotated two-volume edition of 1905, 
long unavailable, and omits (probably because it came out 
while the Literary History was in press) the excellently 
annotated one-volume edition of 1948. If the scholarly 
works are deficient, the more popular reference books are 
-often downright wrong. The Encyclopaedia Britannica (edi-
tions of 1956, 1957, and 1958). prints "A. ~· Joung 11 for 
nA. B. Young,n choosing the least valuable (indeed positive-
ly the worst) of the seven available critical-biographies. 
It is the purpose of the present study to establish 
a hierarchy of quality among the .. :various studies of Peacock 
as well as to show the variety of attitudes which have been 
expressed in different periods •. Par~ I is a brief statement 
of the nature of the major critical works and an evaluation 
of the quality of these books and articles. Part II is an 
enumerative bibliography of the various editions of works 
by Peacock and a complete, annotated, enumerative bibliography 
of the criticism of Peacock. 
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Chapter I 
THE POEMS 
Thomas Love Peacock's first published work appeared 
in February of 1800: a forty-six line poem in heroic couplets 
answering the question "Is History or Biography the more 1m-
proving study?" Having won a prize in a contest set up by 
the editors of a children's magazine called The Monthly Pre-
ceptor or The Juvenile Library, the fourteen-year-old Tom 
Peacock received his first critical comment. Remarking that 
be printed. the vers.es "not as a specimen of poetry particu-
larly excellent, but as an extraordinary effort of genius 
in a boy of this age u (g86: 37), the editor rewarded the boy 
with Elegant Extracts in Verse Epitomized. It is signifi-
cant that it was this book of 1800 which Peacock received 
and not the Lyrical Ballads; for all of Peacock•s.subsequent 
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volumes of poetry·look determinedly backward toward the 
eighteenth century with not even one suggestion of the flood 
of lyricism already on its way with Burns and Blake. As we 
shall see, it was only in the incidental songs of his novels 
(though they are so important as hardly to deserve being 
called incidental) that he found his true metier in verse 
writing. 
No contemporary took notice of Peacock's juvenile 
poem with its obvious answer in favor of history, and no 
later writer has deigned to give it space except to dilate 
on the distinction between the boy 1 s attitude and the fact 
that it was just at this time that Napoleon was rising and 
that the fUture author of Heroes and Hero-Worship was five 
years old (358: 13) • The same deserved neglect has fallen 
on the young poet•s second appearance in print. In 1804 
appeared a set of farcical verses called "The Monks of St. 
Mark," probably privately printed. This doggerel ballad 
about monks who get .drunk during a storm and end up under 
the table provides a kind of anticipation of Peacock's later 
attitude t·oward the clergy and a significant comment on the 
serious poems being written at this time concerning religious 
matters. Since this little pamphlet contained only eighty-
four lines, it is not surprising that it was not reviewed; 
it is little more surprising that only a single copy of the 
work seems to have survived to this day. 
Peacock's first major work, however, was revi·ewed in 
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at least five different places--no mean~chievement for a 
first volume by a writer of only twenty-one years of age. 
Palmyra and·Other Poems, like his other three volumes of 
verse, was e.x.tl:'aordinarilywell received: "The first stanza 
in the book will probably induce the lover of po.etry to pro-
ceed through the whole" (126:82) •. He was .lucky in that the 
taste of all of the reviewers was just as reactionary as his 
own. The critics speak of a boldness and a fire more evi-
dent perhaps to a nineteenth-century reader than to a twen-
tieth-century reader. 
Fenced and barricado~d as Helicon is, according to the re-
port of some persons, against the approach of the moderns,--
and as we have indeed melancholy evidence in the quantity 
of trash, called poetry, with which we are incessantly 
pelted,--a few individuals occasionally contrive to clamber 
over the enclosure, and to get a sip from the sacred foun-
tain. Mr. Peacock appears to be one of this favoured minor-
ity; and even those who are somewhat fastidious will receive 
pleasure from the vigour of his conceptions, the elegance 
of his expressions, and the harmony of his numbers (125:323). 
Although all five of the contemporary reviews are favorable 
to the book, the reviewers do make some objections~ One,· 
objecting to the meter of the title poem, feels that the 
poet succeeds best in his "lighter effusions,n preferring 
particularly the "Visions of Love 11 (123:186). Most curious 
of the critical responses to this book is the reaction to 
the grotesque piece of anti-Semitism in dialect, "Levi Moses." 
The Poetical Register and Repository for Fugitive Poetry for 
1806-7 incredibly calls the poem uhighly comic" (132: 504); 
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whereas The Critical Review shares modern sensibility in 
these matters by condemning the illiberality, buffoonery, 
and nonsense of the nvulgar Jew song 11 (124:2lJ.). 
The. Genius of the Thames in 1810 received more reviews 
than Pal~a did, but the reception was mixed. The two re-
views which were negative were very negative: 
Like a certain gay bird Mr. Peacock never moves without 
strutting; and the excessive -disproportion, which so often 
exists between the thought and language, produces a dis-
turbance not very unlike what we feel, when the mock majesty 
of that gay bi~d is contrasted with his discordant scream 
•••• Mr. Peacock can write, if he pleases, in Mr. Scott•s 
best manner. We have~ indeed, been long persuaded that such 
an accomplishment is of much easier attainment than many 
would suppose (130:167-168). 
Or, as another puts it, "the words represent no specific 
images, and, consequently, impress the mind with no distinct 
ideas" (128:182). Whereas Mr. Peacock says "the woods are 
roaring in the gale," the reviewer would consider it "infin-
itely more natural for the gale to ro.ar in the woods" (128 : 184). 
He goes on with such picayune criticism and ends up with: "We 
confess that we are anxious to contribute as much as lies in 
our power. to stem the torrent of poetical scribbling, which 
now threatens to inundate literatu:t>e and common senseu(128:185). 
But if the negative criticism was rather more ill-mannered 
than anything else, the favorable criticism tended to be mind-
less: 
The description of well-known scene:t>y ·on the banks of the 
most delightful of rivers would offend us indeed, if it 
we:t>e not well executed; but we have read this poem with 
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considerable satisfaction • • • • The versification is flow-
ing and easy, and occasionally diversified with a very har-
monious effect. The language, too, is correct, generally 
speaking; and the author has produced a composition which 
on the whole is so good that it deserves to be better ;(131:2l0). 
Or if not mindless, then vague to the point of emptiness: 
the work "possesses all the essentials of good poetry; it 
has genius, taste, and judgment to recommend it 11 (129:82) .. 
Still a third reviewer, after granting "very high and almost 
unqualified applausen (127:178), escapes the necessity of 
specific judgments by quoting two long passages filling up 
three pages of the review. When the reviewers are specific 
(almost in passing, as it were), they discuss the language 
of the poem. It has "none of that quaint frippery of speech, 
none of that tawdry tinsel, in which the poetasters of the 
present day delight in arraying their gaudy muses, who seek 
to supply a barrenness of ideas by a redundancy of words" 
(129:82). Another reviewer, already quoted, says there are 
"expressions that will not bear the test of sound criticismn 
(127:178), and one even provides a list or expressions which 
"are not to be passed without c:r?itical condemnation" (131!'211). 
It is clear that this iast reviewer has either read~the pre-
race to the Lyrical Ballads or otherwise been led to agree 
with one of its points when he complains that 11 invert the 
field" for "plow 11 is very forced (131:211). But where one 
reader finds "great animation, cle.arness,, and beauty of de-
scription11 (136:561), another finds "misplaced elevation and 
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injudicious ornament" (130:167). Where one finds "a poem 
worthy of the subject 11 (136:561), another finds "flatness 
and ins~pidi ty which approaches doggerei" (128: 183) • More 
than one remarks that to label The Genius of the Thames a 
lyrical poem is to ~suse the term. None, however, points 
out that the tetrameter couplets, which can so easily fall 
into thumping, are actually given a great deal of' variety, 
and, though hardly highly poetical, do not at least fall 
into the monotony one might expect from such a form in the 
hands of a beginner. 
Two years later, when the second edition appeared 
including a revised version of' "Palmyra," the reviewers 
were completely silent, and it was not until Shelley wrote 
his extravagant praise that the revised poem was admired. 
It was the conclusion of' this second version of "Palmyra11 
(essentially a different poem from the first, retaining 
only 57 of the original 403 lin~s) that Shelley called "the 
finest piece of p·oetry I ever read" (4~.:I,359). This second 
version is certainly a great improvement over the first. 
The fact that it was not later reprinted when the first ver-
sion was, is only one· of many pieces of evidence that the 
critical judgment of Henry Cole, Peacock's first editor, 
left a great deal to be desired. 
Peacock's third and next-to-last major volume of 
poetry, The Philosophy of Melancholy, appeared two years 
later, in the same year as the second edition of The Genius 
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o:r the Thames. But this time the young versifier was f'avored 
with only two reviews--one moderately favorable, one wildly 
enthusiastic. The Eclectic Review in 181.2 announces that 
while the poem is f'ree. of the former glare of ornament and 
pomp of diction, there are still traces of a fondness for 
a "shewy f'inery and sweet pretty nonsensen (l34:1034);·and 
adds that despite an interesting sentiment, pleasing imagery, 
and very harmonious flow of versif'ication, there is really 
no originality o:f subject or thought. Nevertheless, "on 
the whole • • • the poem has afforded us grati:fication" 
(135:1035). The Anti-Jacobin, on the other hand, trumpets 
in its lengthy leading review that 
Mr. Peacock's ••• strong and ardent imagination supplies 
him with abundance of highly poetical images and figures, 
which his prolific genius embodies, and, with the assistance 
of a purif'ied taste, the chaste offsp~ing or nature, reduces 
into the most pleasing and diversified forms. Yet simpli-
city is uni:formly united with strength; the rules of nature 
are never violated; and the mind is neither shocked with 
the recurrence of incongruous images, nor disgusted with 
vulgar, trite, and obsolete e:x:press:tonstt (133:337). 
- .:> .. ' ;-; ;_. 
Sometime about 1810 Peacock's interests shi.fted to drama. 
But the two brief comedies and one brief tragedy that he wrote 
did not please him and he did not publish them. He d~d pub-
lish, however, two children's poems, and one literary satire. 
The first of these, Sir Hornbook; or, Childe Launcelot's 
Expedition: a Grammatico-Allegorical Ballad, is a series of 
sixty-eight quatrains which personify the parts of speech 
and other aspects o:f syntax, putting them through a kind of 
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adventure, and providing didactic definitions in the foot-
notes. This peculiar production went through at least seven 
editions between 1814 and 1855 despite the fact that it was 
reviewed by only one critic·who, though absurd by modern 
standards, must have been in touch with his audience: 
·· "Papas and Mamas, after ·first reading it over for their 
children's sakes to see that all is sa.fe,' will be disposed 
to take it up again for their own amusement, and to laugh 
heartily over its mock-heroic contentsn (135:544). It is 
rather amusing to note how close in style parts of the work 
.are to a much more famous work that preceded it and which 
Peacock was shortly to ridicu·le: 
Loud rung the chains; the drawbridge fell; 
The gates asunder flew: 
The knight thrice beat the portal bell, 
And thrice he call•d "Halloo.n 
(108:VI, 264) 
This eighty-three-stanza "ballad" is probably the worst lit-
erary effort of which Peacock was guilty. Its attacks on 
Southey, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Montgomery, Scott, and others 
are crude and reveal almost the only instance in all of Pea-
cock of spleen unalleviated by mellowness. 1 His attitude 
towards the reviews suggests that he might almost have fore-
seen that his .final volume of poetry, Rhododaphne, was to 
receive only -:. t.'W..o!.;slo notic~ and tht1l'l;o@e:::: not altogether 
1r say ~lmos~because there is one footnote in Night-
mare Abbey which bitterly refers to Burke (108:III,9Gj~ 
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f"lattering; the spleen comes in a footnote, as almost all 
of the scathing remarks do: 
or Reviews in the present day we have satis superque. We 
have the Edinburgh Review, already eulogised; and the 
Monthly Review, .. Which I believe is tolerably impartial, 
though not very.remarkable either for learning or philo-
sophy; and the Quarterly Review, a distinguished vehicle 
of compositions in the language politic; and the British 
Critic, which proceeds on·the enlightened principle that 
nothing can possibly be good coming from an heretic or a 
republican; and the Anti-Jacobin Review, •••• [sic]; 
and the British Review at which I can say nothing,:never 
having read a single page of it; and the Eclectic Review, 
an exquisite focus of evangelical illumination; t.:and the 
New Review, which promises to be an usef"ul Notitia Literaria; 
and the Critical Review, which I am very reluctant to men-
tion at all, as· I can only dismiss it in the words of Captain 
Bobadil:--"It is to gentlemen I speak: I talk to no scavenger" 
«1:aa:~~93). 
This is particularly unkind of Peacock, since both the Monthly 
Review and the British Critic had been quite generous to his 
earlier books. On~y the Anti-Jacobin Review, which was also 
quite generous, escapes. damnation, even this only by omission, 
not by any positive praise. 
Of the final poetical pamphlet, The Round Table; or, 
King Arthurts Feast, little need be said. It was not reviewed; 
it has not since been discussed; it is of no interest. It is 
189 lines o;f anapestic tetramene~e::· in couplets which describe 
a vision of all the kings of England as they are presented to 
King Arthur by Merlin. Perhaps the children enjoyed it. 
In 1818 Rhododaphne, or The Thessalian Spell, the fourth 
and last of his major books of poetry, was published. But, 
whereas Palmyra, one of his less successful efrorts, received 
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six reviews, this, his best long poem, received only two. 
And once again the reviewers are superficial in their com-
ments. The tone of Scott is felt, and the Monthly Review 
article even suggests that the author might be Sir Walter 
himself. The reviewer proceed-s to· give a very favorable 
account of the poem, "a very elegant little work," showing 
nno ordinary command of the lighter graces of versification" 
{150: 178). His reference to the author r s considerable !mow-
ledge of erotic antiquity recalls the young Robert Buchanan's 
remark after visiting the older writer to the effect tbat 
his mind was a 11ver:tt.able thesaurus erotica" {199: 2~2) • The 
reviewer for the Literary Gazette reveals his orientation 
towards the past when he_ finds the work "critically as well 
as poetically pleasingn; for 11 leaving our Scotts, Sou-J:;heys, 
Byrons, Moores, Campbell~;~, Wordsworths, to their favourite 
strair:i@,:::: [this] reverts to classic ground ••• , [to] gods 
and heroes, who seem, after being courted for centuries, to. 
have been almost banished by the British Muses n (147 : 114) • 
He finds the versificati-on more easy than correct·. 
But, if the reviewers were not many or loud·in their 
praises, the poets were. While it was still in composition 
Shelley was wri t,ing to Hogg, 11Peacock has finished his poem, 
which is a story of.classical mystery and magic--the trans-
fused essence of Lucian, Petronius, and Apuleius 11 (422; :II, 995). 
And when it was published, Shelley wrote a very favorable 
review which ·unfortunately had to wait until 1880 to see 
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print. "This is to be a scholar; this is to have read Homer 
and Sophocles and Plato," he says (an: III, 19). 
We are transported to the banks of the Peneus and linger 
under the crags df Tempe, and see the water lilies float-
ing on the stream. We sit with Plato by old Ilissus under 
the sacred Plane tree among the sweet scent of flowering 
sallows; and above there is the nightingale or Sophocles 
in· the ivy of the pine, who is watching the sunset so that 
it may dare to sing; it is the radiant evening of a burn-
ing day, and the smooth hollow whirlpools of the river are 
overflowing with the aerial gold of the level sunlight (422:III, 17-18). 
Lord Byron said that he would be willing to be the author 
of the "Grecian Enchantress n hi~elf (287 :[1.)1,). And Edgar 
Allan Poe; not knowipg the name of the author, called Rhode-
daphne "brimful of music" (421 :III, 443). Thomas Medwin 
in his Life of Shelley. reported that a Parisienne said that. 
she read the poem several times a year, and every time with 
increased pleasure (419:308-309). 
The curious thing is that it is this very classical 
poe~ which also.shows Peacock~s romanticism. In this, more 
than in any other work, one feels that the author is. a man 
of his time. The echoes of "Christabel" and 11Kubla Khan" 
appear powerfUlly in the figure of the enchantress and her 
pleasure palace.· If one did.not know Peacock's harsh opinion 
of Keats, one would be tempted to ·say that there was a further 
influence there. Rhododaphne is a tale of magic, laid in 
lovely valley settings, or the conflict between loyal_ideal-
istic platonic love and fierce passionate sensual love. 
It is easy to understand Shelleyts critical reactions to 
the poem. 
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Chapter II 
THE EARLY NOVELS 
Reviews in nineteenth-century periodicals were (with 
notable exceptions) generally superficial, and the contempor-
aneous reviews o.f Peacock's novels do not provide a great 
deal to discuss. They differ .from modern reviews ·in that 
they quote, with great liberality, characteristic passages 
.from the book under discussion. This fact is signi.fic~t 
.for the present study because it reveals the considerable 
space, and thus attention, given to Peacock despite the rela-
tive paucity o.f critical insights. The Westminster Review, 
.for example, devotes ten pages to a review of Crotchet Castle, 
even though most of these pages are direct quotations from 
the book. And the British Critic gives twelve pages, chiefly 
quotations, to a review of Melincourt·. 
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or the four reviews which Headlong Hall received on 
its .first appearance, all were favorable. All of them more 
or less agree with the conclusion or the Monthly Review 
which labels it as "a pleasant evening's amusement 11 and 
recommends it as "a very harmless care-killer to a numerous 
class or readers" (141: 330) ·• The only negative comment or 
any kind was the opinion,·which appeared in two different 
reviews, that Peacock should have treated the clergy with 
more respect, e.g., 11that such characters [as Dr. Gaster] 
exist in real life, is insufficient excuse for their being 
brought ov,t on the canvass" (139:379). 
The Critical Review, in noting that the "North review-
ers" arehit orr in the novel, introduces one or the con-
tinuing topics in all Peacockian criticism: the matter or 
attempting to identify characters in the novels with liv-
ing persons (137 :69). But despite the observation that 
has been frequently made since that Shelley was ridiculed 
in Headlong Hall, Shelley almost certainly did not take 
Scythrop in the novel as unpleasantly satirizing himself. 
Shelley was. delighted to call his Italian study Scythrop•s 
Tower, and kept Peacock as his revered friend. He made no 
direct statement on the matter; his only remark about the 
book was made in response to an inquiry from Leigh Hunt, 
who asked to know who the anonymous author was: 
Peacock is the author of "Headlong Hall, 11 --he expresses 
himself much pleased by your approbation--indeed, it is 
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an approbation which many would be happy to acquire! He 
is now writing "Melincourt" in the same style, but, as 
I judge, far superior to "Headlong Hall." He is an amiable 
man or great learning, considerable taste, an enemy to every 
shape or tyranny and superstitious imposture. I am now on 
the point of taking the lease of a house among these woody 
hills, these sweet green fields, and this delightful river 
--where, if I should ever have the happiness of seeing you, 
I will introduce you to Peacock (423:II, 531). 
Melincourt, in addition to being welcomed by Shelley, 
was favorably received by four reviewers and scorned by 
two others. In Philadelphia, a magazine called the Portfolio 
(which was promoting a society for the distribution .of the 
Bible) was not above pilfering its criticism from another 
review. Melincourt contains "as much to censure as so many 
pages could well comprehend," and the author umust have a 
weak head and a wicked heart. His book is a tissue of 
malignity and.ignorance 11 (148:321). The clue for under-
standing this rather startling set of views comes in the 
lines stating that the author "cannot credit. the Holy Writings; 
and his book is just what might be expected from a man with-
' out principles, and a scholar without learning" (148.~321). 
This review was based on a similar one in the British Critic, 
which had announced that "our readers will see the cloven 
foot of infidelity," and.which.had provided the Portfolio 
man with his ideas by saying that the author 11 commits no 
small outrages, both upon probability and taste, to vilify 
and abuse [parsons]" (146:437). 
The favorable reviewers of' Melincourt concerned them-
selves with two major points: the brilliant conception of 
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Sir Oran Haut-ton, the ape who goes to parliament; and· the 
prolixity of the earnest discussions carried on by the hero 
and heroine. The first point was·generally felt to out'-
weigh tJ:re second. The most original comment was in .. the 
Literary Gazette: 
We should not .... be surpr~sed if it led the way to a new 
species of humourous writing; which, taking the novel for 
its foundation, and .the drama for its superstructure, should 
superadd to both, the. learning and enquiry of the Essay. 
Fortunately, the sheer, downright novel is growing out of 
repute every day. Miss Edgeworth was the first who moral-
ized it, Miss Porter endowed it with histo~ical strength, 
the author of Waverley gave it national interest, and the 
author of Melincourt can fairly be said to have advanced it 
another degree higher, in the moral and intellectual scale 
of literature ( 142: 132). . . . 
It is extremely curious~.to note that the novel by Pea-
cock which is most read and .. most praised today, Nightmare 
Abbey, is the one which got the least notice in the press 
of its day. Only two reviews appeared, though both very 
favorable. One took up the problem which had bothered critics 
before and which was to bother o~her critics later: "It 
would be diffic~lt to say what his books are, for they are 
neither romances, novels, tales, nor treatises, but a mix-
ture of all these combined 11 (149:788). The other review 
voiced a happy conviction which still holds true: "The 
author deserves well of his country who, in times like the 
present, can excite a laugh in which mankind may join with-
out malice, and indulge without compunction" (151: 328). 
The four reviews of Maid Marian all contained perfUnctory 
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praise except for that in the Monthly Review which, after 
pointing out that the episodes of the novel were borrowed 
.from Josep}?. Ritson•s collection of Robin Hood material, 
and after praising the "sprightly wit, good-humoured satire 
and clever writing, 11 goes on to suggest that the picture 
of Robin Hood is "not a strong and characteristic likeness 11 
· and that Maid Marian "might. have been represented somewhat 
less. masculine and warlike in her taste 11 (152:443). But 
there was really no negative criticism of substance, and 
the book, a.fter being immediately turned into an operetta, 
was translated the next year, 1823, into German, in 1826 
into French, and again into French in 1855. It is this 
book, as much as anything that Peacock ever wrote, which 
demonstrates his sympathy with the romantic mood of his 
era. Maid Marlan and the following book, The Misfortunes 
o.f Elphin, differ from the other novels in being concerned 
with satire to a much ·lesser degree, and they.have rath.er 
more plot along with their romantic settings. 
Every one o.f the .five reviews of The Misfortunes o.f 
Elphin was extremely favor.ahle •. It is the writer for the 
Athenaeum who hits upon the.8naJI.ysis which held true over 
a hundred years ago and still holds true today: 
Peacock is, of all contemporary novelists, the one whose 
general popularity bears the most insignificant propor-
tion to the esteem in which he is held by the thinking 
portion of the reading public • His wit would be more 
admired, if it were employed on subjects of less philo-
sophical speculation; his humour, to be popular, must be 
more gross; his knowledge inore ostentatiously exhibited; 
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and his fine imagination totally freed from the restraints 
which are imposed on it by a taste truly classical. As it 
is, he must consent that his writings should be praised 
more than they are read, and read more than they are under-
stood ( 161:277). 
One of the reviews does take exception to Peacock's contempt 
for the idea of progress: nrt is not for the genuine satirist, 
either directly, or indirectly, to insinuate the superiority 
of half-barbarous states of existence, by partially advert-
ing to the evils consequent on higher stages of civiliza-
tion, n but, the writer allows, 11the general direction of 
the ridicule is sound and correctly levelled" (160:435). 
The review wl?-ich most pleased the author himself was the 
comment of the Cambrian Quarterly Magazine, which said, "we 
recommend this work t.o our readers as the most entertaining 
book, if not the best, that has yet been published.on the 
ancient customs and traditions. of Wales 11 (159:240). 
Of the six reviews of Crotchet Castle, three were 
favorable and three negative. The ravorable ones were bland 
for the most part, although the writer for the Literary 
Gazette did say that, nwere we to be asked our private 
opinion as to who is the wittie.st writer in England, we 
·should say Mr. Peacockn (163: 115). The negative reviews, 
on the other hand, were rather more cogent. The Monthly 
Review, which had been so extravagant in its praise for 
The Misfortunes or Elphin, now could rind only six lines 
. 
for this book in an omnibus .review which dealt at great 
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length with six other books; and these :few lines make the 
point that "the wit :is not at all remarkable :for pointed-
ness or elegance" (166:134). The Examiner was more acid: 
"He does not amuse us •••• There is much simper, much 
air o:f satisfaction at his own points and subtleties o:f 
humour; but so tine is the point, and subtle the humour, 
that the reader is at a loss to :find them out" (165 : 212) • 
But it was le:ft to Fraser 1 s Magazine to be the most virulent 
o:f all: "Peacock is one o:f.the people •marked with the in-
delible d---d cockney blot;• ••• an ignorant, stupid, poor 
devil, who has no :fun, little learning, no :facility, no 
easiness • a dolt who thinks that the daily nonsense 
vomited up by all sorts o:f asses is something o:f moment" 
(169: 17). 
In summary one may say that Peacock's early novels, 
like his poetry, were very well received on their initial 
appearance. The only recurring negative criticism was o:f 
his portrayal o:f clergymen. On the other hand, the recur-
ring :favorable remarks were many concerning the polished 
style, the good-humored wit, the satirical thrusts, ~d the 
wide erudition. A large majority o:f the contemporary critics 
o:f Peacock agreed with the one who wr~te that Peacock "proves 
himself ••• not merely. a wit, but a philosopher, a patriot, 
and a man o:f taste; and we can recommend his work as the 
·best o:f its class that has :for some years met our not1ce 11 
(143:453). 
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Chapter III 
FROM 1837 TO PEACOCK'S DEATH 
The history of the public reception of Peacock's 
novels is one of extraordinary calmness. As anyone would 
expect~ there have always been those who find the seven 
novels their complete delight., and there have always been 
those who do not. But the fact is that it is almost always 
the yeas who find their way into print; and the nays are 
very se1dom heard. The demand for the novels has never been 
. . 
great; yet there has always been sufficient demand to war-
rant their being in print up to and including the present 
day--and this despite the fact that Peacock's name is one 
that is completely unknown to the general reader. 
During Peacock's lifetime, though there was no great 
stir about the novels, there was enough interest to prompt 
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a collection as early as 1837· When Richard Bentley put 
out number LVII of Bentley's Standard Novels, he included 
Headlong Hall, Nightmare Abbey, Maid Marian, and Crotchet 
Castle, and Peacock provided a new two-page_pref.ace. This 
preface is worth quoting at some length bedause every satir-
ist is likely to become a victim of time if he has been so 
pertinent as to be timely. And there are later critics 
who have damned Peacock for the transitory character of 
his satire. But Peacock had the wit to foresee this even-
tuality, and he noted in 1837 that things were not as they 
were even in 1830, when the most recent of the four novels 
first appeared. In his preface he_ points out that rotten 
boroughs have ceased to eXist, but, he goes on, 
the classes of tastes, feelings, and opinions, which were 
successively brought into play in these little. tales, re-
main substantially the same. Perfec~ibilians, deteriora-
tionists, statu-quo-ites, phrenologists, transcendentalists, 
political economists, theorists in all sciences, projectors 
in all arts, morbid visionaries, romantic enthusiasts, 
lovers of music, lovers of the picturesque, and lovers of 
good dinners march, and will march forever, pari passu with 
the march of mechanics, which some facetiously call the 
march of the intellect. The fastidious in old wine are a 
race that does not decay. ·Literary violators of the confi-
dences of private life still gain a disreputable livelihood 
and an unenviable notoriety. Match-makers from interest, 
and the disappointed in love and in friendship, are varieties 
of which spec'imens are extant. The great principle of the 
Right of Might is as flourishing now as in the days of Maid 
Marian: the array of false pretensions,-moral, political.t 
and literary, is as imposing as ever: the rulers of the 
world still feel things in their effects, and never foresee 
them in their causes; and political mountebanks continue, 
and will continue, to puff nostrums and practise legerdemain 
under the eyes of the multitude (108 :I, 2-3). 
Here is as good a statement_ as has been made by any critic 
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or the positive element in Peacock. These are the subjects 
or permanent interest which are illuminated, sometimes with 
the warm glow from the eyes or many well-wined, well-fed 
diners, sometimes with the baleful light of arguers who 
become incandescent and reveal themselves in all their own 
absurdity. 
Both of the periodicals which reviewed Bentley's vo·lume 
gave it a very favorable notice. The Examiner critic finds 
it "full of a genuinely liberal and ameliorating spirit," 
wishes that The Misfortunes of Eiphin had been reprinted 
instead of Maid Marian because of its sharper content, and 
concludes, "Peacock is one of the few writers of his class 
who stand the test of republication. His stories relish 
with age" (171:341). One must smile a little ironically 
at the second article because, with all of its accolades, 
it appears in one of the very magazines, the Edinburgh Review, 
which is so roundly damned in the first of the reprinted 
novels. This article by James Spedding is, without any 
doubt, the best article which was written on Peacock's works 
during the author's lifetime. Indeed, in the opinion or one· 
later scholar (Jack Barry Ludwig), this is the best article 
which has so rar been written on Peacock. Calling Peacock 
decidedly a man of genius, Spedding gives his reasons: "In-
humanity, oppression, cant, and false pretensions of all 
kinds are hated with a just hatred; mirth, sunshine, and 
good fellowship are relished with a hearty relish; simplicity, 
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unassuming goodness, and the pure face of nature never fail 
to touch hi:tn:..wi th natural delight 11 (172: 444). And he finds 
that this humane spirit increases from volume to volume. 
It was fortunate that this review, the only thoroughly seri-
ous one of any of his publications to appear in Peacock's 
lifetime, was reprinted in 1879 in a book of Spedding•s re-
views. His comments were not all favorabl~ to be sure. 
There had been those who had damned Peacock out of hand, 
notably the writer in the British Critic who reviewed Malin-
court on its first appearance. Spedding takes these critics 
into account when he says, "explicit faith of his own he 
seems to have none • . . . His irony covers little or none 
of that latent reverence and sympathy,--rarely awakens within 
that 'sweet recoil of love and pity,•--which gives to irony 
its deepest meaning,· and makes it in many minds the purest, 
if not the only natural language of tender and profound emo-
tion11 (172:443-444). And, he adds, 11 although he dwells more 
habitually among doubts and negations than we believe to be 
good for any man, he is not without positive impulses • • • 
which impart a uniformly healthy tone to his writings 11 (172: 
443). Th~ major virtue of Spedding•s article is that he 
recognizes the seriousness of purpose in the novel-s (something 
that has been lost from sight by more recent critics), and 
that Peacock was the f~rst to establish the characteristics 
of what is now called the Peacockian novel. 
As we have seen, Peacock was already known in France, 
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Germany, and America. But in every instance the books had 
been published either anonymously or as "by the author o:f 
Headlong Hall." In England, however, the secret was a :fairly 
open one. As early as 1818 the reviewer o:f Rhododaphne in 
the Literary Gazette had announced, 11this poem is :from.the 
pen of Mr. Peacock, known to the world if not generally by 
name, at least pretty generally as the author of 1The Genius 
of the Thames, 1 •Headlong Hall,' and •Melincourtr" (147:114). 
Rhododaphne had been published in Philadelphia in 1818, the 
third of Peacock's works to be published there, but, as 
usual, without the author's name. In 1843, however, the 
poem was reprinted in two successive issues of the Southern 
Literary Messenger in Richmond, Virginia, with an introduc-
tory paragraph which attributed authorship to one Richard 
Dab.ney of Louisa County, Virginia. The critical controversy 
which followed proved that it was not written by Dabney (who 
had never claimed it in the first place), but the name of 
the real author never was mentioned in the magazine. 
In 1845 a New York firm brought out Headlong Hall and 
Nightmare Abbey in a .. _one-volume, thirty-seven-and-one-half-
cent,:paperback edition, Number Seven ih Wiley and Putnam's 
"Library of Choice Reading" series. The fact that this is 
called the "first American edition" on the title page sug-
gests that the three books published earlier by M. Carey 
and possibly the one published by Moses Thomas in Philadelphia, 
had all been pirated. Headlong Hall had been printed in 
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America in the same year it appeared in England~ that is, 
twenty-nine years before this "first edition"; and Night-
mare Abbey had appear~d the year following its English edi-
tion, twenty-six years before. In any case this "first edi-
tion11 was popular enough to be repvinted~.ggain in 1850~ five 
years after its first appearance. 
When Melincourt was reprinted in a cheap "yellow-back" 
edition in 1856, Peacock provided a special preface in which 
he note~ the changes i~ society which had taken place in 
the thirty-nine years since the novel first appeared. This 
little note has considerable importance for the critical 
position of Peacock, for it is here that he says, "I never 
trespassed on private life" (108:II, 2). This in conjunction 
with his earlier reference (in the 1837 preface). to those 
uliterary viqlators of the confidences of private life [who] 
still gain a disreputable livelihood and an unenviable noto-
riety" provides a sufficient.refutation for the critical 
position of such modern commentators as Olwen Campbell (see 
:fte-h)s JJ.7 and 400 ) • In this same year one-shilling yellow 
paperbacks appeared of Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey in 
one volume and of Maid Marian and Crotchet Castle in another. 
But the only review to appear was of Melincourt. It is 
significant that here for the first time appears evidence 
in the reviews of that change in the nature of novel readers 
which has been documented by Mrs. Q. D. Leavis in her study, 
Fiction and the Reading Public (417;pass1m) ~ . Almost as if 
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anticipating T. S. Eliot 1 s point of view when he aristocrati-
cally ref'ers to "the few" who can talk intelligently of 
Stendhal, Proust, and Henry James, the reviewer of Melincourt 
remarks that the book would be worthwhile only to those who 
are 11thoughtful, attentive, and used to intellectual exer-
cises" (175:486). A second new note in this review is the 
"placing" of Peacock in literary history. Inst~ad of merely 
commenting on the content of the novel, the writer points 
out that in a sense Peacock has., in this work, anticipated 
the imaginary conversations of Walter Savage Landor. Although 
his review is a favorable one, the writer shows himself out 
of sympathy with Peacock's criticisms and himself a supporter 
of the great onward advance of "progress." "We do not 
accredit·the author ••. in his denial of gain achieved 
for liberal principles and great truths;--and his sneer 
against the triumphs over Time and Space won by Science is 
not worthy of [such wit and wisdom]" (175: 486). 
Except for the two prefaces which he had supplied for 
reprints of his work, Peacock was silent in.the world of 
letters for nearly thirty years: from the publication of 
the Paper Money Lyrics in 1837, or really from the appear-
ance of Crotchet Castle in 1831 (because the Lyrics volume 
was printed in only one hundred copies and not for s.ale) 
almost to the publication of his final novel, Gryll Grange, 
in 1861. Various reprints had appeared: the children's 
book Sir Hornbook kept appearing in many editions, and 
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his au:toJgioBraphical sketch "The Abbey House" was reprinted 
in the first volume of Tales from Bentley, otherwise known 
as Bentley's Miscellany. But in 1858 Peacock became the 
subject of a whirling literary controversy with the serial 
publication in Fraser's Magazine of his "Memoirs of Sheiley." 
All of the idolaters of Shelley rushed to attack the man 
who dared to give a not entirely flattering view of the 
poet and a defense of his first wire. Chief among the 
idolaters was Richard Garnett, and his attacks on Peacock 
come with particularly bad grace from a man who was to find 
a major project for himself in editing the works of Peacock 
after the death of the novelist. Garnett bluntly accuses 
Peacock of sophistry "in his anxiety to vindicate himself 
at Shelley's expense" (180:150). He quoted a letter written 
toT .. J. Hogg calling Peacock "a cold scholar, who, I think, 
has neither taste nor reeling" (180: 165), and concludes that 
he "was not one whom the poet would have thought of honour-
ing or burdening with his confidence" (180:166). This last 
remark was so patently untrue that one wonders how Garnett 
could have made it; yet it was not the least of his sneers: 
"[Peacock] is, moreover, entitled to our especial indulgence, 
as his works consist principally of dialogues, in which, for 
the sake of raising a laugh, persons or celebrity are intro-
duced under transparent _disguises as giving utterance to 
sentiments whi~h they certainly would not have recognized 
as their own. It is easily conceivable· that the habit, thus 
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engendered7 of manufacturing conversations to suit a parti-
cular purpose may be one which, with the best intentions, 
it is dif'f'icult to wholly lay aside 11 (180:170). Peacock did 
not deign to reply to. this viciousness, and it would not be 
worth recording but for the f'act that it is typical or the 
attitudes toward Shelley and Peacock which still appear 
in certain critics (Olwen Campbell being ~he most egregious). 
There were only two reviews of' the final novel Gryll 
Grange when it appeared in 1861, but this fact may be partly 
explained by the public 1 s familiarity with the novel. It 
had been appearing serially in Fraser's Magazine for the 
preceding nine months, f'rom April to December of 1860. 
Since Fraser•s was so widely read, it may be assumed that 
the literati of England were acquainted first hand with 
the story. The two reviews .. are both favorable,· but there 
is some condescension. In the Saturday Review the novel is 
ref'erred to as "the outpouring of' an old-f'ashioned man or 
learningn (178:275).. The work is 11 quaint"; it has "a peculiar 
charm • ~ • all this queer mixture f'lows easily along • • • 
we never f'eel that we have been delivered over to a learned 
bore • • Often what he says is shrewd and true, even 
when exaggerated; and even when he seems to us to go wrong, 
we enjoy the relish with which this veteran Pagan slashes 
at all modern innovations that he detests" (178:274). And 
here again is the note indicating the dividing of' the reading 
public into the minority and the masses: the novel is "what 
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learned people at least may read with instruction and 
pleasure" (178:274). The Spectator is not so patroniz-
ing, though it calls the book mellow. The reviewer finds 
the volume. full of "f~:ankness, 'freshness, love of letters, 
and cultivated bonhomie-" (179:222). This writer's insight, 
however, becomes somewhat suspect when he finds this surpris-
ing parallel: "In the set manner in which the characters 
are presented, the aesthetic, epicurean tone which pervades 
the book, the utter improbability of the incid~nts, the roman-
tic haze which is thrown around them, and the conspicuous posi-
tion which dramatic affairs occupy, we are reminded of Goethe's 
Wilhelm Meister 11 (177:223). 
. . 
In the follow_ing year,- 1862, Peacock published his 
translation· of Gl 1Ingannati, the Italian source for Shake-
speare's Twelfth Night, along with his solution to the Latin 
enigma Aelia Laelia Crispis. This was the first English 
translation of the play and was used by the editors of the 
New Variorum Shakespeare (H. H. Furness, ed.) as the basis 
for the translation which they published. Since Peacock 
had indicated some passages by summaries, the New Variorum 
version of the play has.been expanded to be complete; but 
the editors pay the critical compliment of using substan-
tially the translation by Peacock. In his introduction.to 
the play Peacock had made the error of saying that it was 
unknown as Shakespeare's source. The Athenaeum set him 
right on that score (181:305). 
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The bibliographical history of The Four Ages of Poetry 
is a curious one. It had appeared first in 1820 in Ollier•s 
Literary Miscellany, and then was privately printed by Pea-
cock's a~irer Thomas L 1Estrange in Belfast. L•Estrange 
wrote to Peacock, "Mr. Wilson sent me a manuscript copy or 
your Four Ages of Poetry or which I have had some copies 
printed to bind with your other works and for private distri-
bution" (357:131-132). The only known copy or this pamphlet, 
apparently printed in Belfast in 1863, is now in the Houghton 
Library (Harvard) bound in the back of an 1812 edition of 
The Genius of the Thames, Palmyra, and Other Poems. The 
role or this essay in the history or criticism is well-known. 
Its. role in the history of Peacock's reputation would per-
haps be even greater if all references to the essay had 
not been excised from Shelley•s reply when that was published. 
We have noted in the reviews or Gryll Grange that 
Peacock at the age or seventy-:-six was looked on as a kind 
of mellow hold-over from an earlier period, and the bio-
graphical notices or the period confirm this. In the stand-
ard work which went through many editions, Men of the Time, 
Peacock is not mentioned in 1857 nor in 1859. Only in the 
1862 edition does he appear, and this despite the consider-
able popularity or his early novels and his distinguished 
service in the East India Company. With some inaccuracies 
in various details, the entry concludes a very brief para-
graph with, "he is an eminent classical wit and a gentleman 
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or high scientif'ic acquirements" (179:837-838). This last 
is perhaps a rather :rar-:retched way or describing his inter-
est in determining the :reasibility or steamships on the 
route to the Indies. In 1865, however, the entry in the 
new edition had been edited by his admirer Thomas L'Estrange, 
who had written Peacock himself' ror information; and this 
time the :racts are right, '...cand instead or only :rour works, 
ten publications are named. 
At his death he was so little recognized by the world 
or affai~s that the London Times obituary announcement is 
not only laconic put omits all re:rerence to his literary 
achievements, to wit, "On the 23d inst. at Lower Hallif'ord 
in the 8lst year or his age, Thomas UrJ~e~Peacock, Esq .. , 
:Late Examiner or Indian Correspondence. H .. E.I.C. 1 s Service" 
(183:1). The obituary writer for the Athenaeum begins; 
"The name or Peacock as a writer of f'iction is too little 
known by the readers or our generation." And even he makes 
a kind or apology, despite calling the books "in some sort, 
already classics." He says, "Rated among novelists, Peacock, 
in one respect counts for little. He never tried :ror plot; 
he had small descriptive power, but he will hold no common 
place whenever the story of ultra-liberal literature shall 
come to be writtentt (184:208). 
Thus a lire ends. Peacock, whose f'irst efforts in 
poetry had been so encouragingly received, went on to rind 
an equally warm reception :ror his mature f'iction. His works 
-~-
were so favorably receive~ by the critics and the public 
that they were collected in his own lifetime and pirated 
in the United States. But his reputation grew dim as long 
years passed between Crotchet Castle and the appearance of 
his final novelJ and his fame at death was small. 
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Chapter IV 
FROM 1866 TO THE GARNETT EDITION 
Since his lifetime there have been four peaks of inter-
est in Peacock, each one coinciding with the publication of 
one or more collected editions of his works: 1875, 1891-1895, 
1924, and 1947. Roughly every twenty or twenty-five years 
there seems to have been a resurgence of interest. This is 
not to say that there.was no concern in the intervals. In 
the same year as his death Peacoc~ was included, along with 
Aytoun and Prout, in.a North British Review article on 
"Recent Humourists 11 which treated him very favorably. This 
. article, which received considerable distribution by being 
printed the same year in the American Living Age and in 
the Eclectic Magazine, praised the nvivid satire, manly 
sense, and brilliant scholarship of this distinguished, but 
-------- ---------------
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not sufficiently known author" (186:85). The writer had 
even gone tq the troubl·e to seek out original biographical 
information .from Henry Wallis (who had painted Peacock's 
portrait), George Meredith, and the Adjutant~General's office. 
Yet just a year after this article, the editor of Notes and 
Queries, in an introduction to an inquiry concerning the 
identification of; a poem, says, "We suspect that Thomas 
Love Peacock is but too little· known by the present genera-
tion" (189:172). 
James Robinson Planche, the .famous opera producer, 
in.: his two volumes of Recollections and Reflections pub-
lished in 1872, gives Peacock only the briefest of mention, 
·even though the "sparkling little tale" (191.-1-:I, 46) Maid 
Marian had been the basis .for one of his greatest successes. 
In America a writer for ·the Southern Magazine of Baltimore 
manufactured an .article by using long quotations from Pea-
cock, lacing them with random critical remarks: "Peacock 
was the most. eminent English satirist," he says, ignoring 
Byron, "of the time of Charles Lamb, Theodore Hook and 
1Father Proutrn (195:158). And·like nearly every critic 
.from the time of Spedding (who.had spoken of "a classical 
purity and reserved grace of style" (172:443] ), he praises 
the writing as "clear, vigorous and scholarly, and .full of 
musical grace" (J-95:158). His two original contributions 
are the comparisons he makes: Peacock "has neither the 
breadth of sympathy nor the tender .feeling of Thackeray • • • 
His sati:iN\Lcomes: .. who1l;~n .. rront::bbe·dmtellect • • • • Thackeray Is 
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is largely from the heart as well, and is founded upon that 
large charity of judgment which it is the mission of Chris-
tianity to instill into man". (195:158).. And, he suggests, 
there is something of the 11 dialogue-flavor 11 of Sheridan, 
the polemic quality of Bulwer, and the glowing rhetoric 
of Ruskin (195:162). 
Besides "Recent Humouristsn and this article, the 
only study of Peacock to appear between the time of his 
death and the first collected edition was a hotly-breathing 
article in the Fortnightly Review in 1873 praising the 
writer as a liberal. George Barnett Smith, who wrote the 
article (later reprinted in his book Poets and Novelists) 
deco:r.ated Peacoc~ with the title "Liberal in the highest 
sense of the word, and to the backboneu (196: 190). He finds 
it singular that one whose tastes were those of a recluse, 
a stiudent of Gre.ek, Latin, and Italian classics, should 
take up the burning questions of the day. Yet it is a fact 
that Peacock•s works (of which the reviewer prefers Headlong 
Hall.) "breathe of liberty .of thought, speech, and action11 
(196: 189).: And Smith was no sup~rficial student of Peacock, 
for not only had he read all of the novels but he also knew 
Rhododaphne, and Palmyra, works not well known in 1873. 
Sir Henry Cole, when he was a young man, was employed 
at the East India House during Peacock 1 s years there, and 
they grew to be good friends •. As early as 1837 Cole had pub-
lished Peacock's Paper Money Lyrics in the Guide, a little 
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magazine o£ which he was the editor. After the author's 
death, Cole took upon himself the job of editing the first 
collected edition of Peacock's writings with the active help 
o~ the grand-daughter Edith Nicolls. These Works, which 
appeared in 1875, contain about nine-tenths of everything 
Peacock ever wrote, along with brief recollections by John 
Cam Hobhouse, Lord Hougbton, and a-lengthy biographical 
notice by Edith Nicolls. The texts of the novels are inaccur-
ate, but the biography is the principal source of such informa-
tion. 
The six reviews which appeared were by critics of 
rather more impressive standing, Edmund Gosse for one, than 
any who had attended. the appearance of a Peacock book up to 
this time. The most significant article was that by Robert 
Buchanan, ve~y much in the public eye by reason o£ his numer-
ous volumes and for his attack on Rossetti a little more than 
four years before. _Here he appears in a more sympathetic 
role: he recalls his visit as a young admirer to the old 
man Peacock in his home at Halliford. There he delighted 
in meeting the person he thought especially noble because 
of his vindication of Harriet Shelley. Whereas the world 
thought of Peacock as "a retrograde philosopher and satirical 
pessimist," Buchanan held that both the man and the novels 
were entitled to "a far higher· place than Lord Houghton seems· 
inclined to give them" (199:249). This article is much more 
of a "personal reminiscence," as he titled it, than a review 
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or the Cole edition, its ostensible occasion. For this 
very reason this essay has been an important sourc~ ror 
every later biographer or Peacock. 
But ir Buchanan tended to hero-worship, Edmund Gosse 
did not. For him Peacock was "suspicious, resentrul, and 
dolorous in his respect towards the world in general, hope-
less for the future, regretrul or the past, using satire 
as punishment, not correction, and saved only by his arrec-
tionate and generous inner nature rrom the moroseness or 
disappointment and .despair" (202:496). His lengthy article 
in London Society attempts a kind or objective criticism 
but achieves tpe kind of grudging· admiration which we will 
discover is characteristic or a whole school of·Peacock 
critics who for one reason or another are drawn to write 
about the. man, but whose personality types seem to be basically 
at odds with Peacock's--their praise comes through a rilter 
or dislike. 
It is James Davies, however, in the Contemporary Review, 
who picks up the real challenge laid down by Cole's edition; 
was there really an audience ror Peacock? Davies thinks 
there had not been one: "we may doubt :).r, up to the date of 
his death in 1866, Peacock had fully won his due and just 
rank among English humorists" (200: 734). And that was be-
cause he did not aim ror the lending-library three-volume-
novel reading public. "No writer ever set his back so strenu-
ously against the clamour for improving the masses" (200:739). 
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The Temple Bar suggests that:.tt is the intellectual complexity 
of the books which determines the author's fate: "At the con-
clusion of every argument in Peacock's dialogues the reader 
is left in doubt .as to which side has triumphed; and this 
fact has probably in some measure acted against the author's 
popularity" (201:117). 'The lament over the limited audience 
had been raised before and it is to be heard again many . · 
times. 
A curious aspect of these reviews of the collected 
works was the inability of the reviewers to agree on what 
was good and what was bad. One would hold that Maid Marian 
was the autho:r-'s "very happiest production" (201:120).,; while 
another would announce that The Misfortunes of Elphin was 
"the one tale out of the whole number which will be most 
welcome to most readers'' (200: 751). And a ·third would announce 
that the latter was "the least-formed of all Peacock's stories 11 
(202: 507). One damns Gryll Grange for. its many technical 
faults (205:141); while another calls it "the richest and 
ripest of his pleasant tales 11 (260:758). There is at least 
one concurrence: Mortimer Collins in St. James Magazine, 
agreeing with the last quotation, calls Gryll Grange "Pea-
cock's best work_, without a doubtn (206:609). 
Thus Cole's edition of the Works concentrated the 
.first intense interest in Peacock since the days of his 
early success. The interest was maintained during the next 
few years by the reprinting of various pertinent articles. 
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The Temple Bar.· review quoted above was reprinted in the 
· Eclectic Magazine. Robert Buchanan r s reminiscence was re-
printed first in the Living Age and then again in A Poet's 
Sketchbook (1883), and still again in A Look Round Litera-
ture (1887). George Barnett Smith 1 s 1873 article was re-
printed in his Poets and Novelists in London in 1875 and 
again in New York in 1876. James Spedding•s epochal first 
serious estimate (of 1839) was reprinted in his Reviews and 
Discussions, Literary, Political, and Historical in 1879. 
By that time Thomas Love Peacock had become an established 
figure in the history of English literature. 
This canonization appeared first in Mrs. Oliphant's 
three-volume Literary History of England in the End of the 
Nineteenth Century. But the mere fact that he was admitted 
to the canon does not mean that he received unqualified praise. 
Mrs. Oliphant, to be sure, approves'or his "Memoirs of Shelley11 
as "the most impassioned and impartial account w (212: 181) of 
the poet 1 s life, but. her opinion of :the novels is mixed. "The· 
fun is very skillful, sometimes ·dazzling, and always eccentric 
and amusing" (212:182) in this "curious series of novels, if 
novels they can be called" (212:181). "His mixture ·or fine 
understanding and prejudice, of brilliant dialectic skill and 
pugnacious wrongheadedness is as remarkable as.his·powers 11 
(212:185). She is .condescending about his satire,; it is 11very 
easy and impersonal [it is havd to imagine Southey, for one, 
agreeing to thisl] and leaves the withers entirely unwrung of 
society in its usual forms; and it is absolutely artificial, 
and like nothing that ever was seen among mortals" (212:182). 
---------------~-------~-----
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Two years later (in 1884) a writer in Notes and Queries 
was lamenting that "no one reads Peacock nowadays" and was 
being corrected by someone who said that everybody knows by 
heart the famous.satirical poem, "The Mountain Sheep Are 
Sweeter,n and the equally famous definition of "good and 
respectable,n i.e., "rich" (214:204). 
When George Saintsbury published the first of his 
articles on Peacock, he took issue with Mrs. Oliphant. He 
labelled her as "the only dissenter 11 among critics to Pea-
cock's importance and called attention to her lack of gener-
osity towards those who did admire him. (She had suggested 
that perhaps the Peacock enthusiasts were such be.cause they 
s felt superior.) Saint"bury was certainly an· enthusiast: ":t 
have read the novels through on an average once a year ever 
since their ·combined appearance. Indeed, with Scott, ·Thack-
er~, Borrow and Christopher North, Peacock composes my own 
private Paradise of Dainty Devices, wherein I walk continual~y 
when I have need of rest and refreshment" (217:414) •. Saints-
bury began his essay by commenting that Peacock was 11 an 
author by no means universally or even generally knownn 
(217:414), and as· if on a kind. of crusade, during the next 
ten years or so, he saw to it that this neglect was, remedied. 
But before discussing the edition which Saintsbury 
prepared or the earlier one by Garnett, we should note that 
one further writer complained of Peacock 1 s·eclipse. In 1887 
a writer in the Temple Bar felt that most readers knew nothing 
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o~ Peacock unless as the author of the "Memoirs of Shelley." 
But the curious thing about this article is that the author 
spends most of his time damning his subject. He calls Pea-
cock narrow; "his intellectual temper was irritable; his 
quick eye observed the weaknesses of men, and he satirized 
them without inquiring whether they were or were not out-
weighed by accompanying merits" (220: 39). Peacock was a 
man of reasonable desires and sober pleasures; "a man of such 
a nature was not and could not be a poet" (220:49). 11Yet 
for all these animadversions," the writer concludes, "in 
few men has wit been found so wise, or wisdom so witty" 
(220:52). This apparent, but actually damning, praise was 
reprinted the next month in the Living Age. 
Putnam's brought out a one-volume·edition ot Headlong 
~·and Nightmare Abbey in 1887, and Cassell broug~t out 
Crotchet Castle the following year. The Cassell edition 
(a paperback selling for three-pence) provided the first 
·instance of a Peacock volume's being supplied with a critical 
introduction. Henry Morley, the editmr of the .National 
Library Series of which this was Number 57, after giving a 
few biographical facts, commented on the curious·names· used 
in the novels, and concluded that the critical satire of 
Peacock gave nobody pain. "Always there was a ground-work 
of good sense, and the broad sweep of the satire was utterly 
unlike the nibbling censure of the men whose wit is tainted 
with ill-humour" (223:7-8). 
--------- ----· 
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Thus in the period following his death, Peacock con-
tinued to be discussed widely both for good ~d bad, and 
within a few years had a secure place for himself in the 
ranks of literature--whether or not he had a wide audience. 
. ------- ---------
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Chapter V 
FROM 189p ~0 VAN DOREN 1S LIFE 
Richard Garnett, who had.been vindictive in his ex-
changes with Peacock when the latter was alive, found con-
siderable affection for his works -after he was dead. In 
1887 Garnett published for the first time,in the National 
Review, Peacockts essay, 11The Last Day of Windsor Forest." 
Then in 1891 he brought out a very elaborately produced 
ten-volume set of the novels and miscellanea with .a two-
color title page and etchings by Herbert Railton. Of this 
edition one hundred copies, printed on deckled-edge paper, 
were called the "Large Paper Edition.n Both of these issues 
contained a general biographical introduction to the works 
(later reprinted in Garnett•s Essays of. an Ex-Librarian) as 
well as introductions to each of the volumes. Garnett 1 s 
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attitude toward Peacock is not always generous. The opening 
sentence of the general introduction sets the tone: "Few 
modern authors, whose works have surviv.ed them and whose 
lives have been prolonged beyond the ordinary span, have 
so well complied with the ancient precept 'A&.-fJf... ;ftwoa.) 
--live by stealth--as Thomas Love Peacock" (236:241). Each 
of the positive virtues which Garnett notes is qualified 
with a reservation. He concludes by praising Peacock pri-
marily as a satirist, secondarily as a humorist and poet, 
and denies that he is "a master of fiction 11 (236:282). 
· But of more interest, in the long run, than the remarks 
of Garnett is his enterprise in ·.publi.shing as the last volume 
of the ~ Calidore and Miscallanea, whi~h included previously 
unpublished texts and, of special value, the "Recollections 
of Thomas Love Peacock" by Sir Edward Strachey. Although 
the last piece is only nine pages long, it forms, as do 
Edith Nicroll's biography and Robert Buchanan's reminiscences, 
one of the primary sources for Peacock 1 s biography. Despite 
the fact that Strachey at the age of eighty is recalling 
events, some of which occurred more than sixty years before, 
I . 
and warns that they may be as much fiction as fact, he pro-
vides a warm and convincing picture of Peacock. (Later, in 
1910, Garnett was again to edit some fragments of unpublished 
manuscripts and letters, but he died before he was able to 
complete the task for the Boston Bibliophile Society, and 
the work was completed by F. B. Sanborn, very ineptly, with 
-------------
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multiple errors and without a table of contents or index.) 
The first review of the first volume of Garnett•s 
edition repeated the standard comment that the audience 
for Peacock was small: 11 Peacock has never peen without [a 
discriminating] audience, nor will he lack it until liter-
ary taste wholly declines" (227:279). The most extensive 
reviews appeared in the Dial: one in December (1891), a 
second in April, and a ~hird o~ the final four novels in 
August (1892). William Morton Payne takes exception to a 
numoer of Garnett's judgments--that Melincourt is less good 
than the other novels, that Maid Marian lacks romantic in-
-cident, etc. And the reviewer in the Saturday Review, tak-
ing sharp issue with Garnett, points out that he errs in 
one of his character identifications, that he is incompre-
hensible in saying that Peacock has little human interest, 
·and that he "drifts from the secure anchorage of facts" 
(231:83) when he speaks of Peacock's relationship to Shelley. 
This writer concludes that the. fact "that Peacock is little 
but a name to the multitude of readers [is a] melancholy 
reflection upon the taste and intelligence of the multitude" 
(231:83). The writer for the Novel Review is kindly and 
admiring toward Peacock but he misses his subtlety. He 
says Peacock intended to include much oblique satire in 
Maid Marian but "he fortunately forgot his purpose" (232:413). 
Another of his observations is more to the point: "Both 
his style and his humour are apt to be over-elaborate 11 and 
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sometimes he seems to think 11 a phrase is witty in propor-
tion to the number of its syllables" (232:415). Since 
there was no critical edition of the novels in existence, 
no one pointed out the numerous errors in Garnett•s texts, 
just as no one had pointed out those in Cole t's edition. 
Its faults notwithstanding, the edition was a success. Pea-
cock was beginning to reach a wider audience: a second issue 
of Maid Marian had to be printed in 1892 and a third in 1899. 
Less than four years after Dent brought out Garnett•s 
edition, Macmillan undertook to bring out Saintsbury•s edi-
tion. This five-volume series, begun in 1895 and completed 
in 1897, did not include the miscellanea, but it did include 
the long narrative poem Rhododaphne. This edition also was 
illustrated (partiy by H. R. Millar and partly by F. H. 
Townsend), and furnished with a handsome embossed cover. 
The whole set was popular enough to be reprinted in 1924, 
but for one reason or another Saintsbury•s edition was not 
so widely reviewed as .Garnett 1 s. While Macmillan was bring-
ing out the Saintsbury edition, Putnam was publishing a one-
volume edition of Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey in the 
Knickerbocker 11 Stories of the Ages" series. This was appar-
ently not reviewed, but all of these editions together 
served to keep Peacock well before the public eye at ,;the 
end of the nineteenth century. 
Although the critics paid little attention, volumes 
kept appearing: in 1902 an edition of the songs from the 
----------------------------------
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novels; in 1903 the complete novels on thin paper in one 
volume; in 1905-1906 the complete novels and the poems 
edited by R. Brimley Johnson in three volumes. And in 1908 
Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey received a laurel crown 
by becoming Number 327 in Dent•s "Everyman's Library. 11 
The critics did not keep up with each of these. How-
ever, a new point of view on Peacock was advanced by Herbert 
Paul, who was a sort of business-man-in-literature. Paul 
was the kind of literary commentator who has no instinctive 
love for literature, who is seemingly annoyed with it as a 
·mode of knowledge, but who, having a certain intelligence, 
enormous assiduity, and a facility with language, is able 
to turn observations on writing into a "good thing." Paul 
was totally devoid of any sensitivity to the aima of Peacock 
and therefore his article in the Nineteenth Century begins 
in misunderstanding and ends in the same way. 11The one 
thing certain about Peacock's conclusions is that they do 
not follow from his premisses • • • • Few writers are so 
absolutely devoid of that common-sense which • • • is the 
saving of us all 11 (237: 651). The extent of his astigmatism 
becomes apparent when he comes to commenting on the verse: 
"His severest critic could not deny that he was a genuine 
poet" (237:652). And concerning one of Peacock's greatest 
satiric creations, he says, 11 [a monkey] getting drunk, fall-
ing in love, and being returned to the House of Oommons~ is 
• purely grotesque, and an insult to the intelligence 
------------------
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of the reader" (237:654-5). One ought to·be able to set 
aside such a critic by ignoring him, but unfortunately any-
thing in print tends to take on an air of authority. To 
the detriment of Peacock's reputation, Paul has been quoted 
time and again by those who speak of literature without hav-
ing read anything but criticism. The whole article was re-
printed first in Living Age, then in the Eclectic Magazine, 
and finally in Paul's book, Stray Leaves. 
While Peacock's novels were the main conc~rn of critics, 
his poetry was not altogether neglected. He had appeared in 
anthologies as early as 1891 when Alfred H. Miles included 
fifteen selections in The Poets and the Poetry or the Century, 
and made the mistaken surmise, "S~ccessfUl as his novels 
were, it is as a lyrist, humourist, and balladist that he 
is most likely to survive in literaturen (420:170). And 
after R. Brimley Johnson's editions of the Songs from the 
Novels (1902), a writer in the Academy could say in 1905 
that "everyone" knows "Seamen Three," 11The War Song of Dinas 
Vawr," and "In his Last Binn Sir Peter Lies" (242:397). 
A thirteen-page article appearing in the Library in 
1906 gave a general survey of the novels and noted for the 
first time that a Peacock heroine was the precursor of the 
Meredithian woman (247:409-10). By this time the critical 
attitude had been established which estill prevails: "To a 
wide audience he may never appeal, but he is with the classics, 
and the very causes which prevent a general appreciation may 
-- -------------
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also secure his literary immo;rotalityn (247:410). The fact 
that he was caviar to the public did not prevent attempts 
to increase his popularity. H. w.'Boynton writing in the 
Atlantic Monthly in 1906 begins with the usual observation 
that Peacock is nless generally known than he dese;roves to 
ben (249:765). Yet the fact was, and is, that Peacock, af-
ter his initial fair success with his novels .(Headlong Hall 
went through four printings in seven years), was never to 
be very widely known. And this fact led to the development 
of some justification for Mrs. Oliphant's suspicions that 
the;roe was something of an unwar;roanted sense of superio;roity 
among enthusiasts for Peacock. The enthusiasts included, 
among othe;ros, the bibliophiles. 
We have already noted that Garnett•s edition was pub-
lished in a deckled-edge large-paper issue of one hundred 
copies. And we might have noted that the book which Garnett 
helped to edit, the Letters to Edward Hookham and Percy B. 
Shelley with Fragments of Unpublished Mss., was limited to 
483 copies printed for. the membe;ros of the Bibliophile Society 
in Boston. Sometimes, of course, these special editions of 
Peacock items appeared primarily because of their connections 
with Shelley. Fo;ro example, the painter Henry Wallis was con-
cerned that the public should have a proper notion of the 
:race of Shelley. He extracted a single sentence from Pea-
cock giving the opinion that the Antonio Leisman portrait 
was the best likeness of the poet, and p;rointed this elabor-
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ately with a reproduction of Lasinio 1 s engraving of the por-
trait, and had it published as a leaflet by Bernard Quaritch. 
A little earlier, the owner of a single letter to Peacock 
had it printed by the Essex House Press in an edition of 
only fifty copies under the ti t.le, A Letter from Percy B. 
Shelley to T. Peacock. The critical reputation of an author 
is not to be thought of as restricted to critical writings 
alone. The bibliographical history also throws· light on a 
writer•s status in the world, 
The custom of limited editions relating to Peacock 
resulted in one very unfortunate happening: the great criti-
cal edition of his works was limited and thus quickly became 
a scarce edition. We may step aside for a moment from our 
chronological account to mention this ancf certain other 
limited editions. The canonical and only critical edition 
of Peacock•s complete works, the great Halliford Edition, 
was published between 1924 and 1934 in an edition of only 
675 copies. That one of the editors, c. E. Jones, had taken 
a somewhat precious view of his subject had been demonstrated 
in 1923 when he reprinted the first edition of Nightmare 
Abbey page for page, preserving in an appendix the twelve 
small changes Peacock had made in the revised edition. In 
1926, H. v. Marrot, the owner of the manuscript, had nA Bill 
for the Better Promotion of Oppression on the Sabbath Day'1 
privately printed at the Curwen Press, Plaist·ow, in an edi-
tion of fifty copies. In 1928 the Gregynog Press in Wales 
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presented The Misfortunes of Elphin in.a handsome quarto 
edition limited to 250 copies with wood engravings by Horace 
Walter Bray. In 1943 and 1944, respective~y, the Golden 
CockereL.Press brought out two volumes: The Athenians, being 
Correspondence between Thomas Jefferson Hogg and his Friends 
Thomas Love Peacock, Leigh Hunt, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and 
Others, edited by Walter Sidney Scott; and Shelley at Oxi'ord, 
the Early Correspondence of P. B. Shelley with his Friend 
T. J. Hogg together with Letters of Mary Shelley and T. L. 
Peacock and a Hitherto Unpublished Prose Fragment by Shelley, 
also edited by Walter Sidney Scott; both of these editions 
were limited to 500 copies. 
But to return: in 1904, the exploiting pedant, that 
blight on the world of letters, appeared in the person of 
Arthur Button Young. Young had taken his Ph. D. at the 
University of Freiburg in Breisgau with a dissertation en-
titled The Life and Novels of ~homas Love Peacock. These 
140 pages (later printed by A. Goose) contained twenty-nine 
pages of biography which were substantially a repetition 
of Edith Nicolls' biography, plus about 110 pages of criticism. 
His work is ~naccurate and imperceptive, has been properly 
ignored by later writers, and is typified by this remark 
about Gryll Grange, Peacock's most mature book: "Owing to 
its contents and great length [189 pages in Cole's edition], 
a perusal of it is easily liable to prove monotonous, espe-
cially to anyone whose literary interests are of a superficial 
- -----------
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nature 11 (241:139). Unfortunately for the world at large, 
this critic became the chief proponent and advocate of Pea-
cock for the subsequent six years or more. The Modern Lan-
guage Review and Notes and Queries were his outlets. First 
came an article demonstrating the influence of Shelley on 
Headlong Hall, :Melincourt, and Nightmare Abbey. Next came 
a bibliography of twelve articles contributed by Peacock to 
magazines and not printed either·by Cole or Garnett. Then 
came an article on Peacock's efforts to establish a route 
to the Indies by way of the Euphrates, "an aid to any future 
biographer of this novelist, whose works are in new editions 
taking a freshlease of lifen (253:121). This was followed 
by an article pointing out the source of :Maid. Marian and 
suggesting that Tennyson's The Foresters was influenced by 
Peacock's work. Then came·one pointing out the Welsh sources 
of Tbe Misfortunes of Elphin. And then came seven articles 
dealing in one way or another with the manuscripts wh~ch 
the British Museum had purchased from Edith Nicolls in 1903. 
All of this activity on the part of Dr. Young between 1907 
and 1910 was accompanied by discussion of various minor 
points by a number of writers to Notes and Queries. In 1910 
came the culmination and the conclusion of Dr. Young's inter-
est in Peacock with his unauthorized publication of three 
plays. In 1903, Edith Nicolls had sold a series of holo-
graph manuscripts to the British: :MusEmm with no intention 
that they should be published. As she had said earlier in 
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her nBiographical Notice, 11 "It is not my intention to bring 
them forth from the oblivion to which he himself consigned 
them" (79:xxxiv). Nevertheless, since no restriction on 
the manuscripts had been put in writing, Dr. Young, the 
author of the first full-length critical biography, secured 
the Museum's permission, and put them into an inaccurate 
printing. As pointed out by Brett-Smith and Jones, he omits 
words, alters the text, and makes ludicrous misreadings 
such as the change of Herromar 1 s 1 corse• to •cave• and 
Richard III's 1wen 1 on his back to. •oven' (108:VII, 526). 
The reviewers of"the Plays were, with one exception, 
inexplicably kind. 11 All the Peacockians (and they are many) 
will be delighted with this trouvaille, so unexpected as 
well as so welcome" (288:400). But this is only the most 
extravagant of the several favorable re~iews. The Nation 
writer, calling them "delightful bits of nonsense, 11 goes 
on to say that 11the two comedies .are full of the wit and 
boisterous humour that give so piquant a rel.ish to Peacock's 
novels, and they are constructed more compactly than the 
novels" (283:122). One is tempted to find here a reverence 
for a name which puts critical standards into suspension. 
It is true that these short plays have passages of fun, but 
to treat them as serious works of art is to misunderstand 
their eaphemeral nature. Yet the Saturday Review write~ was 
willing to say, of The Dilettanti, that "the boisterous ab-
surdities of the whole play often remind us of 1 She Stoops 
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to Conquer'" (279:718). But this is putting the work in· 
a class where it does not belong. The Saturday Review did 
draw the line at the verse "Circle of Loda," calling the 
blank verse monotonous and saying that it lapses .into the 
baldest diction of prose (279:717). It was only there-
viewer in the Academy who regretted the editor•s pious en-
thusiasm: "It is not merely that the plays are unworthy of 
the author of the novels; they are unworthy of any author 
with the smallest claims to our consideration. Two of them 
are farces wherein ~he most unkind Victorian humours are 
set forth with all the outworn tricks of the worst period 
of the Brit±sh stage. The third is a fustian drama in blank 
verse wherein we defy any one to discover two tolerable 
lines" (2.85:132). This perhaps goes to the opposite extreme. 
For the student and scholar the plays are interesting, and 
even funny. They show in embryo the novelist who was to 
come. The farces contain situations, characters, and even 
some of the dialogues which were to fit very successfully 
into the fictions which were about to appear. Perhaps the 
single good thing that came out of Young•s unfortunate edit-
ing of the plays was the review which it elicited from Clive 
Bell. Using the review as an occasion for writing an essay 
on Peacock, and for refuting the errors he saw in Spedding 
and Herbert Paul, Bell succeeded in writing one of the most 
acute appreciations which had yet appeared. Although he can 
not speak well of the plays, he says that "to print the early 
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works of a classic can hardly be wrong, and Peacock is little 
less" (284:139). He calls him one of the best writers and 
gets at the very heart of the Peacockian point of view when 
he says, "he is the other side to every question; his way 
of looking at life is a perpetual challenge" (284:139). And 
he successfully refutes some of the easy comments which had 
achieved currency; "He has been .called a man of the eighteenth 
century living in the nineteenth; nothing could be further 
from the truth" (284:13S). As he loved the dignity and calm 
of the Augustans, he loved the fire and romance of the Renais-
sance, and the mysterious gaiety of the Middle Ages; but he 
could have criticized any of them. "So remote was he from 
the eighteenth century Grecians that he could perceive and 
enjoy the romantic element in Greek life and art" (284:139). 
It is unfortunate that Bell's second article is not up to 
the quality of the first. But hms summation of Peacock is 
memorable: "He made an art of living, and his novels are a 
part of life" (284:140) •. 
In the period from 1895 to 1911 we have noted a con-
siderable interest in Peacock evidenced by the nearly simul-
taneous publication of two multi-volume editions as well as 
many single volumes. But despite the unfortunate altera-
tions of a young Ph.D. and the incisive criticism of Clive 
Bell, Peacock, forty-five years after his death, remained 
without a single extensive critical study. 
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Chapter VI 
FROM 1911 TO THE HALLIFORD EDITION 
During the years when Arthur Button Young was potter-
ing about with his Notes and Queries,_ other scholars were 
making studies of the works of Peacock, and in the fall of 
1911 two of the three best works in E~glish appeared simul-
taneously. Carl Van Doren's Life of Thomas Love Peacock, a 
Columbia University dissertation, had all of the virtues 
and a few of the flaws of that form. It was extremely 
thorough in its research and highly accurate in its handling 
of detail. Yet it tended to bring in a good deal of informa-
tion that was of only peripheral interest, and Van Doren 
was accused by more than one reviewer of exploiting insigni--
ficant details to draw conclusions that were only hypotheti-
cal. Whether or not Van Doren was too detailed, he produced 
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a biography that has not as yet been superseded despite 
the fact that it has had eight competitors. His book is 
different from most others in that it does not make the 
critical material primary. His is a simple chronological 
approach, and the discussion of the works is consistently 
subordinated to the facts of biography. He had the ftill 
and complete cqoperation of Edith Nicolls, who supplied 
him with all the unpublished manuscripts and information 
of various kinds. Van.Doren established the general criti..: 
cal position which has been followed up to the present. 
He viewed Peacock as essentially a humorous writer·with-
out any serious point or view other than that of very ordi'"!·· 
na.t"Y 11 common sense. 11 This treatm~nt of Peacock as a super-
ficial thinker has since been considerably qualified, even 
though many current critics are unaware of the fact. · 
Alexander Martin Freeman, on the other hand, in his 
Thomas Love Peacock, A Critical Study, did not attempt to 
find new biographical facts. His approach was simply to 
make use or already published information and to use bio-
graphy as the organizing principle of his critical study. 
The work is important, therefore, not for the life, but 
for the critical insights which are its raison d 1 Stre. 
These are original ~d penetrating and admirable except 
for one device which, though undeniably dramatic, is not 
entirely legitimate. Throughout the book, Freeman takes 
the liberty of reproducing lengthy pieces of dialogue from 
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Peacock's novels, but substituting for the characters• 
names the names of the real people to whom they most close-
ly correspond. Thus Southey, Wordsworth, Canning, and Gif-
ford carry on conversations with one another, and frequently 
Shelley and Peacock are t~e speakers. These conversations 
are very entertaining and to a certain degree ring true. 
Xet they are not ultimately true, and one senses something 
like fraud, in'spite or the closeness or the identifications. 
Freeman, however, is not an irresponsible critic; his method 
does not become the fantasy-fictio~ a less capable writer 
might have been tempted to develop. Beyond this one license 
with his materials Freeman•s study is an excellent piece of 
work. 
When the two books were reviewed, the honoJ:'s,,were 
equally divided, the British tending to prefer the British 
author and the Americans the American. The books were fre-
quently reviewed together and the attitude or the popular 
press towards Peacock can be represented by the neadline 
in Current Literature: nA Rediscovered Satirist of Geniusn 
(299:228). A sentence from the Spectator mainta~ns the 
established convention: 11We do not doubt that Peacock will 
always be read, nor do we doubt that his readers will always 
be few 11 (293:153). The New York Times referred to this 
"biography of a pret:ty well forgotten literary Englishman," 
but the standard or reviewing in the Times was not what it 
might have been for, the writer went on, "no history or com-
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pendium of English literature ••• with which I am acquainted 
mentions the name of Peacock, even in the inde::x:n (296:269), 
thus revealing his ignorance not only of Mrs. Oliphant but 
of the Bookman Illustrated History of English Literature, 
Arthur Symons• Romantic Movement in English Poetry, and 
c. H. Herford's The Age of Wordsworth, which had given ex~ 
tended and serious treatment .of Peacock, and had been .three · 
times revised and four times reprinted since its first ap-
pearance in 1897. One reviewer seemingly read one of the 
books only to find information about Shelley and Meredith 
and rejected the book when he found little on either. Clive 
Bell felt that neither Freeman nor Van Doren had succeeded 
in show,ing why Peacock was unique. It was. only in the Specta-
tor that a serious critical discussion of Peacock appeared. 
Although he was not the first to make these remarks, the 
author noted what other critics forgot: t 1he novels are 
nelaborate symposia • • . . Their object differs from that 
of all other novels: it was not to represent the vitality 
of action or of character, but simply the vitality of ideasft. 
(293:153). He points to nthe extraordinary vitality in the 
ideas themselves, something always applicable to our own 
times •••• Erudition • is to·him simpiy a means by 
which he gains a fuller and more intense experience of life" 
(293:154). And he criticizes Freeman for ignoring the ncomedy 
of ideas 11 and concentrating on the superficial comedy. This 
emphasis on ideas is also characteristic of the review in 
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Current Literature which states that the appeal of Peacock's 
satire is much greater to the social student than to the 
student of literary types or of the novel: 11Peacock used 
the novel as his form of expression in much the same fashion 
that Anatole France does, or as Bernard Shaw used the drama-
tic form" (299: 229). 
While the flurry of publicity that accompanied the 
simultaneous appearance of two bfuographies of the same man 
was going on, a publisher with his nose to the wind was 
bringing out a volume of selections from the works of Pea-
cock. w. H. Helm edited a little book for the Regent Library 
and contributed a bibliography and a seventeen-page intro-
duction with especiallY. high praise for the clarity and 
rhythms of the author•s style. At the same time the ",Eng-
lish Literature for Secondary_ Schools Series" produced an 
edition of Maid Marian edited by the Assistant Master at 
King Edward VII School, complete with an introduction, notes, 
glossary, exercises, subjects for essays, and helps to fur-
ther study. Of this the Athenaeum said, "Peacock's rattling 
merry narrative cannot fail to delight the third forms for 
which [this was] probably intended" (298:89). Apparently 
this 1912 edition proved itself useful as a teaching device, 
for a similar book appeared in 1935· The Principal English 
Master of Dalziel High School edited Maid Marian with intro-
duction, notes, questions, and exercises for the "Self-Study 
English Series." In this edition, several passages are 
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omitted, as well as "some obsolete or difficult phrases 11 
that would impede the young reader. Peacock became a text-
book not only in England but in Germany as well. In 1913 
Die Nachtmar-Abtei was published in Berlin in the 11Sprachen-
flege System August Scherl," Numbers 37 and 38.1 
New editions of the Peacock novels were in short supply 
for some time. The last occasion when the seven novels 
were published together was the Routledge edition of 1905, 
and they were not to appear together again until the Saints-
bury edition was reprinted in 1924. This quiet was not;cam-
plete silence: there were various notices, but they·were 
largely by the gentlemen amateurs of literature until after 
World War I. To be sure, Clive Bell reprinted his two reviews 
1 . 
Interest in Peacock abroad may be quickly summarized. 
We have already noted that A. B. Young prepared his doctor's 
thesis on Peacock in Germany at the University of Freiburg 
in 1904. Helene.Richter of Vienna had reviewed Brett-Smith's 
edition of Peacock's Memoirs of Shelley with Shelley 1s Letters 
to Peacock in the Deutsche Literature-zeitung in 1910. In 
that review Miss Richter says, 11 Die.Ref.-selbst hat sowohl 
das Verhaltnis beider Dichter wie Peacock's selbstandige · 
Bedeutung eingehend in einem Aufsatze untersucht, der--zum 
Teil schon gedruckt--seit Jahr und Tag in der Redaktion der 
Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Literaturgeschichte festgenagelt 
1st und kann hier also nur auf dessen Erscheinen verweisen" (274:1254). But a search of the magazine reveals nothing; and 
in her two-volume Geschichte der englischen Romantik she does 
not discuss Peacock at all. In 1936 in Paris, Jean-Jacques 
Mayoux, biographer and critic of Peacock, published L 1Abbaye 
de cauchemar and Les Malheurs d}.Elphin in one volume in the 
"Collection bilinque des classiques anglais," with the ori-
ginal English on the left-hand page and a French translation 
facing. Two earlier French translations and one German trans-
lation of Maid Marian have already been mentioned. The fUll-
length studies in French (1933) anditalian (1937) we reserve 
for later discussion. 
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in Potboilers. 2 But most of the articles lacked serious-
ness. Typical is Leon H. Vincentrs chapter in Dandies and 
Men of Letters which recapitulates the biography but seems 
unaware of either Freeman or Van Doren, whose books had· ap-
peared just two years before. Vincent seems to be as baf-
fled by the satire· as Herbert Paul had bee.n: "Just what the 
satirist 1 s object was in making an educated orang-outang 
play so large a part in the little drama is not quite clear • · 
But need we suppose that he had an object?" (302;210). It 
might have been predicted that the one original contribution 
of this gentleman is the identification of Mr. Listless--
the Pococurante of Nightmare Abbey. The original £or the 
character was a well-known dandy of Peacock's day--Sir Lumley 
Skeffington, playwright and fop,. schoolmate and friend of 
Shelley. Writers of other articles, although loving in 
their admiration, simply had not read the novels thoroughly, 
as in the case of the writer for the Saturday Review who 
says, "there is no grain of ill-nature even in his severest 
denunciations" (304:369), forgetting the diatribe against 
Edmund Burke. An extremely lengthy appreciation appeared 
in the Manchester Quarterly in 1915 with a novel-by-novel 
2 . In doing so he added a lengthy footnote to reply to 
the charge that he had been unfair in calling Spedding a 
prig. Bell quotes Spedding in those passages where Sped-
ding mentioned Peacock's lack of seriousness and lack of 
constancy of purpose. But in this emphasis Bell is guilty 
of quoting out of context. Spedding does recognize the 
complexity of Peacock. 
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commentary, but it also reveals the hand of the amateur: 
"From an epicurean pinnacle on wisdom's height he watched 
the conflict of those who descended into the arena to fight 
for renown" (307:279); and the amateur was not very percep-
tive when, speaking of the Peacockian novel, he said, "pic-
ture a satirical Pilgrim's Progress ••• and you have the 
scheme" (307:259). 
From time to time a mentio"n of Peacock would appear 
in Notes and Queries, but only after World War I was serious 
commentary re.sumed. One of the most original items was a 
review of a biography of George Meredith in which the writer 
took occasion to poi~t out the five major influences which 
Meredith had undergone at the tutelage of Peacock. This 
matter, merely observed in passing before, had not been 
sil:rilliidl.ed systematically, and it was not to be done exhaustive-
ly until the admirable work by Able in 1933. 
The most serious article was that by John w •. Draper 
in two issues of Modern Language Notes where the author 
reveals his professorial excellence at systematization and 
his total lack of a sense of humor. Setting out to discuss 
Peacock's attitudes towards education, marriage, religion, 
and government, he takes most of the pessimistic statements 
by the characters in the novels as reflections of Peacock's 
attitudes. ·This practice leads him to a predictably false 
conclusion: "Peacock's is not an indictment of society mere-
ly, but of humanity, not merely of this or that class, but 
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of the individuals who make up every class: for him human-
nature is gone wrong" (313:463). Having started with the 
thesis tbat early nineteenth-century society was rotten to 
the core, he proceeds to find that Peacock's works affirm 
"the intellectual pessimism.and social bankruptcy" of the 
age (315:28). As soon as it was in print, this view took 
on the authority of dogma, and two months later Current 
Opinion was announcing to the world that "Draper is perhaps 
the first scholar to prove the underlying pessimism of Pea-
cock's apparently light satire" (316:186). 
By 1920 the nineteenth century had receded far enough 
into history to become a standard field for retrospective 
evaluations, and Peacock was by then enshrined as an inevit-
able part of the record. Oliver Elton in his four-volume 
study of English literature from 1780 to 1880 devotes seven 
pages to a generous but not al~ays critical estimate of his 
works. His principal contribution is a comparison of Samuel 
Butler's attitude with Peacock's, and he finds a great many 
similarities.· Not only do they have the same general intent 
to play .about the affectations of the time and to deri.de 
them in the name of reason and good sense, but they have spe-
cific themes in common. Butler j.ests at the Royal Society, 
and Peacock at the 11march o mind." Logic, essence, quiddity, 
and all the terms of the sc ools are rhymed to death by Butler; 
the dialect of the dental metaphysician, who has 
pure unanticipated cognitio s of everything" is mimicked by 
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Peacock. But there is a fundamental difference, ac·cording 
to Elton. Butler is at bottom serious and rather savage, 
and his wit and fireworks easily fatigue us; Peacock, eqqal-
ly unsparing, is full of bonhomie and Attic scholarship, 
with a ruling sense of scale and finish. The tone is not 
that of the learned, boisterous, flagellant moralist; it is 
more that of Jonson's 'iEvery Man in His Humour" (319:381). 
In the same year, 1920, Frances ~heresa Russell pub-
lished her Satire in the Victorian Novel and used Peacock 
as one of her twelve examples, comparing him principally 
with Samuel Butler. She also finds them similar in being 
thoughtful scholars who. observed keenly and judged shrewdly. 
Like Elton, she found that Butler was the more searching 
and earnest, constructive, versatile, and profound. This 
down-grading of Peacockts accomplishment was continued by 
Olwen Ward Campbell in Shelley and the Unromantics. Mrs. 
Ward, a Shelley idolater, announces that Peacock 11 made noth-
ing out of his great opportunity [knowing Shelley] but a 
short and rather curt memoir, a laughing parody, and a con-
siderable perquisite 11 (327:47). None of these accusations 
will stand up under close scrutiny. To be sure, not every 
one of Ward's comments is so hard-hearted or so wrong-headed. 
She is willing to grant him style: "The style of Peacock 
is a rippling surface of a thousand colours, refracting the 
light of heaven at the most startling and unexpected angles. 
Irridescence was life to him; had he pledged himself to any 
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abiding hue, he would have become as drab as any barnyard 
.fowl" (327:47). She also appreciated his handling of nature: 
.for his background he paints "scenes so ravishing and so 
majestically described that he is worth reading .for these 
alone. n But she .finds him lacking in the major virtues: · 
11Peacock had no convictions; he committed ~msel.f to no 'view 
o.f li.fet; he was not the apostle or the proselyte o.f any 
human or superhuman creedn (327:48). It is here that she 
most clearly shows her limitations. But a discussion o.f 
the doctrine to which Peacock did subscribe we reserve .for 
later. 
The critic to whom Peacock scholarship owes most is 
undoubtedly H. F. B. Brett-Smith, who as early as 1909 had 
edited Peacock's Mem6irs o.f Shelley with Shelley's Letters to 
Peacock, and who was later to publish·the authoritative cri-
tical edition o.f the works. In 1921 he published, . .for the 
Percy Reprints, an edition o.f the Four Ages o.f Poetry, which 
he included in a volume along with Shelley 1 s·De.fence o.f Poetry 
and Browning's Essay on Shelley. It is grati.fying to note 
that the reviewers o.f the volume showed an understanding o.f 
the real nature o.f Peacock's essay and were not misled, as 
so many critics had been be.fore and have been since, into 
taking the work as an attack on poetry. As the Times Literary 
Supplement put it, his real aim was nto vex the poets o.f the 
Romantic movement and particularly those o.f the Lake School 11 
(321:685). · The Spectator reviewer was enthusiastic, calling 
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the essay "perhaps the wittiest thing that that very witty 
writer ever wrote • • • • Peacock was not at home among 
fUndamentals, and i~ we want to enjoy his full powers we 
must seek him in the top, in the sparkling, even the ~rothy 
regions o~ his subjectn (322:707}. 
In 1923 at least tw.o writers tried to win new converts 
.to Peacock. Ironically, just at the time the greatest studies 
o~ Peacock were heing mad~, Philip Littell in the New Repub-
lic foolishly announced that "nobody studies Peacock," and 
made a somewhat more acute r.emark·about his unfashionable-
ness: "Nobody, as ~ar as I know, has ever pretended to like 
Peacock" [italics mine] (324:45). But it was Osbert Bur-
dett in the London Mercury who. was the more expansive: Pea-
cock "preserves the cri§P ~lavor o~ an English russet apple, 
whose rough rind conceals a sharp but sweet savour, as agree-
able to the palate as :tt is to the teeth" (323:21). Burdett 
·praises Peacock as the inventor o~ the conversational novel, 
saying there was nothing like Headlong Hall before it ap-
peared and little like it since. But he was ignorant of 
the considerabl.e list o~ ~orerunners as well as o~ Crome 
Yellow by HuXley, which had been published only one year 
before. 
Sir Henr~ Newbolt in 1924 dealt with one o~ the recur-
ring problems in Peacock criticism: the degree to which Pea-
cock was influenced by Scott•s Ivanhoe in the writing of 
Maid Marian. Since Ivanhoe was published in 1820, and Maid 
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Marian, dealing wi-th the same subject, was published in _1822, 
there was obvious occasion ror accusations or imitation. 
Peacock attempted to preclude such charges by preracing his 
volume with the statement, "This littl.e work, with the ex-
ception or the three last chapters was written in the autumn 1 
or 1818." It had been evident .from the beginni~, as the 
reviewer .for the Monthly Review pointed out in 1822, that 
the material .for the plot was derived rrom the coll~ction 
of Robin Hood materials made by Joseph ~itson in 1795. In 
spite of Peacock's prerace and the identirications which 
had been made, we find cropping up now and again remarks 
like the rollowing: nit is remarkable ••• that [the plot. 
or Maid Marian] is so .freely borrowed rrom Ivanhoe which 
appeared just two years· berore n (200: 750). This whole mat-
ter was taken up by·Newbolt in the Transactions or the Royal 
Society o.f Literature in an essay which was reprinted in 
his Studies Green and Gray and which arrived at a d~batable 
conclusion. He takes great pains to point out parallels in 
the two novels, and he .finds that in two or three places 
the framing o.f sentences is somewhat similar. Then he con-
cludes that Peacock was probably surrering from "unconscious 
recollection 11 or his reading or Scott. Since, as Newbolt 
was aware, both authors were in possession of Ritson's com-
pendium of Robin Hood stories, his conclusion is interesting 
but, in view or Peacock's prerace, not entirely creditable. 
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The period from 1912 to 1924 began with the great 
burst of attention resulting from the simultaneous publi-
cation of the first two serious critical biographies. But 
as the·decades passed, excitement waned· and Peacock became 
the property of academicians. 
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Chapter VII 
FROM 1924 TO THE SHARP DRAMATIZATION 
(exluding certain recent dissertations and related studies) 
Volumes II, III, IV, and V of the great Halliford Edi-
,. 
tion by H. F. B. Brett-Smith and c. E. Jones appeared in a 
handsome limited edition in 1924. All of the novels were in-
cluded in these four volumes except Headlong Hall (reserved 
for volume I) which was to have a biographical introduction 
and was to be issued last--in 1934. Volumes IX and X, Cri-
tical and Other Essays and Dramatic Criticisms and Translations 
and Other Essays were published two years later in 1926. Vol-
ume VI, Poems, came in 1927; volume VII, Poems and Plays, in 
1931; and finally volume VIII, Essays, Memoirs, Letters, Un-
finished Novels, and volume I, Biographical Introduction and 
Headlong Hall, in 1934. The first four volumes were greeted 
enthusiastically. R. W. Chapman was at the time b~inging 
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out his World's Classics edition of The Misfortunes of 
Elphin and Crotchet Castle, and he announced, "the admis-
sion to Olympus of Thomas Love Peacock, pre-Victorian poet 
and novelist, is being celebrated by the issue of a monu-
mental collected edition of his works· • • • • In England 
today he has perhaps as many readers as any novelist of equal 
antiquity, except only Miss Austen and Sir Walter Scott" 
(332:685). The accuracy of this last statement is belied 
somewhat bY the necessity Chapman felt to identify Peacock 
in the first sentence. Nor was his. editing of the two novels 
exclusively a response to public demand. The Snowdon Moun~ 
tain Tramroad and, Hotels Co., Ltd., had been seeking· some 
reading material pertaining to Wales that they might supply 
to their guests and finally came around to requesting Pea-
cock! Whatever the more urgent reason for his editorial 
efforts was, Chapman maintained, "that Peacock is a classic 
now needs no proof; he has passed his century, and his repu.:. 
tat ion grows" (330: ix).. This opinion received support from 
the writer of the leading article for the Times Literary 
Supplement in reviewing the Hal1iford Edition, who found 
that in view of thevarious editions, nPeacock's admirers 
are more numerous than the critics seem to imagine • • •• 
The prevailing spirit of our time is congenial to the spirit 
of his workn (331:781). The Misfortunes of Elphin (regarded 
by the Atlantic years before as "simply dull") was called 
"a gem almost without a flaw," the banqueting scene being 
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perhaps the best thing in all Peacock and is undoubtedly 
one of the finest comic scenes outside Shakespeare and 
Dickens n (331: 781) • 
The Halliford Edition itself is unusual among criti-
cal editions in that it limits itself almost exclusively 
to establishing a text. There are the very briefest of 
introductions~ sometimes none at all. There are no explana-
tory notes~ no annotations,.. no glosses of any kind. There 
is a nearly complete bibliography of the contemporary reviews 
of the first editions~ and an extremely minute descriptive 
bibliography of the early editions is.~scattered throughout 
the ten volumes. The printing of the texts is complete~ 
with an elaborate list of every variant of'the revised edi-
tions. The only writings of Peacock which are not collected 
here are the music criticisms. Peacock wrote a few opera 
reviews for the Globe and Traveller,. and between 1830 and 
1834 he made regular contributions to the music columns 
of the Examiner. Except for the sake df completeness,. 
there seems little reason that anyone should revive them. 
They exist in clippings among the Peacock papers which Van 
Doren examined, and his conclusion is that "they contain 
little that is characteristic 11 of Peacock. "He possessed 
wide and accurate musical scholarship, a tolerable catholi-
city of taste, few enthusiasms, and a love for simplicity 
and restraint in music as in poetry 11 (287:202). 1 
1E. E. Mackerness in The Wind and the Rain studies these 
writings in detail and concludes, 11 He is interested in music 
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The most complete and most reliable biography in 
existence up to 1959 is the very compact one by H. F. B. 
Brett-Smith which forms the first part of volume I of the 
Hallitord Edition, Although it is accurate and useful, 
it is lacking·in almost every grace of style and form. 
Brett-Smith rigid_ly avoids interpretation and omits all 
background materials and cross-references. He simply com-
piles facts--raw material awaiting a full-fledged biographer 
who will have immediately at hand all that is essential for 
a new and much needed work. 
While the Hallif'ord Edition was in the course of be-
ing published, a large number of studies appeared, includ-
ing two full-length books: one by J. B. Priestley .. :Ln. Ehg;;...-
lish and one by Jean-Jacques Mayoux in French. Before 
either of these,appeared Cornelius Weygandt•s highly re-_ 
served estimate in A Century of the English Novel. Call-
ing Peacock "a minor novelist~ if a novelist at all" (334: 
126), he goes on to point out that "there has been a cult 
of Peacock . ·~ . tor a hundred years now, but despite com-
paratively frequent republications of his novels, the num-
b.ers ot the cult do not greatly increase" ( 334: 126) • One 
gathers that Weygandt feels this is as it should be. Yet 
as an aid to dramatic expression. And he tends to evaluate 
melody, harmony and so on in relation to the way these things 
help to reveal character or passion; he is less interested . 
in them when they are abstracted from music drama as a whole. " 
It follows that Peacock regretted the inroads of solo concertiz-
ing at the expense of opera performance. (390:178). 
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Walter Raleigh•s lecture notes (On Writing and Writers) show 
that he, at least, hada good appreciation of Peacock's Gallic 
wit: "It is gay and polished, and usually subtle" .(335: 154). 
Mof:!t important of all, Raleigh was aware. that· Peacock was 
not the cynic tnat superficial readers had accused him of 
being: "He laughs at idealists, and makers of systems. Yet--
here is the strange thing---he is not common sense against 
the idea. He has, deep down in him, a great love of ideas 
•••• He loved the consistency of the Latin mind; he.adored 
logic; he loved a rebel, i,r the rebel was in earnest, as 
. ·' 
Shelley was II. (335: 152). 
J. B. Priestley, in an essay_ which appeared before 
his book-length study, gave Peacock 1 s Prince Seithenyn the 
honor of being one of the eJ.even greatest comic figures in . 
English literature. It should be observed, perhaps, that 
Peacock has always had particular appeal for those who are . 
fond of passing the bo.ttle. Teetotallers find it difficult 
to approve the constant wine-bib~ing and its resulting merri-
ment. Similarly, connoisseurs of wine are perhaps prejudiced 
a little too easily in Peacock 1-s favor, as was one Mortimer 
Collins, who, speaking of Scythrop in Nightmare Abbey, said, 
11Thiss of course, is a caricature of Shelley, whose excit-
able brain a bottle of Madeira would have maddened. He 
drank no wine; and he was wise therein. Wordsworth also 
drank no wine, and was therein foolish~ A little wine would 
have vastly improved his poetry" (206: 608). Priestley, in 
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his essay on Prince Seithenyn, points out the vast superiority 
of literary drunkards to actual ones: "instead of becoming 
less than men with hiccoughs and shaking hands, they become 
more than men, divine for an hour or so 11 (333:181). Because 
Seithenyn is one of "the three immortal .drunkards of Britain, II 
Priestley particularly admires the Prince. 
In his nEnglish Men of Letters" biography, Priestley 
has not produced a scholarly book in the sense that it is the 
result of a great ·deal of research. He has depended on Van 
Doren for his biographical materials. A hundred and ten 
pages are given over to the life, and the same amount to 
the critical discussion. It is in this latter half of the 
book that Priestley shines-:-not because of his style (he tends 
to be repetitive and has certainly not taken the time to refine 
his sentences into the models of classical form which his sub-
ject always insisted upon) but because of his original insights. 
Time and again he hits off with great justice an observation 
which has never been made before about Peacock. Sometimes 
this appears in very small things, as in the reference to 
Gogmoor Hall, the cottage where Peacock spent the first twelve 
years of his life: "There is about this Gogmoor Hall (even in 
the very name, with its air of improbability) a faint sugges-
tion of those other fantastic Halls and Castles that Peacock 
t 
was to invent 11 (339:3). At other times he makes firm critical 
statements, as when he insists that Peacock is of course a gen-
uine novelist, despite all the talk to the contrary, in that he 
was of that company of writers who have created entire worlds 
of their own. 
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A not altogether unexpected irony is the fact that 
a book about Peacock would arouse more interest than any 
new publication o£ his novels. There were more than nine 
revi~ws o£ Priestley~ and they reflected the now standard 
situation in which Peacock is relegated to a place in mar;::;~i.­
ginal~.n1rcles..:·or::..1fu:benati and otherwise considered unknown 
in the wide world. For a writer in the Boston Transcript~ 
the Peacock enthusiast 11 is not so rare as he used to ben 
· (344:3). But for a writer in the Outlook~ the biography 
is "the life of a strange and not widely known £~gure in 
English literaturen (347:220). In 1927, two reviewers, h<:!W~V~P, 
spoke of the poem in such terms as, "the immortal songs. 
But~ after all, who does not know them?n (340:512), and 
'rHundreds • • • have quoted the lines· 
The mountain sheep are sweete~ 
But the valley sheep are fatter; 
We therefore deem it meeter 
To carry off the latter. 11 
. . (347: 220) 
One went ·so far as to say t.hat 11Priestley has rendered a 
service by moderately yet firmly pressing the claims of 
'Rhododaphne'n (341:168). The principal critical objection 
to Priestley's book was that he depended too much on a catch 
phrase for his interpretation of Peacock's work. Priestley 
had said that Peacock was a "baffled idealist" who sought 
refuge from his world-weariness in comedy. If Priestley 
had rested his case here~ he would certainly be vulnerable~ 
since this description is only a bare half-truth. But the 
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fact is that Priestley's book is full of valuable comments 
and asides, and it was perhaps only a mistake in emphasis 
which led him to repeat .the phrase 11baffled idealist 11 several 
times, since it does not represent his conclusions about Pea-
cock, which are much more complex. He was aware that the . 
humor was as important as the satire, and gives both their 
due. He knew that Peacock was himself crotchety and that 
he valued an extravagant notion nearly as much as he valued 
a remarkable wine. Priestley's book is not documented, and 
this lack of sources and· bibliography, as well as an inade-· 
quate index, limits the book,•, a scholarly usefulness. 
In the same year as Priestleyts lively little book, 
1927, the Saintsbury five-volume set of Peacock was· reprinted 
. ~ ~ ~n the Illustrated Pocket Classics Series. The set· was not 
widely reviewed, but its existence perhaps stimulated other 
activity. In 1928 there were three quite different publica-
tions. Barrett H. Clark included the "Shelley Memoirs 11 in 
his Great Short Biographies or the World. The Gregynog 
Press issued its 250 copies of The Misfortunes of Elphin. 
H. F. B. Brett-Smith edited a two-hundred-page volume of 
selections from the novels. The fol~owing year a second 
Peacock volume was added to the 'World 1 s Classics Series11 
when Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey became Number 339. 
The critics of the thirty years from 1928 to the pre-
sent have been much more productive than the publishers. 
Aurelian Digeon, who had misconstrued the identity of Stella 
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in Nightmare Abbey back in 1910 and was corrected by both 
Van Doren and Free~an, repeats his error unrepentant and 
even ignorant of his mistake in 1928 (348:229). A Columbia 
thesis of the same year discusses Peacock under the some-
what surprising heading of'. 11 Enemies of the Noble Savage," 
and thus misunderstands a rather obvious point. Dr. H. N. 
Fairchild, in The Noble Savage: A Study in Romantic Natural-
ism, maintains that Mr~ Forester in Melincourt is intended· 
as a satire on primitivism· and Wbnclsworthian nature-worship." 
But it is difficult ·to· believe that this v~ry sympathetic 
character is an object of fUn; and every ·other critic, with-
out exception, disggrees with Dr. Fairchild. 
Augustine Birrell, looking through rose-colo~ed glasses 
in 192.9,. says 11 after 1875 th.ere have been various editions, 
and slowly but·surely, Peacock has become, after his own 
fashion, a popular author, and now lies embalmed, but we 
trust not buried, in the numerous handsome volumes of the 
1Halliford 1 edition • • • · .. Everybody now knows, or pretends 
to know, all Peacock's novels, and most of his poetry" (351: 
761). William H. W. Bliss was rather more realistic in say-
ing that Peacock•s writings nprovide exactly the sort of' 
tonic that the wooly mentality of the present generation 
• seems to me to need, 11 but he did not go so far as to 
say that people were reading him.. Still, it is probably 
safe to say that more people were reading Peacock in the 
period between 1923 and 1929 than at any other time before 
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or since. In that period each of the novels appeared in 
at least two different editions, Crotchet Castle and The 
Misfortunes of Elphin in three each, Headlong Hall in four, 
and Nightmare Abbey in seven. In addition to all these, 
there was a volume of. selections edited by Brett-Smith, 
and the English Men of Letters biography by J. B. Priestley. 
The decade of the twenties saw the height of Peacock's popu-
lar and critical esteem. 
Attention to Peacock waned then until two collected 
editions appeared in 1947-1948. But the scholars never let 
their affection die. In 1933 one of the best American dis-
sertations on Peacock was published, but discussion of that 
will be reserved for the final chapter which deals with 
recent these's and dissertations. In 1933, again, Brett-
Smith, who had spent many years ~f labor on his edition, 
published his most valuable critical article in Essays and 
Studies. The story of 11The L•Estrange-Peacock Correspondence," 
as he called it, is actually the story of the first bio-
grapher of Peacock and a tribute to him. Here Brett-Smith 
reprints the letters which this first collector wrote to 
· Peacock and points out the important .influence for good 
which he had on the Edith Nicolls biography. 
A much more ambitious work was Un Epicurien anglais: 
Thomas Love Peacock, a nthese pour le doctorat es lettres" 
presented to the University of Paris by Jean-Jacques Mayoux. 
This work of 644 pages is by far the most extensive study 
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which has so far been made. Mayoux has two major virtues: 
he goes into much greater detail in recreating the intel-
lectual milieu of Peacock and of the novels than any other 
writer. There are discussions of Horne Tooke and Monboddo, 
of Godwin, Bentham, and Malthus, of anarchism and utilitarian-
·ism, of Hobbism and Reform, and particularly of Peacock'S 
epicureanism. His second major virtue is the length to 
which his critical discussions extend. Although they are 
rather evidently written from the point of view or a French-
man, and although one does not, frequently, agree with the 
positions taken, he does at least consider every work in 
detail and raises many interesting points which other writers 
have not taken time to consider. The book also has short-
comings: the criticism tends to be sometimes empty, and his 
conclusions are at least debatable, e.g., that the epicurean-
ism was a dominating philosophical control. But in matters 
of judgment every critic necessariJ;y:lays himself open to 
q~estion. A third shortcoming ls less easy to excuse: 
Mayoux is extraordinarily erroneous in his documentation. 
His bibliographies, which are extensive, are neither com-
plete nor in the most elementary way accurate. Pages and 
dates are as likely to be wrong as to be right. Mayoux, 
apparently the only French scholar ever t·o have become in-
terested in Peacock, is also.the author of works on Laurence 
Sterne, Richard Payne Knight, and Thomas Hardy; be has writ-
ten nThe Unconscious and the Interior Life in the English 
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Novel, 1905-1940," and he is the translator o:f C. S. Forester. 
The pre:face to his 1936 translations of Peacock merely repeats 
the information o:f his longer study; the translations them-
selves amusingly translate the Peacockian names so that 
Christopher Glowry becomes Christophe Furimond; Listless, 
Languide, ·etc. 
Henry Romilly Fedden, who contributed the.chapter on 
Peacock to Derek Verschoyle•s The English Novelists: A Survey 
of the Novel by Twenty Contemporary Novelists (1936), was-
given the honor o:f being extensively plagiarized some seven-
teen years later (in 1952) by J. B. Price. But the original 
article was not very original. In most o:f his remarks, Fed-
den is echoing earlier writers (though not repeating verbatim 
as Price did), and his single original contribution is to 
point out that something like character drawing begins to 
enterlin Peacock's :final novel when "psychological complexi-
ties begin to trouble the guestsn atGryll Grange (362:134). 
Ernest A. Baker in his History-o:f the English Novel also 
depends on the established points o:f view o:f Saint_sbury, 
Van Doren, and Priestley, though it is notable that the 
recurring questions o:f whether Peacock's works are really 
novels or not does not occur to him. He simply remarks 
that ":for his comedies o:f ideas, a contrary method to that 
o:f regular :fiction was more suitable [than character develop-
ment] " ( 361: 126) '· and proceeds to devote some twenty pages 
o:f gen~atlzed discussion to the novels. 
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More important than any of these histories of the 
novel is the work of Benvenuto Cellini. First, in 1932, 
Cellini had included a chapter on "Shelley e Peacock" in 
his Studi sul romanticismo ing$lese, but in 1937 he de-
voted an entire book to the study of Peacock. He expresses 
contempt for the work of Mayoux: "Poco conto ho tenuto invece 
del voluminoso studio di Jean-Jacques Mayoux, che, non 
ostante la mole, poco or nulla aggiunge a quanto il Freeman, 
il Van Doren ed altri avevano giA scritto sull•argomento" 
(365:i). But these remarks to not come with any grace from 
one who is himself depending for a third of his book on 
those very same sources. In his criticism, however, Cellini 
develops an original line of thought, and one largely ignored 
up to this time. As he puts it: "Peacock e essenzialmente 
un umorista a tendenze ironiche, e come ta~e deve essere 
giudicato n ( 365: 278) • Then he adds two further basic charac-
teristics which are perhaps more open to debate: "Se le 
caratteristiche dell•umorismo vanno ricercate nella contra-
dizione fondamentale, o, come la chiama Pirandello, nel 
sentimento del contrario, nello scetticismo, e nell•anali~i 
maliziosamente minuta, in Peacock si ritrovano tutti e tre 
questi elementi" (365:280). The basic irony of Peacock's 
view of life} he locates in the contradiction between illusion 
and reality, and between aspiration and human weakness. The 
scepticism, he finds, goes even so far as pessimism in the 
many cases where people become victims of bad education, 
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bad marriages, pursuit o~ ~alse ideals, greed ~or riches, or 
pursuit o~ the illusion o~ progress. The "minute malicious 
analysis" appears in the cross-examination dialogues which 
the characters carry on, ~iring at one another. 
In 1940, John Mair, who edited three o~ the novels 
(Headlong Hall, Nightmare Abbey, and Crotchet Castle) made 
some original remarks in his introduction. Observing that 
Peacock "could have read his ~irst book to Nelson and his 
last to Bernard Shaw," he points out that Dr. Johnson died 
a year be.~ore his birth, and Yeats was born a year a~ter 
his death. Peacock both preceded and survived Byron, Shelley, 
Keats, and Macaulay. "He knew and criticized three ages--
the rational-epicurean, the romantic, and .the Victorian 11 
(367:vii). Mair suggest~ that Peacock took the trick o~ 
describing pedestrian accidents in semi-heroic language 
~rom Fielding, and praises him ~or his great originality, 
which many other critics tend to take ~or granted or ignore 
entirely. He concludes that Peacock's importance rests not 
upon incidental merits but upon his work as a whole. This 
last bit o~ wisdom was unhappily ignored in the only edi-
tion to originate in America since 1845--The Pleasures o~ 
Peacock contains two novels in entirety, but cuts have been 
made in each of the other ~ive. 
Not until v. s. Pritchett's remark that the picaresque 
horseplay in the novels was the true stu~~ o~ the English 
comic tradition o~ Sterne and long be~ore was there any 
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comparable observation from a published critic. In Pea-
cock's mad brainy world, Pritchett suggests, there is the. 
farcical atmosphere of surrealist dreams: ntheir slapstick 
and their unexpected transitions, their fancy and the burlesque 
discussions, lead through Alice in Wonderland to the present" 
(368:43). But Pritchett could not really be counted an en-
thusiast, for he nnever got as far" as Gryll Grange. Louis 
Kronenberger, on the other hand, says, "the witty little 
novels go on being read, I suspect, far oftener than they 
are written about" (374:134). This may well be true.today. 
One. comes across references in the most unexpected places. 
Carl Van Vechten has recently been quoted as saying, nit 
is doubtless my limitation that the l'esser figures in art 
have always succeeded in arousing my interest to a higher 
degree than the greater figures. I am quite willing to sub-
scribe to the superior genius. of Beethoven and Milton, but 
I prefer to listen to Scarlatti and to read the slighter 
works of Thomas Love Peacock" (418:21). ·One opens Jacques 
Barzunrs Teacher in America to discover that the epigraph 
for the opening essay is a quotation from Peacock. 
But critics tend to reflect special enthusiasms or 
negations, and it is dangerous to judge a novelist's popu-
larity from their remarks. A perhaps better guide to Pea-
cock's reputation, at least as it is maintained by the 
audience or book-buyers, is to consider a summary of the 
collected editions which have appeared. The following list 
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includes all of the editions which have contained three or 
more of the novels at one time: 
Collected Editions of Peacock 
Editor 
l. Peacock 
2. Cole 
3. R. Garnett 
4. Saintsbury 
5· Newnes 
6. Johnson 
7. Helm 
8. Brett-Smith 
and Jones 
9. Saintsbury 
10. Brett-Smith 
ll. Redman 
12. D. Garnett 
Date Vols. 
1837 l 
1875 3 
1891 10 
1895-97 5 
1903 l 
1905-06 3 
l9ll l 
1924-34 10 
1927 5 
1928 l 
1947 l 
1948 l 
Scope 
4 novels 
7 novels, poetry, 
and essays 
7 novels, poetry, 
essays, and miscel-
lanea· 
7 novels and 
poetry 
7 novels 
7 novels and 
poetry 
Selections 
Complete works 
except for music 
criticisms 
Reprint of 1895 
edition 
Selections 
Selections 
7 novels 
Ben Ray Redman's The Pleasures of Peacock (1947) is. still 
in print and is fairly easily available on the second-hand 
market. But in this edition all of the novels except Night-
mare Abbey and Crotchet Castle are heavily cut, and the in-
troductory remarks are of no critical importance except to 
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provide an instance of the enthusiasm which Peacock was 
able to arouse in 1947. The reception of Redman 1 s trun-
cated versions was favorable. The Herald Tribune writer 
was acute enough to note a slight misspelling in the iden-
tification in the notes of Mr. Listless (thus revealing 
that the enthusiasts were still active), and went on with 
praise: "Few writers have suffered so .little .as Peacock 
from the passage of time • • • • He has a style so light 
and quick and sharp and dry that there is very little in 
it to decay or wither. But there are no noisy passions 
or heroic gestures" (385:20). The Saturday Review of Liter-
ature was even more enthusiastic, announcing that "many of 
us are Peacockians without knowing it, if we seek· good talk 
in the books we read'·' ( 386: 28) • The New York Times com-
pared Peacock with Congreve and Wilde (383:6); and Time 
noted that Huxley, Norman Douglas, H. H. Munro, and Evelyn 
Wa~gh had all acknowledged their debt to him (384:112). 
But without question, the most significant review was that 
by Edmund Wilson entitled "The Musical Glasses::o:f;:)£~e,{J.QcR:.". 
Wilson particularly noted differences between Peacock and 
HuXley: whereas their novels have an enormous amount in 
common, Huxley's inquiries lead to bitterness and a demand 
for religious certainties~ Peacock's progress led him to 
a mellowing which left him still high-spirited in the .. work 
of his old age; and with respect to political and moral 
systems, Peacock was always on the human side in contrast 
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to the somewhat clinical attitudes or Mr. Huxley. In com-
paring Peacock to Mozart, Edmund Wilson does something which 
had never been done before but which. was a natur·al and im-
portant thing to do. Peacock had always been a great lover 
of music even before his days as an opera reviewer, and 
music plays a role in each of his novels. 2 This s.ame year, 
1947, saw the appearance, in England, or Gryll Grange in a 
Penguin edition that was sufficiently popular to be reprinted 
in.l949. The lovely little Hamish Hamilton edition of Night-
mare Abbey and Crotchet Castle also appeared in 1947. 
Without any doubt, the best existing edition--both 
for the general ~eader and for the student--is the 1948 
Novels of Peacock edited by David Garnett. Unlike his grand-
father, David Garnett is meticulous in his editing; and also 
unlike his grandfather, he excludes his personal prejudices 
from his comments.3 The allusions in Peacock are multitudin-
ous, and this is the· first time that any editor .has attempted 
to identify and annotate them all. Garnett pr~vides a br.ief 
2 . 
· In 1955 Paulina J. Salz in J .E.G.P. studied Peacock• s 
use of music in his novels and noted that every heroine 
both plays and sings. Peacock uses music "to express a 
character's mood.and personality, and to heighten the ef-
fect of a scene; he uses musical forms in the structures · 
of his plots and applies tone and rhythm both internally 
and externally in the verbal styleu (410:373). 
3 One exception to the general objectivity is the foot-
note on page 416 where Peacock is charged with being un-
fair. One exception to accuracy is on pa~e 102 where 
Horace•s ~· I, ii, should read I, xi (noted by Olwen 
Ward CampbeiTT. . 
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biography based on the Halli~ord Edition~ a note on the 
texts, Peacock.1 s 1837 and 1856 pre~aces, and the seven 
novels uncut, with a concise introduct.ion ~or each and 
~ootnotes which are a model o~ brevity and enlightenment. 
It is a great pity that this edition is no longer in print. 
In 1952 Anthony Sharp made a dramatization entitled 
Nightmare Abbey: A Frolic which was successfUlly produced 
at the Westminster Theatre in London beginning on February 
27 o~ that year. The mimeographed script o~ the play and 
a number o~ handsome photographs-of the production are now 
in the Theatre Collection o~ the New York Public Library; 
the text was printed in 1953· Although the play omits Mr. 
Cypress~ the ~amous take-o~~ on Byron~· it is otherwise 
faith~ul to the original action and atmosphere. Naturally 
not all the dialectic could be exploited on the stage; ~or 
all that, the play is a remarkably literate job. Alan Mac-
Naug~ton and Valerie Hanson as Scythrop and Marionetta were 
both called brilliant by the New Statesman; and the play 
was praised by both the Telegraph and Variety. When it · 
was later produced by the Canadian Repertory Theatre o~ 
Ottawa, Variety was somewhat harder-headed: "heavily liter-
ary • • • • Okay for university and such specialized audi-
ences." Since then it has been produced many times by school 
companies, ~rom the Columbia University Drama Workshop (July~ 
1953) to the Queen Eliz·abeth 1 s School ~or Boys in Barnet, 
England (March~ 1958) (399:passim). 
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This work of Sharp's was more successful from a liter-
ary point of view than the earlier operatic adaptation of 
Maid Marian by Planche, and a great deal more successfUl 
than the one-act play which was prepared by Hubert Nicholson 
in 1954 called "Port and a Pistol." This last, also based 
on Nightmare Abbey, is a slapped-together piece which, in 
its two tiny scenes, has nothing to recommend it. 
In the ensuing and final chapter of this study, various 
recent academic studies will be discussed. The present chap-
ter has been concerned with the more public aspects of Pea-
cock's reputation which reached its peak in the l920 1s. In 
the following decade, Mayoux and Cellini wrote their impor-
tant comprehensive studies based on the critical edition 
of Brett-Smith and Jones. In 1948 David Garnett produced 
the first thoroughly annotated one-volume edition of all 
the novels. 
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Chapter VIII 
RECENT DISSERTATIONS AND OTHER STUDIES 
Because of his intense intellectuality, Peacock has 
always attracted scholars. We have already discussed three 
of the principal books which were doctoral dissertations: 
those by Young, Van Doren, and Mayoux.. This scholarly in-
terest has continued in recent times, and nine studies have 
appeared between 1933 and 1959. 
Since these works are- not readily accessible, their 
contents w"ill be noted in somewhat more detail than that 
given to earlier works. One of the two best is the Columbia 
di~sertation (1933) written by Augustus Henry Able III, 
entitled George Meredith and Thomas Love Peacock: a Study 
in Literary Influence. Contrary to what one might expect, 
this study reveals at least as much about Peacock as it does 
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about Meredith, and the analysis of Peacock•s literary tech-
niques is more extensive than-in almost any other work. 
According to Able, the influence of Peacock on Meredith 
is both formative and perm_eati ve. "In things both great 
and small, it shows itself through practically the whole 
line of Meredith•s books. It is the rock.in the foundation 
of his philosophy, whether it be of the Comic Spirit, or 
emancipated woman, or of man as a political animal. It 
appears in his picturing of society, its recreations and 
foibles, its false emotions and false values. It sets out 
the dinner table, and regales the company with good wine and 
good talk. 
the story. 
It gives characters and incidents and scenes to 
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It points, at times, the diction itself of our 
nove11st 11 (356:13). One particularly important point is 
the emphasisL';given f'or the f'irst time, to Peacock• s femin-
ism. Because Peacock was somewhat ahead of' his time in his 
liberal attitudes toward women, earlier commentators had 
contented themselves with remarking the independence of' 
character of the various Peacockian girls. But Able points 
out that a survey of the novels by his contemporaries (Austen, 
Edgeworth, Scott) shows nothing at all comparable to the 
self-sufficient women of' Peacock 1 s fiction (356:88). In con-
sidering Peacock 1 s style, Able is also original, noting that 
he has at least two very distinct techniques: when he is 
presenting explanations and descriptions, his language is 
a simple Anglo-Saxon; but the minute he launches into the 
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character of one of his fantastic people, he revels in 
coined words and extravagant diction. Perhaps the most 
striking aspect of Able 1 s book is his demonstration that 
Peacock's character Numbernip (in the fragment "The Lord 
of the Hills 11 ) provides the essential feature of Meredith•s 
Comic Spirit.1 
It is a good deal easier to write about satire (one 
can talk about the subjects arid ignore the attitudes) than 
it is to write about the humor of a writer. For this reason 
very little has been done by way of commenting on the parti-
cular devices of .Peacock's comedy. Most writers are content 
to comment on the farce, the verbal wit, and elements of 
caricature. Kenneth Hawkins Wilson, Jr., in his Harvard 
Honors thesis,. "The Humor of Thomas Love Peacock, n has at 
least dared to be systematic on a subject·which no one else 
has explored. Indeed it is his purpose ~o show that Peacock 
is a humorist rather than a satirist. Beginning with the 
premise that Peacock was making humor an end in itself 
rather than exposing ideas or persons to correction, Wilson 
suggests that whereas most of the novels start out as satires, 
1 Another study of the same subject (a 1943 Master's thesis 
for St. John's, Brooklyn), Sister Francis Margueriters 11The · 
Application of Meredith's Philosophy of the Comic Spirit as· 
Revealed in the Novels of Thomas Love Peacock, 11 is nothing 
more than a summary of Peacock's novels with an introductory 
section which makes only the slightest bow towards fulfill-
ing the title; the whole study is written in a style perhaps 
directed toward bright children. 
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they change very shortly into pure comedy. His principal 
evidence for this point of view (an example which to most 
readers would seem to prove the opposite point) is Sir Oran 
Haut-ton. As Peacock proceeds in Melincourt, Wilson says, 
this orang-outang begins to live, and at the end of the 
story he has become a charming if inarticulate companion 
with whom any of us would be glad to carouse and sing to 
the accompaniment of his French horn. Whether or not one 
accepts the whole thesis, one sees isolated, with examples, 
the devices which Peacock used: slapstick, circumlocution, 
understatement, word invention, incongruity between the 
beginning of a sentence and its end, fantastic etymologies 
of names, the mo·ck heroic, burlesque, and irony. Wilson 
concludes with undergraduate self-assurance, ni place [Pea-
cock] as one of the great humorists o:f English literature" 
(373: 38). 
If Wilson is not profound, he is systematic, as is 
Edward Andrew Johnson when he makes his 1950 St. Johnts 
University (Brooklyn) study: "Thomas Love Peacock: A Study 
in the Nature of His Irony. 11 We have noted earlier that 
Benvenuto Cellini had affirmed that irony was the essential 
technique of Peacock. In view of the extensive remarks on 
irony that have been made by modern critics, one might hope 
that this thesis would throw new light on Peacock for the. 
twentieth century •. However, one 1 s suspicions are raised 
at the beginning; instead of using the most recent and most 
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authoritative-biographical information, Dr. Johnson relies 
on J. B. Priestley's derivative account. Since most of the 
Peacock quotations are made from the inaccurate Cole edition 
of 1875, one wonders whether the Halliford Edition were 
really at hand, even though it is mentioned. 
The discussion of the nature of irony is based on 
Meredith's Comic Spirit and, more particularly, on Aristotle's 
distinction between the alazon (impostor, exaggerator), who 
pretends to more than he is capable of, and the eiron (ironi-
cal man, dissembler), ·.who understates his case and punctures 
the pretensions of the other man. Johnson uses these two 
terms as the key to his entire interpretation and, by turn-
ing them into. a formula, makes a mechanical analysis of com-
plex material. When he applies the formula, his insights 
tend to be clouded by words. At other times, however, he 
makes good specific observations which follow from the 
premise that an ironist can be distinguished from both the 
satirist and the comedian. Johnson points out that the 
satirist generally attacks with varying degrees of bitter-
ness whatever he finds to be holding back soaial progress. 
The humorous writer, on the other hand, may simply take 
harmless delight in amusing·himself and others at his or 
their expense. The ironist lies somewhere between these 
extremes. His irony is couched in language that suggests 
the satiric but which produces the effect of harmless wit. 
When the reader detects ridicule and is altered by i~, he 
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is "slipping into the grasp of satire.n But the ironist 
wishes to remain on friendly terms with the reader and 
prefers ttto sting him under a semi-caress, by which he 
shall in his anguish be rendered dubious whether indeed 
anything has hurt him11 (394:34). 
According to Johnson, Peacock makes use of all the 
devices of verbal irony: from the most obvious and elemental 
sarcasm and invective, through parody and burlesque, to the 
most subtle inversions of meaning and litotes. Johnson 
does a commendable job in pointing out that Peacock's 
regular style, whether in·a critical article such as the 
"Chronicles of Londo!l Bridge," or in an unrestrained romp 
such as nsir Proteus," always r.elies on irony. Johnson 
also makes a contribution to scholarship in his enumeration 
of the parodies of Keats, Shakespeare, Byron, Aristophanes, 
of ballads, limericks, songs, and quatrains (394:90-92). 
But in. his discussion of "comic irony of manner," 
Johnson does little more than to quote lengthy examples. 
His conclusions merely reaffirm the premises of the thesis: 
The very fact that his alazons keep bobbing up in the same· 
novel or in.subsequent ones with the same pretensions, tells · 
us that Peacock's purpose is to satisfy the demands of humor, 
not satire. He is not the satirist intent upon the reforma-
tion of social abuses or the correction of the world's folly. 
Yet, Peacock is not simply a jokester, for the nature of 
irony demands some display of witty intelligence. In the 
novels, Peacock combines the ends of humor and satire to 
produce a masterful utilization of the controlled conditions 
necessary for effective comic irony of manner (344:109). 
Johnson recognizes Peacock's subtlety of philosophic appre-
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hension, yet does not gran~ him something like the enormous 
seriousness of Mozart in all of this lightness, or concede 
that his greatness lies in ~omething more than passing pleas-
ure. Failing to develop his implications, Johnson concludes 
by saying, "Peacock took classical scholarship and comfort-
able living seriously. He is not infrequently seen as the 
caricature of the genial, eccentric, Tory epicurean. In 
all his literary creations there is too much of a playful-
ness and general lack of depth of seriou~ness for him to 
be called a serious reformer or advocate. His pleasure is 
in the chase rather than in the.extermination of the preyn 
(394:183). 
The next three works to be discussed deal in one:way 
or another with Peacock's serious thinking. The first, 
Francis Eliot Smith's "Thomas Love Peacock and the Romantic 
Era," is an important work because it explores a field too 
often taken for granted. Time after time, in various liter-
ary studies, one finds Peacock almost automatically grouped 
with the "unromanticsn as Olwen Campbell placed him in her 
book using that term. But the fact is that Peacock's Four 
Stages of Poetry was for sport and he was in many respects 
a genuine child of his age. Smith, at least in the first 
three-fifths of his work, underlines various obvious points: 
Peacock began as a young poet who ardently imitated the old-
fashioned romanticism of Thompson and Cowper in his Palmyra 
with its gloomy reflections of mutability, in 11 Ahrimanes" 
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with its melancholy, and in Rhododaphne with its magic in 
far away time and place. He grew into a novelist who ex-
ploited the bright benevolence of nature, not only in Maid 
Marian, but as a background for the working out of the 
plots in every one of his novels. In his attitude toward 
enthusiasm, however, which Smith equates with egoism and 
reliance on instinct, among other things, Peacock was rather 
distant from some of the romantics. He was always an enemy 
of enthusiasms which were out of strict control of the mind 
and which might lead to destructive ends. The last two-
fifths of Dr. Smith's work is considerably less sound. · He 
announces that "in the novels Peacock accuses the poets of 
being foolish, and the readers cannot help inferring that 
he thinks their poems foolish too. As an author of opinions 
about poets and poetry," he concludes his chapter, "Peacock 
must bear the charge of irresponsibility" (395;161). This 
conclusion ignores the separation of fiction from literary 
criticism. 
Smith had himself pointed out earlier that Peacock 
was neither unappreciative nor undiscriminating with regard 
to the poetry of his time. In Melincourt poetry ia praised 
as developing ideal character; in The Misfortunes of Elphin, 
Taliesin grew to "the perfection of genius and beautyn under 
the double inspiration of Celtic landscape and poetry. Pea-
cock defended Coleridge's "Christabel" iri the "Essay on 
Fashionable Literature" (despite his earlier satire of "The 
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Ancient Mariner 11 in the "Ballad of' Sir Proteus 11 ). Despite 
the satire on Lucy Grey and Alice Fell in Melincourt, Gryll 
Grange contains at least six favorable quotations from Words-
worth. It is true, of course, that Peacock did not have a 
taste for Keats, but this ~s largely to be traced to his 
self-taught scholar's prejudice for accuracy in the treat-
ment of' Greek myths. Finally, despite his satire of' Byron 
in "Sir Proteus" and Nightmare Abbey, Peacock in a letter 
to Shelley said, 111 Cain 1 is very fine; •sardanaplust I think 
finer; 1Don Juant is best of' all" (108:VIII,228). Peacock, 
as Smith was ·aware; .was a·:~discriminating judge of' romantic 
poetry--liking some, disliking no less. The treatment-of' 
poetry in the novels is not irresponsible after all, and to 
say that it is, is merely to echo the prejudices of' the 
Shelley idolaters. 
Dr. Smith also goes astray in his final chapter when 
he centers attention on Peacock's emphasis on reason and the 
natural goodness of' man. From Peacock's review of' Thomas 
Jefferson's Memoirs, Smith summarizes his positive belief's 
as follows: Peacock 11believed in the natural goodness of' man, 
in the necessity of' poetic and philosophic education, in a 
greater equality of' distribution, and in a simple, republican, 
agrarian civilization" (395:228). Such a summary depends too 
heavily on. the views of' Mr. Forester in Melinco:urt and .. ::eails 
to take into account Peacock's preference for remaining 
above the battle by presenting both sides· of' issues with 
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mock zeal. Smith would probably be nearer the mark if he 
were to conclude with his own earlier r~mark that "from 
Elphin on he seems to have been increasingly prone to be-
lieve that mants political and social decisions were usually 
••• motivated by selfish interest~ hidden under the cloak 
of various professed theories" (395:216). 
Admirers of Peacock seem to arise all over Europe: 
not only in Italy~ France~ and Germany~ but also in Austria. 
As recentiy as 1956~ Peacock·was the subject of an admiring 
thesis at the University of Vienna~ written by Rudolf Hackl. 
But Hackl's admiration tends to be largely uncritical. In 
"Thomas Love Peacock: a Critical Study of His Opinions~" 
he states with bravado~ "Peacock is without a parallel as 
a novelist" (411:196). For the most part~ Dr. Hackl does 
little more than rearrange the insights. of previous writers 
under such headings as Peacock nthe citizen" {his politics)~ 
"the Englishmann (his attitudes towards foreigners)~ "the 
thinker 11 (his beliefs)~ and 11the·man" (his outward appearance 
and personal characteristics), etc. Perhaps the only original 
contribution of this essay is the note that there was a 
British moving picture of Nightmare Abbey made in 1948~ 
and that Stephen Spender has recorded the "War Song of Dinas 
Vawr" for a British Council phonograph record. 
The most important of the unpublished studies of Pea-
cock is without question "The Peacock Tradition in English 
Prose Fictionn by Jack Barry Ludwig~ at present chairman 
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of the Department of English at Bard College. His first 
achievement is to substantiate the Peacockian Tradition 
which, casually referred to by many literary historians, 
has up to this point never been well defined. The usual 
way has been to call it "the novel of conversation. 11 But 
this obviously is inadequate, since there are many more 
peculiarly characteristic traits belonging to the tradition. 
The second method has been to describe the Peacockian novel 
by means of its superficial aspects, and these indeed go a 
long way toward establishing the genre. There should be a 
country house setting (a hall, a court, an abbey, a castle, 
a grange); there should be a host, who may or may not have 
strong opinions of his own but who is chiefly important 
for eliciting opinions from others and for providing quan-
tities of good food and drink (Harry Headlong, Anthelia 
Melincourt, Christopher Glowry, Ebenezer Mac Crotchet, 
Gregory Gryll); a variegated assortment of guests with 
crotchets, theories, and single-minded earnestness; great 
emphasis on brilliance of dialogue; a strong subordination 
of plot elements; manipulation of all of the devices of 
comedy: burlesque, parody, mock-heroic, farce, and wit; 
and a mastery of classical prose style, especially with 
respect to irony. Some or all of these characteristics had 
been pointed out at a very early period; for example, the 
reviewer in the North British Review (1866) had referred 
to the genre: 11The Peacockian novel • • • is a sort of 
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comedy in the form of a novel, making very little preten-
sions to story or to subtle character-painting, but illustrat-
ing the intellectual opinions and fashions of the day in cap-
ital dialogues" · (186: 87) • But Ludwig carries the analysis 
deeper. He finds that there is a serious attitude towards 
the world that underlies the comedy and that this attitude 
binds together certain novelists who may be said to write 
in the Peacockian tradition in the deepest and most admirable 
sense. This notion is perhaps derived from F. R. Leavis, 
who said in The Great Tradition that Peacock was more than 
just an entertainer; that he "is not at all in the same 
class as the Norman Douglas of South Wind and They Went. 
In his ironical treatment of contemporary society and civi-
lization he is seriously applying serious standards, so 
that his books • • • have a permanent life as light reading 
--indefinitely re-readable--for minds with mature interests" 
(416:g). But this is not a recent idea: in the very first 
review of his very first novel Peacock had been called a 
sort of "laughing philosopher" (137:69). James Spedding 
in 1837 had noted the fundamental seriousness of purpose 
in the novels, a seriousness lost sight of in the last fifty 
years by Van Doren, Freeman, Preistley, and many others who 
have written on the subject. 
Once having asserted his conviction, with which the 
present writer concurs, Ludwig is able to divide up the 
many authors who have been called Peacockians into two 
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groups: those who have been influenced in one way or another 
by Peacock; and those who genuinely write in the Peacockian 
Tradition when the term is understood in its deepest sense. 
Thus he can say that Robert Hichens• The Green Carnation 
has a character, Mr. Smith, who is a definite imitation 
of Peacock's ignorant gluttons, Dr. Gaster and Dr. Grovelgrub, 
but that the novel as a whole, like his The Londoners, has 
too much plo·t and narration and that the author intrudes 
too often with his opinions for the book to be genuinely 
Peacockian. Edward Stracheyrs Talk at a Country House 
actually takes over one of Peacock•s characters, Mr. Foster 
from Headlong Hall, but otherwise the book is just a straight-
forward discussion of ideas. Bulwer-Lytton, Ludwig finds, 
comes as close to the Tradition, without becoming a part 
of it, as is possible. Sections of Pelham, The Coming 
Race, and Kenelm Chillingly are definitely Peacockian, but 
nhe tone is not consistent throughout. H. G. Wells has 
four novels which have been included in the Peacock ~radi­
tion by some historians of the novel, but Ludwig points 
out that the mere conversation-piece framework is not enough 
to establish membership in the genre. ~~~o/~tJ~, The Secret 
Places of the Heart, The Soul of a Bishop, and The Undying 
Fire have certain similarities of setting and dialogue, but 
they lack the irony and satiric bite which are essential. 
Also slightly related to Peacock are the works of 
Ronald Firbank, Norman Douglas, and Aubrey Menen. Closer 
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to the Peacockian tradition than the works of any of those 
is J. B. Priestley's Adam in Moonshine, where there is ob-
viously influence at work. The gastronomer Baron Roland 
outdoes even Peacock's Prince.Seithynen in his encomiums 
on wine; but again the romance and adventure in the book 
loom so large, and the dialogue and satire so small, that 
the work is disqualified from being called a part of the 
Peacockian Tradition. 
There are, however, four writers who on every count 
may be called true followers o£ Peacock. In addition to 
fulfilling the superficial requirements, they share a natural 
bent, fUndamental ideas, and the same serious purpose. These 
four men are W. H. Mallock (in The New Republic), Benjamin 
Disraeli (in Vivian Grey and Popanilla), Aldous Huxley (in 
Crome Yellow and Those Barren Leaves). All of these writers, 
besides the satiric spirit, share a concern £or the tradi-
tion of western civilization and for a classical approach. 
These men are the defenders of a reason that is to be used, 
not (as in the eighteenth century) worshipped. Reason is 
a method, not an icon: it, like the equally valued imagina-
tion and independence, guarantees individuality. This in-
dividuality stresses the responsibility of the individual 
and his commitment to a personal development, the· real pro-
gress of morals and intellect, not the false progress of 
material and technological things (405:355). 
Peacock himself was 11 a man concerned largely with the poli-
tical behavior of certain types of men; Mallock, a man con-
cerned largely with the threat to religion by men of science 
and liberal theology; Huxley, a man concerned largely with 
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the secularism and.materialism of the modern world" (405:356). 
These are their differences. The more important similarities 
are: 
first, the members of this tradition resist uniformity 
and thoughtless conformity: the norm of human activity 
is a responsible, thinking individual who analyses.situa-
tions,.and then acts. Second, believing as it does in the 
individual, the tradition rejects all varieties of philo-
sophical and physical determinism--economic, biological, 
psychological. Third, believing as it does in the human-
ism of the western world, this tradition is opposed to the 
Idea of Progress; because that idea was concerned with 
material and technological, rather than with moral or in-
tellectual advance, the tradition could not accept its 
tenets (405:10-11). . 
. 
The four disciples of Peacock in their later work all seem 
to come to a point where bitterness interferes with their 
satire and they leave the permanent good spirits of the 
true Peacockian Tradition. · But the most important thing 
to note is that there is a positive and coherent philosophi-
cal basis to all of the works of Peacock and to those of 
his imitators. 
If. Dr. Ludwig's dissertation is the most admiring 
·as well as the most responsible work of recent years, that 
of Joseph Percy Smith is certainly the most wrong-headed •. 
Smith·is opposed to Peacock's fireworks, in toto. In "A 
Critical Study of Thomas Love Peacock, .with Special Atten-
tion to his Satirical Methods and-Objectives," he lashes 
out at every opportunity, and though one does not often 
agree with the·points, it is helpful' to have assembled in 
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one place a whole resume of the objections that can be made: 
1) Peacock is not a satirist, critic, or artist of major 
or even of considerable importance as has been commonly 
supposed for the last four decades; 2) his satire is in 
some cases an ill-tempered expression of resentment at the 
world of letters over his failure to become one of its im-
portant figures; 3) he consistently fails to integrate the 
elements of burlesque, slapstick, and satire; 4) he did not 
have a wide sympathy for n~tionali~ies other than.his own; 
5) he uses a fantastic latinate vocabulary; 6) he shifts 
tone suddenly from the comic to the romantic; 7) he laughs 
at both:.; sides of a question without profoundly exploring 
either; 8) he sees great men as opportunists; 9) he be-
lieves men are motivated largely by self-interest; 10) he 
believes good poetry and good liquor are closely related; 
11) he believes a man may have serious flaws in his charac-
ter and still serve as a ro.mantic hero; 12) he is not speci-
fically identified with one politic'al party; 13) he ~pposes 
the spread of popular education pamphlets; 14) his observa-
tions frequently contradict one another (392:passim). 
All except the first four of these criticisms could 
just as easily be listed as virtues in a satirist. Even 
the first three points are largely matters of personal judg-
ment, and, as we have seen, there has not been a single 
major critical voice to agree with this negative opinion. 
At least there had not been until a piece by Ronald Mason 
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was published in Horizon and later reprinted in the Golden 
Horizon. Mr. Mason's study falls in that category which 
began with Mrs. Oliphant and was carried on to some extent 
by Richard Garnett, namely, those who pretend to praise 
but are actually damning. Mason is particularly adept at 
the technique as in this representative specimen: "Did Pea-
cock use spurious methods to kid his way to a reputation 
which, though not major, is at least illustrious?" (378:518). 
Pretending to. believe in Peacock's "illustrious" reputation, 
Mason goes through a destructive analysis: Peacock has an 
inflexible rigidity of style; his plots do not have dramatic 
progress; his characters are not well developed; and his 
· ideas ignore some of the most important happenings of his 
era (e.g., -the French Revolution, the Oxford Movement). 
Such criticisms of Peacock's characters and plots are ir-
relevant to the author's purpose. The criticism of style 
is always a matter of taste, one in which the stylist Vir-
ginia Woolf disagrees with Mr. Mason. The fact that Peacock 
dealt with one set of ideas and not with another is not 
grounds for any accusation of ignorance. In actual.fact 
Peacock does treat some of the very ideas Mason says he 
ignores--romanticism, reform, and the ideas underlying 
The Origin of Species. But the uneasy basis of the whole 
criticism is revealed best by Mason's rejection of the en-
tire concept of paradox: 11His abiding value is neither crea-
tive nor truly critical~ since his characters are not fully 
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formed, his central purpose neither constructive nor con-
sistent, and his satire irregularly aimed; he is Mr. Facing-
both-ways, and today when he who is not for us is keenly 
suspected of being against us, Mr. Facing-both-ways_ is on 
unsafe ground" ( 378: 527) • 
The most recent biography of Peacock has been made 
by Olwen Ward Campbell, also a member of the group of writers 
on Peacock who keep their enthusiasms, if any, under firm 
control. As Edgar Johnson puts it, her book is a "pleasant 
but inadequate addition to the English Novelists Series." 
It is inadequate because of its superficiality and because 
of its animus against Peacock, which we hav.e already noted 
.. 
in her Shelley·and the Unromantics. She has no sharp psycho-
logical insights into the character of Peacock. Her criti-
cism of the novels is damaged by her assumption that these 
are books in which action is important, and by her writing 
as if.the characters were presented as real people. As a 
consequence, Campbell is led into regarding Peacock as an 
amateur who fell short of real success. But Edgar Johnson 
points out that "actually Peacock hits the very center of 
his mark. He was doing exact·ly what he wanted to do" ( 404:16). 
Campbell is also wrong in treating Peacock as a sport, with 
no significant forebears or desendants but W. S. Gilbert. 
What Miss Campbell 1s book most clearly demonstrates 
is that we need a new book on·Peacock. As King.SJ.ey Amis 
said in 1955, we should know how Peacock stands up to recent 
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changes in taste and critical approach (409:402). We need 
a book which will add the new biographical facts, uncovered 
in 1934 by Brett-Smith and Jones, to the extensive researches 
of Van Doren. We need someone who will bring together the 
best of all of the critical observations from Lord Houghton 
through Martin Freeman to Sidney Black. Dr. Black's article 
I 
in the Boston University Studies in English makes the bril-
liant observation that the action in certain of the novels 
·falls into the pattern of a highly stylized farce-ballet, 
with the characters falling into gesture and absurd posture 
that exhibits the elegance and the crudity of the persons 
involved (413:236). It is unfortunate that Dr. Black's 
article, being the most recent, should repeat the old mis-
take of using the unreliable 1875 _edition for Etthe quotations. 
In summarizing the various recent scholarly studies, 
one notes that there have been nine long studies in the 
last twenty-five years, and that of these one is a major 
contribution to scholarship. It would be to the advantage 
of all students of literature if Dr. J. B. Ludwig's defini-
tion of the Peacock Tradition could be published in book form. 
Peacock 1s.literary reputation in the last ten years has been 
almost exclusively in the hands of academicians. Among them 
his novels are highly respected, but it seems highly unlikely 
that Peacock will ever again receive the public attention he 
gained in the decade of the twenties. 
Part II 
Introducti9n 
All entries in the two Peacoek bibliographies 
(Part II, Sections l and 2) are in chronological order; 
·entries in the supplementary bibliography (Part II, 
Section 3) are in alphabetical order by authors. Entries 
are generally in expanded £orm except that the corporate 
status of publishers (e.g. "and Company") and the article 
"the" preceding periodical titles have been omitted. Brief 
general histories of literature (such as that by Legouis 
and Cazamian) have been omitted, but specialized histories 
(such as that by Mrs .. Oliphant) have been included. The 
annotations consist of direct quotations, paraphrases, 
evaluations, or a combination of these. The annotations 
attempt to give an accurate idea of the point of view of 
each article and book. Those remarks which are singu+ar 
in any way are noted; and if the work is of particular 
value or is of no value, this too is remarked. Names•o£ 
the authors are given in expanded form when they are known, 
e~en 1f they may not appear in full on the title page of 
a wo~k. 
Part II 
Section 1 
A Partially Annotated Enumerative 
Bibliography of the Works by 
Thomas Love Peacock 
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1. "Is History or Biography the More Improving Study?"* 
The Monthly Preceptor, or, The Juvenile Library, I 
(February, 1800) 54-56. Reprinted in Item 87. 
2. The Monks of St. Mark.* London, 1804. The only known 
copy of this pamphlet belonged to Mr. R. S. Garnett. 
3. Palmyra, and other poems. London: T. Bensley, 1806. 
4. The Genius of the Thames: a lyrical. poem, in two parts. 
London: T. Hookham, Jun. , and E. T. Hookham, 1810. 
5. The Genius of the Thames, Palmyra, and other poems. 
London: T. Hookham, Jr., and E. T. Hookham; Edinburgh: 
,Ballantyne, 1812. Second edition in 1817. 
6. The Philosophy of Melancholy, a poem in four parts 
with a mythological ode. London: T. Hookham, Jr., and 
E. T. Hookham; Edinburgh: John Ballantyne, 1812. 
7. Sir Hornbook; or Childe Launcelot's Expedition, a 
grammatico-allegorical ballad. London: Sharpe and 
Hailes, 1814. Other editions appeared in 1815, 1817,* 
1818, 1843~ 1845,* and 1855. 
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8. Sir Proteus: a satirical ballad, by P. M. O'Donovan, Esq. 
London: T. Hookham, Jr., and E. T. Hookham, 1814. 
9. A letter signed "P."* The Morning Chronicle, (April 8, 
1814). 
10. Headlong Hall. London: T. Hookham, Jr., 1816. Second 
edition 1816;* third edition 1822. 
11. Headlong Hall. Philadelphia: M. Carey, 1816. 
12. Prologue to The Faro Table; or, The Guardians, by 
John Tobin. London: John Murray, 1816. 
13. The Round Table; or, King Arthur's Feast.* London: 
John Arliss, [1817]. The only knoWn. copy of this 
pamphlet was in the possession of Messrs. James 
Tregaskis and Son. Van Doren lists an 1819 edition. 
14. Melincourt. 3 vols. London: T. Hookham, Jr., and 
Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1817. 
15. Melincourt. 2 vols. Philadelphia: Moses Thomas, 1817. 
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16. Rhododaphne: or The Thessalian Spell, a poem. London: 
T. Hookham, Jr., and Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1818. 
Reprinted in Item 54. 
17. Rhododaphne: or the Thessalian Spell, a poem. Phila-
delphia: M. Carey and Son, 1818. 
18. Nightmare Abbey. London: T. Hookham, Jr., and 
Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1818. 
19. Nightmare Abbey. Philac;Ie·lphia: M. Car~y and Son, 1819. 
20 •. "The Four Ages of Poetry," Ollier•s Literary Miscellany 
in Prose and Verse, pp. 183-200. London, 1820. 
Reprinted by Cole (1875), Forman (1880), A. S. Cook 
(1890), Garnett (1891), and others. 
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21. "Rich and Poor, or, Saint and Sinner,"* Traveller, 
(July 9, 1821). Reprinted in Examiner, (July 22 and 
23, 1821), 458; in Globe and Traveller, (August 27, 
1825); and in Guide, (May 6, 1837), 17. 
2~. Maid Marian. London: T. Hookham and Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1822. 
25. Songs, Duets, Glees, Chorusses, etc. in the Historical 
Opera of Maid Marian, or, the Huntress of Arlingford, 
as performed at.the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden for 
the first time Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1822. London: John 
Lowndes, [1822 i] . 
2~. Der Forstgraf> oder, Robin Hood und Mariane. Jena: 
Friedrich Frommann, 1823. 
2~. Robin Hood, ou, La For~t de Sherwood. Translated into 
French by Mme. Daring. Paris: Corbet aine, 1826. 
2~. Review of Moore's Epicurean. Westminster Review, VIII 
(October, 1827), 351-384. 
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2?. "Touchandgo,"* Globe and Traveller, (January 24, 
1829)' 3. 
28. The Misfortunes of Elphin. London: Thomas Hookham, 1829. 
29. Review of Moore's Letters and Journals of Lord Byron, 
Vol. I, Westminster Review, XII (April, 1830), 269-304. 
3D. Review of Memoirs, Correspondence, and Private Papers 
of Thomas Jefferson, edited by Thomas Jefferson 
Randolph, 4 vols. Westminster Review, XIII (October, 
1830), 312-335. 
3a. Review of Chronicles of London Bridge, Westminster 
Review, XIII(October, 1830), 401-415. 
3~. Crotchet Castle. London: T. Hookham, 1831. 
3t3. "The Fate of a Broom," Examiner, No. 1228 (August 14, 
1831) ' 522. 
3::4. "Memorandum respecting the Application of Steam Navi-
gation to the internal and external Communications of 
India; Steam Navigation in India and between Europe and 
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India; Estimate of the probabl~ Expense of .placing 
Two Iron Steam Vessels on the River Euphrates at 
Bussora, and navigating the same from Bussora to Bir 
and back." Report from the Select Committee on Steam 
Navigation to India,* Appendix. London, 1834. Pp. 1-12. 
Some fragmentary notes by Peacock may also be found on 
pp. 12-41. 
36. Review of Report from the Select Committee of the 
House of Commons on Steam Navigation to India; with 
the Minutes of Evidence, Appendix, and Index. Edin-
burgh Review, LX (January, 1835), 445-482. Not ascribed 
with certainty to Peacock. 
36. Review of the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe's Musical 
Reminiscences, London Review, I (April, 1835), 173-
187. Signed M. S. 0. 
3$'. "French Comic Romances," London Review, II (October, 
1835), 69-84. Signed M. S. 0. 
36. "The Epicier," London Review, II (Jantiary, 1836), 
355-365. Signed M. S. 0. 
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B9· "Bellini," London Review, II (January, 1836), 467-480. 
Signed M. S. 0. 
4(1). "The Legend of Manor Hall," Bentley 1 s Miscellany, I 
(January, 1837), 29--32. 
41. "Recollections of Childhood, The Abbey House," Bentley's 
Miscellany, I (February, 1837), 187-190. Reprinted 
in Items 69 and 83. 
42. Headlong Hall, Nightmare Abbey 2 Maid Marian, Crotchet 
Castle. London: Richard Bentley; Dublin: J. Cumming; 
Edinburgh: Bell and Bradfute, 1837. Bentley's Standard 
Novels and Romances, No. LVII. Reprinted in 1849. 
Peacock wrote a special preface for this edition and 
slightly revised each of the four novels. 
43-. "The Three Little Men," Guide, (April 22, 1837), 4. 
44. "Promotion by Purchase and by No Purchase,':'* Guide, 
(April 29, 1837), 12. 
4~. "P1roemium of an Epic,"* Guide, (May 21, 1837), 35. 
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46. nPan in Town,"* Guide, (May 28, 1837)., 43-44. 
47. "A Mood of My Own Mind,"* Guide, (June 4, 1837)., 50. 
48. "Chorus of Scotch Economists,"* Guide, (June 11, 1837), 60. 
49. uThe Wise Men of Gotham11 and "Love and the Flimsies,"* 
Guide, (June 18, 1837), 66. 
50. Paper Money Lyrics and Other Poems. London: C. and 
W. Reynell, 1837. Only 100 copies printed, not for sale. 
51. "The New Year, Linea on George Cruikshank's Illustration 
of January, in the Comic Almanack for 1838," Bentley's 
Miscellany, III (January, 1838), 104. 
52. "Paper Money Lyrics, Love and ·the Flimsiea," Bentley's 
Miscellany, IV (September, 1838), 239. 
53. "Paper Moriey Lyrics, Chorus of Bubble Buyers," 
Bentley's Miscellanl, IV (September, 1838), 239. 
54. "Rhododaphne: or, The Thessalian Spell, a poem." 
Southern Literary Mess.enger (Richmond, Virginia), 
IX (June-July, 1843), 329-340 and 408-417. 
55. Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey. New York: Wiley and 
Putnam, 1845. Library of Choice.Reading, No.7. The 
title page is in error in calling this the first 
American edition: see Items 11 and 19. Reprinted 
with hard binding, 1850. 
56. A Whitebait Dinner at Lovegrove's at Blackwall,* 
London, 1851. A privately printed leaflet. 
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57. "Gastronomy and Civilization," Fraser's Magazine, 
XLIV (December, 1851), 591-609. This article, signed 
M. M. (Mary, Mrs. George Meredith) was the joint work 
of Peacock and his daughter. 
58. "Horae Dramaticae, Querolus; or the Buried Treasure," 
Fraser's Magazine, XLV (March, 1852), 291-302. Signed M. 
s·~ 0. See Items 59 and 64. 
59. "Horae Dramaticae, The Phaethon of Euripides," Fraser's 
Magazine, XLV (April, 1852), 448-458. Signed M. S. 0. 
See Items 58 and 64. 
60. Maid Marian. -Bruxelles, 1855. Translated into French 
by Louis Barre. 
61. Melincourt, or, Sir Oran Haut-ton. London: Chapman 
and Hall, 1856. A shilling "yellow-back" in one 
volume with a special preface by Peacock. 
62. Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey. London: Ward 
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and Lock, 1856. This is the first English issue of 
Peacock's novels to have his name on the title page, 
even though the other two volumes in this series (Items 
61 and 63) do not carry the name. The French Maid 
Marian (Item 60) had carried his name the year before. 
63. Maid Marian and Crotchet Castle. London: Ward and Lock, 
1856. See Items 61 and 62. 
64. "Horae Dramaticae III, The 'Flask' of Cratinus," 
Fraser's Magazine, LVI (October, 1857), 482-488. 
This is the only one of this series of three articles 
(see Items 58 and 59) which is signed "by the author 
of Headlong Hall." This also identifies him as the 
author of Items 58 and 59. 
65. "Chapelle and Bachatrinont," Fraser's Magazine, LVII 
(April, 1858), 502-511. 
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66. "Memoirs of Percy Bysshe Shelley," Fraser's Magazine, 
LVII (June, 1858), 643-659. 
67. "Demetrius Galanus, Greek Translations from Sanscrit," 
Fraser's Magazine, LVIII (November, 1858), 596-608. 
68. Review of Muller and Donaldson's History of Greek 
Literature, Fraser's Magazine, LIX (March, 1859), 
357-377. 
69. "Recollections of Childhood: The Abbey House," 
Tales from Bentley, Vol. I. London: Richard Bentley, 
1859. Pp. 89-96~ 
70. "Memoirs of Percy Bysshe Shelley, Part II," Fraser's c. 
Magazine, LXI (January, 1860), 92-109. 
71. "Unpublished Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley from 
Italy--1818-1822," Fraser's Magazine, LXI (March, 1860), 
301-319. 
72. "Postscript to the Shelley Letters," Fraser's Magazine, 
LXI (May, 1860), 738. 
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73. "Newark Abbey," Fraser's Magazine, LXII (November, 1860), 
598. 
74. "Gryll Grange," Fraser's Magazine, 
Chaps. 1-5, LXI (April, 1860), 447-462. 
6-11, LXI (May, 1860), 611-627. 
12-14, LXI (June, 1860), 757-772. 
15-18, LXII (July, 1860), 47-62. 
19-21, LXII (August, 1860), 191-205. 
22-26, LXII (September, 1860), 348-364. 
27-29, LXII (October, 1860), 489-503. 
30-32, LXII (November, 1860), 599-612. 
33-35, LXII (December, 1860), 705-718. 
75~ Gryll Grange. London: Parker, Son, and Bourn, 1861. 
76. "Percy Bysshe Shelley, Supplementary Notice," Fraser's 
Magazine, LXV (March, 1862), 343-346. 
77. Gl'Ingannati, The Deceived, a Comedy performed at Siena 
in 1531; and Aelia Laelia Crispis. London: Chapman and 
Hall, 1862. Reprinted in Item 86. 
~ '-:;. ~ .·' ' . 
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78. The Four Ages of Poetry. ~elfast: Thomas L'Estrange, 
1863?] The only known copy of this edition is bound 
in The Genius of the Thames (1812) now in Houghton 
Library (Cambridge, Mass.). 
79. The Works of Thomas Love Peacock, including his novels, 
poems, fugitive pieces, criticisms, etc., with a preface 
by the right hon. Lord Houghton, a biographical notice 
by his granddaughter, Edith Nicolls, and portrait. 
Edited by Henry Cole, in three volumes. London: Richard 
Bentley and Son, 1875. For comments on·· the very bad 
editing of this edition, see the introduction to Item 
96. It is nevertheless important as the first printed 
appearance of many items •. 
80. Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey. New York and London: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1887. Kmickerbocker Nuggets, vol. 
II. Reprinted in 189-. 
81. Crotchet Castle. London, Paris, New York, B.;nd Melbourne: 
Cassell, 1887. Cassell's National Library, edited with 
an introduction by Henry Morilie¥Y 
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82. "The Last Day of Windsor Forest," National Review, 
X (September, 1887), 106-111. Edited with a note by 
Richard Garnett. 
83. Headlong Hall (1 vol.); Melincourt (2 vols.); Nightmare 
Abbey (1 vol.); Maid Marian (1 vol.); The Misfortunes 
of Elphin (1 vol.); Crotchet Castle (1 vol.); Gryll 
Grange (2 vols.); Calidore and Miscellanea (1 vol.). 
London: J. M. Dent, 1891. Edited with individual 
introductions and a general biographical introduction 
(the latter reprinted in Item 236) by Richard Garnett. 
This set, with etchings by Herbert Railton, was also 
published on deckled edge paper in an edition of 100 
copies (25 to Macmillan in America) known as the 
"Large Paper Edition." A second edition of Maid Marian 
appeared in 1892, and a third in 1899. 
84. Maid Marian and Crotchet Castle (1895); Headlong Hall 
and Nightmare Abbey (1896); Gryll Grange (1896); Melin-
court (1896); The Misfortunes of Elphin and Rhododaphne 
(1897). London and New York: Macmillan, 1895-1897 •. 
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Macmillan's Standard Illustrated Novels edited by 
George S<:dntsbury and illustrated by H. R. Millar and 
F. H. Townsend. Each volume has an introduction by 
Saintsbury; these are collected and reprinted in Item 
359. The whole set was reprinted in 1924, again in 
1927, and Maid Marian and Crotchet Castle again in 1955. 
85. Headlong Hall and. Nightmare Abbey. New York and 
""' 
London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1895 . Putnam's Stories 
of the Ages. 
86. "Gl'Inganni, or Deceits," New Variorum Edition of 
Shakespeare, Twelfe Night, vol. XIII, H. H. Furness, ed. 
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1901. Pp. 339-361. 
This expanded translation is "substantially" by 
Peacock. See Item 77. 
87. "Is History of Biography the More Improving Study?" 
Library, N .S. II (January:, 1901), 69-71. Reprint of 
Item 1, included in an article entitled "The Juvenile 
Library" (pp. 67-81). 
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88. Songs from the Novels of Thomas Love Peacock.· London: 
R. B. Johnson, [1902] . The York Library edited by 
~gnad .. -dd Brimley Johnson. Second edition in 1905. 
89. The Novels of Thomas Love Peacock. London and New 
York: George Newnes, 1903. Newnes' thin paper Caxton 
Series, 1 vol. 
90. Headlong Hall, Melincourt, Nightmare Abbey, and Maid 
Marian. London: George Routledge and Sons; New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1905. The New Universal Libmry. See 
Items 91 and 92. 
91. Crotchet Castle, The Misfortunes of Elphin, and 
Gryll Grange. London: George Routledge; New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1906. The New Universal Library. See 
Items 90 and 92. 
92. The Poems of Thomas Love Peacock. London: George 
Routledge; New York: E. P. Dutton, 1906. The New 
Universal Library, edited by~ Brimley Johnson. 
This and the preceding two items were bound in uniform 
green bindings. This volume also appeared in blue binding 
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93. Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey. London and Toronto: 
J. M. Dent; New York: E. P. Dutton, 1908. Everyman 
Library No. 327, with introduction by Richard Garnett. 
Reprinted in 1908 and 1929. 
94. "Unpublished Songs by T. L. Peacock," Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, X (December 5, 1908), 441. Ed~ted by A. B. 
Young from "The Dilettanti" and "The Circle of Loda." 
95. "Unpublished Songs by T. L. Peacock," Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, XI (January 16, 1909), 43-44. Edited by 
A. B. Young from "The Three Doctors." 
96. Peacock's Memoirs of Shelley with Shelley's Letters 
to Peacock. London: Henry Frowde, 1909. Edited by 
H. F. B. Brett-Smith. 
97. "Ahrimanes," Modern Language Review, IV (January, 1909), 
217-230. Edited by A. B. Young from the MS in the 
British Museum. Many corrections for this slovenly 
edition are supplied in Item 98. 
98. "'Ahrimanes' by Thomas Love Peacock," Modern Language 
Review, IV (July, 1909), 521-524. Corrections to 
Young's many errors in Item 97 supplied by H. F. B. 
Brett-Smith. 
99. The Plays of Thomas Love Peacock. London: David 
Nutt, 1910. Edited by A. B. Young without Miss 
Nicolls' knowledge, against her wishes, and in an 
imperfect text. 
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100. "Thomas Love Peacock's Essay on Fashionable Literature, 11 
Notes and Queries, Series 11, II (July 2, 1910), 4-5; 
and Series 11, II (July 23, 1910), 62-63. Edited by 
A. B. Young with many omissions and misreadings. 
101. Letters to Edward Hookham and Percy B. Shelley with 
Fragments of Unpublished Manuscripts. Boston: Bibliophile 
Society, 1910. Edited by Richard Garnett and F. B. 
Sanborn; limited to 483 copies. This volume, which has 
no table of contents~or index, contains fifteen letters 
to Hookham, twelve letters to Shelley, the prose outline 
and verse fragment of "Ahrimanes," "Calidore," "Boosabout 
(sic] Abbey," "Julia Procula," "The Lord of the Hills," 
and "Cotswald Chace." 
102. Thomas Love Peacock. London: Herbert and Daniel, 
(}911]. Selections from the novels edited with an 
introduction by W. H. Helm in a series called The 
Regent Library. 
103. Thomas Love Peacock on the Portraits of Shelley. 
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London: Bernard Quaritch, 1911. A two-page pamphlet 
on stiff paper reproducing the portrait of Shelley by 
Antonio Leisman (engraved by Lasinio) with one page 
of text by Henry Wallis giving Peacock's opinion that 
this is the best representation of Shelley's likeness. 
104. Maid Marian. London: Macmillan, 1912. Edited with an 
introduction by F. A. Cavenagh for the English Literature 
for Secondary School Series. 
105. Die Nachtmar-Abtei.* Berlin: A. Scherl Verlag, 
1913. Translated by E. Saenger. 
106. Peacock's Four Ages of Poetry, ShelleY's Defence of 
Poetry, ·Browning's Essay on Shelley. Boston and New 
York: Houghton Mifflin; Oxford: Blackwell, 1921. The 
Percy Reprints, No. 3, edited by H. F. B. Brett-Smith. 
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Reprinted in 1923 and 1929. 
·107. Nightmare Abbey. London: Humphrey Milford, 1923. 
A page for page reprint of the first edition, edited 
by C. E. Jones. The twelve small changes made in the 
1837 edition are recorded and a check list of reprints 
is provided. 
108. The Works of Thomas Love Peacock. 10 vols. London: 
Constable;.:·New York: Gabriel Wells, 1924-1934. Vol. 
I, Biographical Introduction and Headlong Hall (1934); 
vol. II, Me1incourt (1924); vo1. III, Nightmare Abbey 
and Maid Marian (1924); vol. IV, The Misfortunes of 
E1phin and Crotchet Castle (1924); vo1. V, Gry11 
Grange (1924); vol. VI, Poems (1927); vol. VII, Poems 
and Plays (1931); vol. VIII, Essays, Memoirs 2 Letters, 
Unfinished Novels· (1934); vol. IX, Critical and Other 
Essays (1926)i vol. X, Dramatic Criticisms and Trans-
lations and Other Essays (1926). This, "The Halliford 
Edition,tt was edited by H. F. B. Brett-Smith and C. E. 
Jones with extreme care to achieve an accurate text but 
has almost no critical comments. 
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109. The Misfortunes of Elphiri and Crotchet Castle. London: 
Humphrey Milford, Oxford University, 1924. The World's 
Classics No. 244, edited with an introduction by R. 
W. Chapman. 
110. A Bill for the Better Promotion of Oppression on the 
Sabbath Day. Plaistow: Curwen Press, 1926. These four 
unnumbered pages were printed in fifty copies for the 
owner of the manuscript, H. V. Marrot. 
111. Selections from Thomas Love Peacock. London: Methuen, 
1928. Edited with an introduction by H. F. B. Brett-
Smith. 
112. The Misfortunes ofElphin. Newtown, Montgomeryshire, 
\~~: Gregynog Press, 1928. Limited to 250 copies, 
wood engravings by Horace Walter Bray. 
113. Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey. London: Oxford 
Univ~rsity, [1929J. World's Classics No. 339. 
114. Maid Marian. Edinburgh and London: pliver and Boyd, 
1935. The Self-Study English Series edited with an 
introduction by A. S. Cairncross. 
115. L'Abbaye de Cauchemar (Nightmare Abbey), Les 
Malheurs d'Elphin (The Misfortunes of Elphin). 
I 
Paris: E'ernand Aubier, 1936~ Translated with an 
introduction by Jean-Jacques Mayoux. Collection 
Bilingue des Classiques Anglais. The original 
English is printed on pages facing the French 
translation. 
116. Headlong Hall, Nightmare Abbey, Crotchet Castle. 
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London: Thomas Nelson, 1940. Edited with an intro-
duction by John Mair. 
117. The Athenians, being correspondence between Thomas 
Jefferson Hogg and his friends Thomas Love Peacock, 
Leigh Hunt, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and others. London: 
Golden Cockerel Press, 1943. Edited by Walter Sidney 
Scott. Includes. five letters from Peacock and eleven 
to him. 
118. Shelley at Oxford, the early correspondence of Percy 
Bysshe Shelley with his friend T. J. Hogg together 
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with letters of Mary Shelley and T. L. Peacock, .·and 
a hitherto unpublished prose fragment by Shelley. 
London: Golden Cockerel Press, 1944. Edited by Walter 
Sidney Scott; limited to 500 copies. Contains three 
letters by Peacock to Hogg. 
119. Nightmare Abbey and Crotchet Castle. London: Hamish 
Hamilton, 1947. Introduction by J. B. Priestley, texts 
edited by A. Hodge. 
120. Gryll Grange. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1947. Penguin 
No. 557. Reprinted 1949. 
121. The Pleasures of Peacock. New York: Farrar and Straus, 
1947. Five of the novels are abridged; Nightmare Abbey 
and Crotchet Castle appear entire. The text, :~.basedson the 
Cole: .?:edition)'~.was ·-• edited with an introduction by Ben 
Ray Redman. 
122. The Novels of Thomas Love Peacock. London: Rupert 
Hart-Davis, 1948. Edited with introductions by David 
Garnett. This excellently annotated edition of the 
seven novels is the best edition which has yet been 
published. 
Part II 
Section 2 
An Annotated Enilimerative Bibliography 
of Critical Works about 
Thomas Love Peacock 
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1806 
123. Review of Palmyra and Other Poems; British Critic, 
XXVII (February, 1806), 186-187. "We do not like 
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the metre of Palmyra" which "contains some spirited 
lines and pleasing images" (186). The author "succeeds 
best in his lighter effusions, many of which indicate 
a great deal of poetic taste and feeling". (186). 
Quotes the opening of "Visions of Love 11 which is called 
"very pleasing." 
124. Review of Palmyra and Other Poems, Critical Review, 
CXVI (February, 1806), 210-211. "Upon the whole, we 
admire the Ode [Palmyr~ but we must not conceal that 
the coinage of new adjectives is made with too unsparing 
a hand; and that sense is not unfrequently sacrificed to 
sound. Yet these are the very venial peccadillos of 
youth" (211). Disapproves of "the illiberality, buffoon-
ery, and nonsense'' of the "vulgar Jew song" (211) • The 
poems are "productive of high relish and amusement" (211). 
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125. Review of Palmyra and Other Poems, Monthly Review, 
XLIX (March, 1806), 323-325. · "Fenced and barricadoed 
as Helicon is, according to the report of some persons, 
against the approach of the moderns,--and as we have 
indeed melancholy evidence in the quantity of trash, 
called poetry, with which we are incessantly pelted,--
a few individuals occasionally o:ontrive to clamber 
over the enclosure~ and to get a sip from the sacred 
fountain. Mr. Peacock appears to be one of this 
favored minority; and even those who are somewhat 
fastidious will receive pleasure from the vigour of 
his conceptions, the elegance of his expressions, and 
the harmony of his numbers" (323). 
1808 
-
126. Review of Palmyra and Other Poems, British Critic, 
XXXI (January, 1808), 82. A review of the same book 
that was reviewed in this magazine two years earlier 
(see Item 123), now issued at 7s rather than the 
earlier 5s. "The first stanza in this book will 
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probably induce the lover of poetry to proceed through 
the whole." 
1810 
127. Review.of The Genius of the Thames, British Critic, 
XXXVI (August, 18QO), 177-180. This work "claims • . . 
very high and almost unqualified applause" even though 
there are a few "expressions that will not bear the 
test of sound criticism" (178). 
128. Review of The Genius of the Thames, Satirist, VII 
(August 1, 1810), 180-186. Why. is this called a 
lyrical poem since it is not short? "The words repre-
sent no specific images, and, consequently, impress 
the mind with no distinct ideas" (182). The verse with 
its flatness, insipidity, weak and insignificant epi-
thets, words arbitrarily compounded, approaches 
doggerel. "His predominant fault is the .incongruity 
of his images" (183). "We confess that ·we are anxious 
to contribute as much as lies in our power to stem the 
torrent of poetical scribbling, which now threatens to 
inundate literature and dommon sense" . .(:{.85) ~ 
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129. Review of The Genius of the Thames, Anti-Jacobin 
Review, XXXVII (September, 1810), 82-84. Should not 
be called a lyrical .poem. "Possesses all the essentials 
· of good poetry; it has genius, taste, and judgment to 
recommend it" (82). There is "none of that quaint 
frippery of speech, none of that tawdry tinsel, in which 
the poetasters of the present day delight in arraying 
their gaudy muses, who seek to ·supply a barrenness of 
ideas by a redundancy of words" (82). There is "a 
dignified simplicity of language" and "a vein of 
pleasing melancholy, an affecting pathos" (82). He 
is "evidently a man of good religious and moral 
principles" (84). 
1811 
130. Review of ~he Genius of the Thames, Eclectic Review, 
VII, Part 1 (February, 1811), 165-168. "There is ••. 
in this performance little plan and less order" (166). 
He has succeeded admirably in producing a series of 
mellifluous stanzas with scarcely one 'low word' in the 
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whole performance. "Misplaced elevation and injudicious 
ornament • • . are the prevailing faults" (167). ~'.Like 
a certain gay bird Mr. Peacock never moves without 
strutting; and the excessive dispvoportion, which so 
often exists between the thought and language, produces 
a disturbance not very unlike what we feel, when the 
mock majesty of that gay bird is contrasted with his 
discordant scream" (167). "Mr. Peacock can write, 
if he pleases, in Mr. Scott's best manner. We have, 
indeed, been long persuaded that such an accomplishment 
is of much easier attainment than many would suppose . 
• . • but the signs of imitation are . • • rather too 
evident" (168). 
131. Review of The Genius of the Thames, Monthly Review, 
LXV (June, 1811), 210-211. "The description of well-
known scenery on the banks of the most delightful of 
rivers would offend us indeed, if it were not well 
executed; but we have read this poem with considerable 
satisfaction • • The versification is flowing and 
easy, and occasionally diversified with a very harmonious,, 
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effect. The language, too, is correct, generally 
speaking; and the author has produced a composition 
which on the whole is so good that it deserves to be 
better" (210). Lists faulty expressions • 
. · .. ..; ~ -· . 
132. Review of Palmyra and Other Poems, Poetical Register 
and Repository for Fugitive Poetry for 1806-1807. 
London: F. C. and J. Rivington, 1811. P. 504. "An 
author of very promising talents • • • deficient 
neither in vigour or elegance • Mr. Peacock 
succeeds as well in ludicrous as in serious poetry 
••.. The song of 'Levi Moses' is highly comic." 
1812 
133. Revtew of The Philosophy of Melancholy, Anti-Jacobin 
Review, XLI (April, 1812), 337-343. "There is, in 
Mr. Peacock's productions, nothing of that false 
imagery, of that redundant description, or of that 
tinsel frippery of thought and diction which deforms 
so many of the fashionable poems of the day. His strong 
and ardent imagination supplies him with abundance of 
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highly poetical images and figures, which his p~olific 
genius embodies, and, with the assistance of a purified 
taste, the chaste offspring of nature, reduces into the 
most pleasing and diversified forms. Yet simplicity is 
uniformly united with strength; the rules of nature are 
never violated; and the mind is neither shocked with 
the re~ur~ence of incongruous images, nor disgusted 
with vulgar, trite, and obsolete, expressions" (338). 
134. Review of The Philosophy of Melancholy, Eclectic Review, 
XVI (October, 1812), 1030-1035. There is no original-
ity bf subject or thought but interesting sentiment, 
pleasing imagery, and very harmonious flow of versifi-
cation. The work is free of the former glare of orna-
ment and pomp of diction though there are traces of 
fondness for "shewy finery and sweet pretty nonsense" 
(1034). "On the whole" this work."has afforded us 
gratification" (1035). 
1814 
135. Review of Sir Hornbook, British Critic, N.S. I (May, 1814), 
J 
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543-545. "We can safely recommend this very clever 
little ballad" (544). "Papas and Mamas, after first 
reading it over for their children's sakes to see that 
all is safe, will be disposed to take it up again for 
their own amusement, and to laugh heartily over its 
mock-heroic contents" (544). 
136. Review of The Genius of the Thames, Poetical Register 
for 1810-1811~ London: F. C. and J. Rivington, 1814. 
P. 561. "A poem worthy of the subject [with] great 
animation, clearness, and beauty of description, a 
command of poetical language, and a musical and 
varied flow of verse • • The notes to the poem 
are really illustrative, and show Mr. Peacock to be 
a man of learning." 
1816 
137. Review of Headlong Hall, Critical Review, CXLII 
(January, 1816), 69-72. The author is a ·sort of 
"laughing philosopher" (69) and "we suspect him to 
be no novice" (70) .• Infers he has been a victim of 
138. 
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the northern reviewers and wishes he had treated 
the clergy with more respect, but passes no judgment 
either favorable or unfavorable. 
/ Review of Headlong Hall, Belle Assemblee, XIII, 
No. 81 (February, 1816), 91-92. "Penned by an 
author of real erudition, and who is possessed of 
a thorough knowledge of the world and of human nature" 
(91). In this ~spirited satire" versatility of talent 
shines conspicuously and "genuine wit is displayed 
throughout the wholeu (92). A ':'unique and interesting 
volume [of] originality and merittt (92). 
139. Review of Headlong Hall, Eclectic Review, N.S. V 
(April, 1816), 372-380. Despite the fact that such 
characters as Dr. Gaster exist in real life, this is 
an insufficient excuse for their being brought out 
on the canvass. Nevertheless, nwe have been • 
much amused" and grant the work "a high measure of 
commendation" {379) . 
.. · 
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140. Review of Headlong Hall, Ana1ectic Magazine and Naval 
Chronicle (Philadelphia), VIII (July, 1816), 55-64. 
A reprint of the review in Item 139. 
141. Review of Headlong Hall, Monthly Review, LXXXII 
(March, 1817), 330. nA clever little burlesque on 
all the favourite hobbies, whether of men of science 
or taste, of amateurs or professors, of sciolists or 
philosophers, of perfect~omists or deterimrationists, 
of maintainers of the rectilinear, circular, or 
zig-zag progress of the human mind,--of the optimists, 
in a word, or the pessimi~ts, or the stationers of 
all descriptions • . • • A spice of adventure seasons 
the conclusion of the volume; which, however, does 
not profess to depend on stor~ for its interest •• 
a pleasant evening's amusement; and we recommend it as 
a very harmless care-killer to a numerous class of 
readers." 
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142. Review of Melincourt~ Literary Gazette, No. IX (March 
22, 1817), 132. 11 Though with the most inveterate Novel-
name that we have latterly found in a title page, this 
work cannot well be denominated a Novel. It contains 
little love, less incident, and, if we remember right, 
not even the common etiquette of a single swoon • • • • 
All the rest is conversation and~paracter •••. We 
should not .•• be surprised if it led the way to a 
new species of humourous writing; which, taking the 
novel for its foundation, and the drama for its 
superstructure, should superadd to both the learning 
and inquiry of the essay. Fortunately, the sheer 
downright novel is growing out of ;t:>epute every day. 
Miss Edgeworth was the first who moralized it, Miss 
Porter endowed it with historical strength, the author 
of Waverley gave it national interest, and the author 
of Melincourt can fairly be said to have advanced it 
another degree higher, in the moral and intellectual 
scale of literature." 
143. Review of Melincourt, Monthly Magazine, XLIII (June 1, 
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1817)., !+53·• :~:~This writer proves himself • • • not 
merely a wit, but a philosopher 7 a patriot, and a 
man of taste; and we can recommend his work as the 
best of its class that has for some years met ou~ 
notice. It has two recent imitators in the Six Weeks 
at Longs, and the Three Weeks at Fladongs; but these 
••• do but faintly approximate the merit of their 
original. The author of Melincourt finishes his 
portraits like Hogarth.n 
144. Review of Melincourt, Monthly Review, LXXXIII {July, 
1817), 322-323. "A work of equal pleasantry and more 
argument [than Headlong HallJ" (322). There are hard 
satirical strokes and his dialogues have much sterling 
wit. uThe writer errs •.• in giving his own power-
I 
ful diction to the female characters".(323). Anthelia 
would have been more pleasing and·more natural if she 
had made shorter speeches. The elopement is too 
commonplace an incident. "For quaint burlesque, for 
characteristic satire, and for ingenious discussion 
(this book] will stand high among the lighter productions 
of the present day 11 (323). 
145. Review of Melincourt, North American Review, V 
(September, 1817), 437. "This little work has not 
a high character as a novel, but derives interest 
from the introduction of Scott, Southey, Gifford, 
Coleridge, and Wordsworth among its characters 
[under other names1. n 
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146. Review of Melincourt, British Critic, N.S. VIII 
(October, 1817), 430-442. "The author of Melincourt 
seems to be enamoured of all the absurdities of Lord 
Monboddo, and to have embodied them in his work with 
g~eat success; taking special care, at the same time, 
to omit all that is powerful and solid in the volumes 
of that able but most eccentric philosopher. Our 
readers will see the cloven foot of infidelityn (437). 
The author "commits no small outrages, both upon 
probability and taste, to vilify and abuse parsons" 
(437). "The author pummels his victims to the fatigue 
of his readers . • • . From the specimens we have 
given them of Melincourt, our readers will be in haste 
to get rid both of the subject and of its authorn (441). 
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He is a sonorous rather than a solid scholar who has 
chosen the form of a novei to disguise his venom and 
to vent b~s bitterness with the more effect. The 
author is inferred to be Sir William Drummond, the 
author of Academical Questions. 
1818 
147. Review of Rhododaphne, Literary Gazette, No •. 57 
(February 21, 18&8), 114-115. Summarizes the poem, 
calls it a little sketchy, and the versification "more 
easy than correct 11 ; but concludes that it is "critically 
as well as poetically pleasing • • . • Leaving our 
Scotts, Southeys, Byrons, Moores, Campbells, Words-
worths, to their favourite strains this reverts to 
classic ground • • • gods and heDoes, who seem, after 
being courted for centuries, to have been almost 
banished by the British Muses 11 (115). 
148. Review of Melincourt, Portfolio {Philadelphia), V (April, 
1818), 321. 11Contains as much to censure as so many 
pages could well comprehend. 11 Peacock ubelieves, with 
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Lord Monboddo, of whom he is an ardent admirer, that 
men formerly had ta-ils, though he cannot credit the 
Holy Writings; and his book is just what might be 
expected from a man without principles, and a scholar 
without learning." The reviewer throughout is motivated 
by a fundamentalist religious point of view. 
149. Review of Nightmare Abbey, Literary Gazette, No. 99 
(December 12, 1818), 787-788. "It would 'Qe difficult 
to say what his books are, for they are neither romances, 
novels, tales, nor treatises, but a mixture of all these 
combined" (787). Identifies Mr. Aaterias as "quasi that 
worthy baronet Sir J. Sinclair 0 • v. (r.n~ .. ~~~J cannot fail 
to be read with pleasure throughout 11 (788). 
1819 
150. Review.of Rhododaphne, Monthly Review, LXXXVIII 
(F~bruary, 1819), 178-182. Implies the author might 
be Walter Scott. A very favorable review calling it 
a 11Very elegant little work" with an ingenious story 
revealing uconaiderable knowledge of erotic antiquity 
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• • • and no ordinary command of the lighter graces 
of versification" (178). 
151. ·Review of Nightmare Abbey, Monthly Review, XC (November, 
1819)., 327-329. "The author deserves well of his 
crountry who, in times like the present, can excite 
a laugh in which mankind may join without malice, and 
indulge without compunctionn (328). II A very entertaining 
novel in a piquant mode of writing, this third book 
gives addi tiona1 probf of [Peacock 1 s) ger;ius'( '3 2. '!) . 
1822 
152. Review of Maid Marian, Monthly Review, XCVII (April, 
1822), 443-444. The novel is admired for its sprightly 
wit, good-humored satire, and clever writing. ~ey~~er 
s;ay_{3::; it is based on Ritson's book of 1795. 11Marian 
might have been represented somewhat less masculine 
and warlike in her taste, though we acknowledge the 
historical correctness of the picture 11 (443). It is 
defective in its picture of Robin Hood, but Father 
Michael is admirably hit off. 
153. Review of Maid Marian~ Monthly Magazine~ LIII (May 1~ 
1822)~ 342-343. A very amusing volume 11 full of the 
same kind of satire and quaint humour with which his 
other works abound 11 (342). 
154. Review of Maid Marian~ Literary Gazette, VI~ No. 305 
(November 23, 1822), 736-738. Tardy review prompted 
by announcement of the opera. nThelname of the author 
• . . ought to have shielded this work f'rom neglect" 
(736). Very entertaining, the humour of the author 
never f'lags a moment, and the forest scenes are 
charming. 
155. Review of Maid Marian, Literary Chronicle, (December 
1, 1822), 775-777. The appearance of the opera reminds 
the editor of' his neglect in not reviewing this inter-
esting and well-written book earlier. Peacock is 
identified by name as the author of this and Headlong 
Hall, Melincourt, Nightmare Abbey, and Rhododaphne. 
The book is rich in the requirements fo.r a drama: plot, 
incident, strongly marked characters, and good language, 
with poetry of considerable merit. 
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156. / Planche, James Robinson. Maid Marian or The Huntress 
of Arlingford (An Opera in Three Acts). New York: 
Circulating Library and Dramatic Repository, 1823. 
Even though Ivanhoe is mentioned on the title-page 
as its source, this libretto is primarily based on 
Peacock's Maid Marian. It was performed in London 
in December, 1822; nine reviews of the opera are 
listed in Halliford (108:I, 183). It was performed 
in New York on January 9 and 10 and on March 10, 1824. 
1826 
157. Daring, Mme., txans. Robin Hood ou La For~t de Sherwood. 
Paris, 1826. In her eight page introduction to her 
translation of Maid Marian, a· "roman historique,u Mme. 
Daring says that Peacock has attempted to imitate Walter 
Scott and Rabelais at the same time, but that he is 
inferior to both. Still, ''souvent ses tableaux ne 
/ 
manquent ni d 1originalite ni de force,. et ses saillies 
sont toujours plaisantes" (vi). She goes to some lengths 
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to point out that the book is not really immoral: 
"L'auteur ne pretend pas que nous devions nous faire 
' brigands .••• C'est un texte a la satire, non pas 
une declamation anti-sociale; enfin ••• ce n 1est pas 
mati~re de br6viaire" {vii). 
158. Review of The Misfortunes of Elphin, Literary Gazette, 
XIII, No. 633 {March 7, 1829), 153-155. This "playful 
and satirical .1eu d'esprit 11 i:hsbpy the author of 
Headlong Hall, ttan especial favourite with us" (153). 
This is 11 one of the most amusing volumes which we have 
perused for a long, long time" (155). The story is of 
the beginning of the sixth century, but its application 
is to the nineteenth. 
159. Review of The Misfortunes of Elphin, Cambrian Quarterly 
Magazine, I (April, 1829), 231-240. nThe author has 
succeeded in rendering these valuable records of antiquity 
the Welsh 'triads 1 highly acceptable, not only to 
natives of the Principality, but to the public in general 
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• • • • We recommend this work to our readers as the 
most entertaining book, if not the best, that has yet 
been published on the ancient customs and traditions 
of Wales" (240). 
160. Review of The Misfortunes of Elphin, Westminster Review, 
X (April, 1829)., 428-435. uRegarded simply as a tale, 
[the book] lacks lightsomeness, grace, and invention; 
and although not deficient in descriptive power, it is 
displayed with more eloquence than pictorial felicityn 
(428). Neither romance nor satire, it professes to be 
one and is deeply imbued with the other. urt is not 
for the genuine satirist, either directly, or indirectly, 
to insinuate the superiority of half-barbarous states 
of existence, by partial~y adverting to the evils 
consequent on higher stages of civilizationn (434); 
but "the general direc~ion of the ridicule is sound 
and correctly levelle~n (435). 
161. Review of The Misfortunes of Elphin, Athenaeum, No. 80 
(May 6, 1829), 276-278. nHe is, of all contemporary 
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novelists~ the one whose general popularity bears the 
most insignificant proportion to the esteem in which 
he is held by the thinking portion of the reading public~ 
(277). "We think that Swift himself hardly ever showed 
more power of eliciting the full quantity of absurdity 
contained in any system . . . . His exquisite sense 
of the ridiculous and base is accompanied by an equally 
acute sense o"f the good and beautiful" (277). "Though 
we consider this work in most respects inferior to 
[Peacock's] previous works ••• , we recommend it 
••• as a work.of a very superior class to the popular_ 
novels of the day" (278). 
162. Review of The Misfortunes of Elphin, Monthly Review, 
CC (June, 1829), 304-307. nThe author of Headlong Hall 
is unequalled in the production of these humourous 
little works. His wit, instead of flashing, steals 
upon us, and thus affords us one of the greatest pleasures 
we can haven (304). 
163. Review of Crotchet Castle, Literary Gazette, XV, No. 785 
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{'February 19 ~ 1831) ~ 115-117. "Were we to be asked 
our private opinion as to who is the wittiest writer 
in England~ we should say, Mr. Peacocktt (115). nPerhaps 
no man has seen the follies of his day with a clearer 
and juster eye than the present author 11 (115). 
164. Review of Crotchet Castle,.Athenaeum, No. 175 (March 5, 
1831), 145-146. "This little volume is everything it 
ought to be--light, playful, sarcastic, and amusing. 
It makes no great pretence ... to a story11 (145). 
165. Review of Crotchet Castle, Examiner, (April 3, 1831), 
211-212. "His characters are in dot and line, and 
without a particle of the flesh of life on them • • 
He does not amuse us with men on their hobbies but with 
a race of hobbies without the men. What he shows are 
not characters, but abstractions of the follies of 
conceit. [He has] the style of a man of taste and 
literary accomplishment; and that is the only praise 
we can give it •••• There is much simper, much air 
of satisfaction at his own points and subtleties of 
humour, but so fine is the point, and subtle the humour, 
that the reader is at a loss to find them out" (212). 
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166. Review of Crotchet Castle, Monthly Review, CCVI (May, 
1831), 134. In an omnibus article containing long 
mentions or other novels, only three sentences are 
given: Peacock: ~1 0f the seventh candidate for fame upon 
our list, Crotchet Castle, we reg~et that we cannot 
speak in as favourable terms as we could desire • • 
The style in which it is written is polished, but the 
wit is not at all remarkable for pointedness or 
elegance. 11 
167. Review of Crotchet Castle, Literary Beacon, No. 1 
(June 18, 1831), 22-26. "What it is deficient in 
beauty, it possesses in truth •••• Our senses have 
been gratified by some portions of the work before us, 
and we have thrown it down disgusted by the perusal 
of othersn (22). "The persons made to assemble at 
Crotchet Castle talk and act, with one or two exceptions, 
like so many madmen--their heads are full of theories 
and 'crotchets, 1 upon which their sentiments are, in 
our opinion, far too insignificant to be given to the 
world" (23). "The chapter might have told [illl as a 
scene in a very broad farce, but it &as ~n it too much 
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buffoonery and caricature to be suited to a sensible 
work • . Some of the chapters are full of pointed 
satire and sound ~easoning, and the whole of the work 
is written in a vivacious, spiri.ted style 11 (25). We 
-condemn "the bad taste that .has led its author to give 
his Dramatis personae names strongly indicative of their 
characters. If they require such, it argues that the 
characters are neither strongly marked nor consistent" 
(26). 
168. Review of Crotchet Castle, Westminster Review, XV 
(July, 1831), 208-218. This is a favorable review 
despite the conclusion: "It does not become us to 
assume the direction of the efforts of a man of Mr. 
Peacock's genius, more particularly after suffering 
ourselves to be so greatly entertained by the perusal or 
one of his works, nevertheless we cannot help beseeching 
him to apply his most tranchant [sic] qualities to the 
extirpation or the greater nuisances which prey upon 
the wellbeing of society, and impede the future improveft 
mer~ t. Qroeilitnornfl'lank!illa 1 { ( 218) . 
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169. Review o~ Crotchet Castle, Fraser's Magazine, IV 
(August, 1831L 17-20. 11 Peacock is one o~ the people 
•marked with the indelible d----d cockney blot; 1 
• • . an ignorant, stupid, poor devil, who has no ~un, 
little learning, no ~acility, no easiness--a ~ellow 
whose style o~ thought is in the very contrary vein 
o~ the Rabelaisian-•a dolt who thinks that the daily 
nonsense vomited up by all sorts of asses is somethipg 
o~ moment 11 (17). 11 Ignorance mani~ested in ninety-nine 
pages is not to be palliated by bits of out-0~-the-way 
Greek, scraped out o~ a lexicon in the hundredth" (18). 
"The story is stuf~--there is nothing of the slightest 
interest about it; the philosophy is rubbish, the wit 
trashu (19). "The peacock does not sing exactly as 
the swantt (this, a~ter quoting the poem 11 In Days o~ Oldn) 
(20). 
170. Review of Item 4g, Guide,* (April 22, 1837), 5. 
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111. Review of Item 42i, Examiner, (May 28, 1837), 341. 
Wishes that The Misfortunes of Elphin had been 
substituted for Maid Marian. uPeacock is one of the 
few writers of his class who stand the test of re-
publication. His stories relish with age.n The 
prevailing idea is that "any one opinion carried to 
excess • • • becomes ridiculous . . • • These stories 
are full of a genuinely liberal and ameliorating 
spirit." 
172. [spedding, James]. Review of Item 49, Edinburgh 
Review, LXVIII (January, 1839 L 4 32-459. Reprinted 
in Item 209. This long article is unquestionably the 
most important of the contemporary crit~cal articles 
on Peacock. Spedding recognizes the seriousness of 
purpose in the novels and establishes many of the 
characteristics of Peacock's new form. "Decidedly 
-among men of geniusJ 11 Peacock has 11 a classical purity 
and reserved grace of style . • Although he dwells 
more habitually among doubts and negations than we 
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believe to be good ror any man, he is not without 
positive impulses ••• which impart a uniformly 
healthy tone.to his writings" (443). ninhumanity, 
oppression, cant~ and- fals~ pretensions of all kinds 
are hated with a just hatredj mirth, sunshine, and 
good fellowship are relished with a hearty relish; 
simplicity, unassuming goodness, and the pure race or 
nature never fail to touch him with natural delight" 
(444). Besides-this appreciation, Spedding also 
gives Peacock•s shortcomings. 
173. Langley, Henry. "Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey," 
United States Magazine'and Democratic Review~ XVI 
(June~ 1845), 578-584; In this review or Item 55, 
Langley surprisingly admires the attack on Burke as 
an emotional release from the ... balanced and somewhat 
rormal and mathematical adjustment of argument in the 
text" (579). "In a work of the class or Headlong Hall~ 
it is sufficient if the plot hold the book together; we 
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need a vehicle to introduce to us certain personages 1 
and the story is of no more importance after this is 
done, than the spokesman.who introduces to us the 
orator at a public lecture 11 (580). 
174. M., W. R. uFronte Capillata, 11 Notes and Queries, 
Series 1, no~ 76 (April 12, 1851), 286. Identifies 
some lines from "Love and Opportunity 11 saying they are 
imitated from Machiavelli's "Capitolo dell' Occasione.n 
175. Review of Melincourt, Athenaeum, No. 1486 (April 19, 
1856), 486. A notice of the cheap, yellow-back 
edition ot 1856 {Item 61). "Its wit and wisdom'are 
fresh as ever,u that is, thirty-nine years·earlier. 
It is worth while to those who are 11 thoUghtful, attentive, 
and used to intellectual exercises.u The characters dis-
cuss rather than talk, and anticipate Landor's imaginary 
conversations. A grumbler, Peacock has the novelist's 
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melancholy. 11 We do not accredit the Author of Crotchet 
Castle in his denial of gain achieved for liberal 
principles and great truths;--and his sneer against the 
triumphs over Time and Space won by Science • . • is 
not worthy of him . 11 
1860 
176. Garnett, Richard. "Shelley in Pall Mall," Macmillan's 
Magazine, II· (June, 1860), 100-110. This is a rejoinder 
to a point made in Peacock's 11 Memoirs of Shelleyrr (Items 
66 and 70). Peacock supplied a nsupplementary Noticen 
to his "Memoirs" in Item 76, and Garnett answered a 
second time in his Relics of Shelley, Item 180. 
1861 
177. Review of Gryll Grange~ Spectator, XXXIV {March 2, 
1861), 22~-223. This has 11 :f'nankness, freshness, love 
of letters, and cultivated bonhomie 11 with not a dull 
page anywhere (222). 11 The lyric cal·led 'Youth and Age' 
reminds us of some of Mr. Thackeray's poems, but without 
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any of the cynicism which the latter sometimes shows 
on similar subjects • . • . In the set manner in which 
the characters are presented} the aesthetic} epicurean 
tone which pervades the bookJ the utter imp~vbability 
of the incidents} the romantic haze which is thrown 
around themJ and the conspicuous position which 
dramatic affairs occupy, we are reminded of Goethe's 
Wilheilim Meister" (223). 
178. Review of Gryll Grange} Saturday Review, XI, No. 281 
(March 16, 1861 L 27 4-275. A "quaint, hearty J unosten-
Uatious pagaaism . • • All this queer mixture flows 
easily along . . • we never feel that we have been 
delivered over to a learned bore .. .. . . Often what 
he says is shrewd and true, even when exaggerated; and 
even when he seems to us to go wrong, we enjoy the 
relish with which this veteran Pagan slashes at all 
modern innovations that he detests. [This is] what 
learned people at least may read with instruction and 
pleasure" (274). 
... .. 
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1862 
179. Men of the Time: A Biographical Dictionary of Eminent 
Living Characters. London and New York: Routledge, 
Warne, and Routledge, 1862. Identifying Peacock as 
the author of Headlong Hall, Crotchet Castle, Maid 
Marian, and Gryll Grange only, this paragraph concludes 
"He is an eminent classical wit, and a gentleman of high 
scientific acqui~ements" (837-838). 
180. Garnett, Richard. "Shelley, Harriet Shelley, and 
Mr. T. L. Peacock," Relics of Shelley. London: Edward 
Moxon, 1862. An answer to Item 76. Garnett accuses 
Peacock of sophistry in his nanxiety to vindicate him-
self at Shelley 1s expense 11 (150). He implies that Pea-
cock wilfully misrepresents the facts; but he adds that 
Peacock is "entitled to our especial indulgence, as 
his works consist principally of dialogues, in which, 
for the sake of raising a laugh, persons of celebrity 
are introduced under transparent disguises as giving 
utterance to sentiments which they certainly would not 
have recognized as their own. It is easily conceivable 
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that the habit, thus engendered of manufacturing con-
versations to suit a particular purpose, may be one 
which, w~th the best intentions, it is difficult to 
wholly lay aside" (170). 
181. Review of Gl'Ingannati; and Aelia Laelia Crispis, Item 77, 
Athenaeum, No. 1819 {September 6, 1862), 305. Points 
out that the play is not unknown as the source of 
Twelfth Night as Peacock suggests. Wishes the whole 
play had been translated instead of giving prose 
abridgements of parts. 
182. Men of the Time. London and New York: George Routledge 
and Sons, 1865. Double the length of the 1862 listing, 
this paragraph, written by Thomas L'Estrange, lists 
ten of Peacock's publications and is accurate in the 
biographical details ... 
1866 
183. Death Notice, 
.:2.3, 
London Times (January~ 1866), 1. non 
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the 23d inst. at Lower Halliford, in the 81st year 
of his age, Thomas Love Peacock, Esq., late Examiner 
of Indian Correspondence. H. E. I. C.'s Service. 11 
184. Obituary, Athenaeum, XVI (February 10, 1866), 208. 
"The name of Peacock as a writer of fiction is too 
little known by the readers of our generation • 
Rated among novelists, Peacock, in one respect, counts 
for little. He never tried for plot; he had small 
descriptive power 111 but he "will hold no common place 
whenever the story of ultra-liberal literature shall 
come to be written . . . . .[ius novelS] are, in some 
sort, already classics. 11 
l85. Catalogue of the library of the late Thos. Love Peacock 
... which will be sold at auction by Messrs. Sotheby, 
Wilkinson, and Hodge .... the 11th of June, 1866, and 
the following day. This forty-four page Sotheby cata-
logue lists 764 items including autograph letters of 
Shelley and "a capital telescope.n One of the two 
British Museum copies (shelf marks S.-C.S.567.(3.) and 
S.C.962.(6)) has the sales prices marked in. Highest 
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price paid (exclusive of sets of books) was b5/5 
for a Shelley letter calling Byron umad as the winds." 
186. [Hannay, J .] "Recent Humourists: Aytoun, Peacock, 
Prout,u North British Review, XLV (N.S. VI) (September, 
1866), 75-104. Reprinted in Items 187 and 188. This 
is a review of 'ftem24,9! Praises the "vivid satire, manly 
sense, and brilliant scholarship of this distinguished, 
but not sufficiently known author" (85). Contains 
biographical information obtained from Adjutant-
General's office, Henry Wallis and George Meredith. 
Peacock was 11 conservative on one side of his mind 
and liberal on the other" (87). "Thackeray1 we happen 
to know1 thought his songs among the best of the age
11 
(89). Gryll Grange is more remarkable than the other 
novels for "ingenuity, liveliness of humour, general 
vigour of wit, and wide reading in literature" (93). 
There is "tenderness at the bottom of playfulness . • 
An old-fashioned scholar and gentleman of the old 
school to the last" (97). 
187. [Hannay, J] "Recent Humourists: Aytoun, Peacock, 
Prout, 11 Living Age, XCI (October, 1866) 131-146. 
Reprint of Item 186. 
188. [Hannay> J J "Recent Humourists: Aytoun, Peacock, 
Prout," Eclectic Magazine, LXVII (December, 1866)_, 
641-658. Reprint of Item 186. 
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189. Blyth, S. "Rich and Poor; or Saint and Sinner," 
Notes and Queries Series 3, XII (August 31, 1867) .· 
171-172. Identifies poem of above title, correcting 
S. J. 1 s false attribution toR. H. Barham in an earlier 
issue of this periodical. The editor adds "we suspect 
that Thomas Love Peacock is but too little known by 
the present generation.n 
190. J. S. "Rich and Poor: Thomas Love Peacock, 11 Notes 
and Quei'ies, Series 31 XII (October 5; 1867), 277-278. 
Asks "was Thomas Love Peacock not the author of 1 The 
Genius of the Thames, a Poem 1 ? 11 
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191. J., S. "The Dark-Looking Man," Notes and Queries, 
Series 3, XII (October 19, 1867), 316. Inquires 
whether the poem of above title is by Barham or Peacock. 
192. Peacock, Edward. "The Dark-Looking Man, 11 Notes and 
Queries, Series 3, XII (October 19, 1867), 316. 
Inquires for information concerning the family of 
Thomas Love Peacock and of Lucy Peacock. 
193. L'Estrange, Thomas. 11 Thomas Love Peacock," Notes 
and Queries, Series 3, XII (November 2, 1867), 358-359. 
Gives biographical information on Peacock. 
194. Planche, James Robinson. Recollections and Reflections. 
London: Tinsley Brothers, 1872. 2 vols. Planche 
discusses his controversy with Bentley, saying that 
his first opera was based on Peacock's "sparkling 
little tale 11 and two or three other similar novelettes. 
Planche vastly underestimates his indebtedness to 
Maid Marian in saying that his libretto contained much 
original lyrical material and two or three situations 
from Ivanhoe (I, 46-48). 
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195. Hutson, C. Woodward. nPeacock's Headlong Hall," 
Southern Magazine (Baltimore), XII (February, 1873), 
158-165. Very admiring, Hutson says 11 Peacock was 
the most eminent English satirist of the time of 
Charles Lamb, Theodore Hook, and 'Father Prout'" (158). 
11He has neither the breadth of sympathy nor the tender 
feeling of Thackeray • but his sketches are done 
in a rre.er hand, and are bold, strongly marked outlines~ 
(158). 
196. Smith, George Barnett. "Thomas Love Peacock," 
Fo:rtnightly Review, O.S. XX (N.S. XIV) (August 1, 
1873), 189-206. Reprinted in Item 208. "His works 
• • • breathe of liberty of thought, speech, and 
action" (189). I>eacock was 11 liberal in the highest 
sense of the word, and to the backbone • • . • His most 
widely known work •.• , intrinsically equal, if not 
superior, to • • . the rest [is Headlong Hall J To 
his honor • . • there is no demonstration of personal 
reeling. Considering his endowment and the great 
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temptation to wield the lash • • • his self-repression 
was very great" (190). Mr. Touchandgo, the bankrupt, 
is one of the "representative men" forgotten by Emerson. 
The attempt to portray an ordinary heroine in Anthelia 
fails. Gryll Grange is superior to all but Headlong 
Hall. Rhododaphne is a poem Coleridge might have 
written. "With a chosen few he has ever been a favourite" 
(205). 
197. Cole, Henry. uThomas Love Peacock,n Notes and Queries, 
Series 4, XII (September 13, 1873), 207-208. Requests 
information that would identify The Round Table as 
Peacock's. 
198. [cole, Henry J Thomas Love Peacock, Biographical Notes, 
From 1785 to 1862. [London, 1874?J This forty-p~ge 
pamphlet of notes "used in Edith Nicholl's notice 11 
(as the first page says) was priva)kely printed in only 
ten cppies. The binding and title page is missing 
from the British Museum copy (shelf mark: C.l2l.b.20). 
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199. Buchanan, Robert. "Thomas Love Peacock: a personal 
reminiscence," New Quarterly Magazine, IV (April, 
1875), 238-255. Reprinted in Items 203, 213, and 219. 
Describes the visit a young admirer made to the old 
man at Halliford. The world thought of him as "a 
retrograde philosopher and satirical pessimist" (238). 
His mind was a terrible "thesaurus eroticus" (242). 
Lists his favourite authors; he prefel'red Burns to 
Keats. Believes the novels are entitled j;t>r~a far 
higher place in literature than Lord Houghton seems 
inclined to give them. This article has been very 
heavily relied on by later biographers. 
200. Davies, James. 11 Thomas Love Peacock, 11 Contemporary 
Review, XXV (April, 1875), 733-762. "We may doubt 
if, up to the date of his death in 1866, Peacock had 
fully won his due and just rank among English humourists" 
(734). It is remarkable that the plot of Maid Marian, 
his best known novel, "is so freely borrowed from 
Ivanhoe which appeared just two years before" (750). 
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Anthelia is "a sensible and natural sample of cultured 
womanhood~~ (756). The removal of rotten boroughs was 
perhaps aided by the satire of Melincourt. Gryll Grange 
is the "richest and ripest" of his tales. Peacock has 
a glorious contempt for plots: "he is less a novelist 
than a humourist" {761). 
201. Review of Item 79, Temple Bar, XLIV (May, 1875), 
113-124. Thackeray was probably attracted to "that 
brilliant performance [Maid Marian:.) by som~ similarity 
in taste and power between its author and himsel:r" (114). 
uAt the conclusion of every argument in Peacock's dia-
logues the reader is le:rt in doubt as to which side 
has triumphed; and this fact has probably in some 
measure acted against the author 1 s popularity" (117). 
"Maid Marian is in some respects the author's very 
happiest productiontl (120). The picture of llfree forest 
li:ren succeeds admirably njust where Ivanhoe failsn (121). 
202. Gosse, E. W. 11Thomas Love Peacock, 11 London Society, 
XXVII (June, 1875), 496-509. A review of:Item 79. 
.. . - . ~ 
Peacock was "suspicious, resentful and dolorous in his 
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aspect towards the world in general, hopeless for 
the future, regretful of the past, using satire as 
punishment, not correction) and saved only by his 
affectionate and generous inner nature from the morose-
ness of disappointment and despair" (496). Headlong 
Hall 11 excited attention at once, was much praised and 
widely read, and ran through three editions" (501). 
Anthelia is "a charming heroine." Rhododaphne is "a 
very uninteresting, meritorious, obscure epic poem" 
(506). Dr. Folliott in Crotchet Castle provides 
"abuse of everything liberal and violent defense of 
Toryism" (507). Peacock 1 s expressions of political 
opinion oscillated between the two extremes of unbend-
ing high Torydom and levelling and revolutionary 
radicalismj perhaps it is safest to conclude that he 
had no real convictions~ Gosse concludes. 
203. Buchanan, Robert "Thomas Love Peacock: a Personal 
Reminiscence," Living Age, CXXVI (July 17, 1875), 
157-165. Reprint of Item 199. 
204. "Thomas Love Peacock 11 Eclectic Magazine N.S. XXII 
(July, 1875)) 103-109. Reprint of Item 199. 
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205. Review of Item 79, Edinburgh Review, CXLII (July, 
1875): 110-144. "We know no works that gain so greatly 
by being studied in their chronological order, or lose 
more by being taken separately" (112). "Sentences on 
sentences might have been freely translated from Rabe-
lais11 (122). Praises the translations from Welsh 
poetry. Peacock probably embodies his own personality 
in his digni:fied clergymen: 11 We are very sure that he is 
his own Dr. Opimium" (141). "Gryll Grange is by many 
degrees the most fascinating of the five novels in 
its style 11 (143). 
206. Collins, Mortimer. "Thomas Love Peacock: Versifier and 
Humourist," St. James, XXXVI (September, 1875) 600-610. 
"Peacock never attempted a man or woman. He took a 
humour, and draped it, and set it in action" (600). 
11 In all Peacock's stories, the idyllic haze, the 
idealizing power, is manifest" (609). 
207. Milnes Richard Monckton, Lord Houghton. Preface to 
Item 79. I, vii-xxiii. Lord Houghton ~ompares Peacock's 
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work to the French centes of the eighteenth century: 
11 there is the same disregard of plot, the same contin-
uous weft of satirical allusion~ the same exaggeration 
of the fallacies of opponents, the same assumption of 
an infallible judgment_, but with a total absence of 
the indecency and impietyll (lx). He admires Peacock's 
influence on Shelley's character and commends the 
"Memoirs of Shelley. 11 
208. Smith, George Barnett • .:::::.~t:wmas Love Peacock," Poets 
and Novelists: a Series of Literary Studies. London: 
-:: . ........ , 
Smith Elde~ 1875; New York: Appleton~ 1876. Pp. 111-
150. Reprint of Item 196. 
209. Spedding James. "Tales by the Author of Headlong 
Hall_," Reviews and Discussions, Literary, Political, 
and Historical. London: C. Kegan Paul, 1879. Pp. 121-
152. A reprint of Item 172. The passage accusing 
Peacock of cant in his treatment of Burke is trans-
ferred from its original position as the conclusion 
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of the article to its position here in a footnote. 
210. Shelley, Percy Bysshe. Notes on Sculptures in Rome 
and Florence together with a Lucianic fragment and a 
criticism of Peacock's poem "Rhododaphne," ed. Harry 
Buxton Forman. London: privately printed, 1879. 
Pp. 55-61 have the review of Peacock's poem. This 
issue was limited to twenty-five copies on handmade 
paper and fifty on ordinary paper. 
1880 
2ll. Shelley, Percy Bysshe. The Works of Percy Bysshe 
Shelley in Verse and Prose, ed. Harry Buxton Forman. 
8 vola. London: Reeves and Turner. 1880. Vol. III 
contains non Peacock's Rhododaphne" (pp. 15-23) and 
Peacock's The Four Ages of Poetry (PP• 386-404). 
1882 
-----
212. Oliphant, Margaret. The L1terary History of England 
in the End of the Eighteenth and Beginning of the 
Nineteenth Century. London:· Macmillan, 1882. 3 vola. 
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Though unenthusiastic about the novels, Mrs. Oliphant 
admires the fun and skill of the books. She is 
condescending about the satire, but Judges the "Memoirs 
of Shelley" to be "the'most impassioned and impartial 
account 11 of Shelley's life (IitJ181). 
213. Buchanan, Robert. "Thomas Love Peacock: a Personal 
Reminiscence," A Poet's Sketchbook. London: Chatto 
and Windus, 1883. Pp. 93-118. Reprint of Item 199. 
1884 
214. Prideaux W. F. 11The 'Maclise Portrait Gallery)'" 
Notes and Queries, Series 6, IX (March 15, 1884), 204. 
Laments "no one reads Peacock nowadays." Notes with 
satisfaction that William Bates' Fraserian collection 
of portraits (the Maclise Portrait Gallery) gives him 
appreciatlton. 
215. M. A. J. "T. L. Peacock, 11 Notes and Queries, Series 6, 
IX (April 19) 1884) 317-318. Reply to Item 214. Protests 
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that everyone knows "The mountain sheep were sweeter" 
poem and the Crotchet Castle definition of "good and 
respectable", i.e., "rich." Says collected works 
appeared in 1878 or 1879. 
216. Forman, Harry Buxton. "Thomas Love Peacock," Notes 
and Queries, Series 6, IX (May 101 1884), 378. Reply 
to Item 215. Corrects errors in poem quoted and corrects 
date of Cole edition to 1875 
1886 
217. Saintsbury, George "Thomas Love Peacock, 11 Macmillan's 
Magazine, LIII (April, 1886), 414-427. Reprinted in 
Items 218 224 and 326. Peacock is "an author by no 
means universally or even generally known" (414). 
"Almost the only dissenter [among critic~, as far as 
I know is Mrs. Oliphant, who has confessed herself in 
her book on the literary history of Peacock's time not 
merely unable to comprehend the admiration expressed 
by certain critics for Headlong HalL .. and its fellow~/ 
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-' 
but is even . . . somewhat sceptical of the complete 
sincerity of that admiration" (414). 11 I have read the 
novels through on an average once a year ever since 
their combined appearance. Indeed, with Scott, Thackeray, 
Borrow, and Christopher North, Peacock composes my own 
private Paradise of Dainty Devices, wherein I walk 
' 
continually when I have need of rest and refreshment" 
(414). His political attitude i~ "intolerance of the 
vulgar and stupid" (416). The dramatization of Maid 
Marian "helped, if it did not make, its fame 11 ( 420). 
Peacock was a Pantagruelist to the heart ·r s core. 
The Misfortunes of Elphin is the least generally 
popular of his works "though it happens to be my own 
favourite" (420). It is written in the spirit and 
manner of Candide. 
218. Saintsbury, George. "Thomas Love Peacock," Littell's 
Living Age, CLXIX_.(Series 5, LIV) (May 22, 1886), 
485-495. Reprint of Item 217. 
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219. Buchanan, Robert. "Thomas Love Peacock: a Personal 
Reminiscence," A Look Round Literature. London: Ward 
and Downey) 1887. Pp. 162-184. Reprint of Item 199. 
220. "Peacock, u Temple Bar, LXXX (May, 1887), 35-52. 
Reprinted in Item 221. Most readers know nothing of 
Peacock unless as the author of the 11 Memoirs of Shelley." 
Melincourt is perhaps the best of the novels. Peacock 
was narrow and 11his intellectual temper was irritable; 
his quick eye observed the weaknesses of men, and he 
satirized them without inquiring whether they were or 
were not outweighed by accompanying merits" (39). Thus 
Burke, Southey) Shelley, Byron, and Coleridge are 
unkindly treated. Peacock's "animosity towards the 
Scotch is even more irrational than his hatred of 
prominent individuals" (41). Nevertheless, despite 
his flaws, "in few men has wit been found so wise, or 
wisdom so witty" (52). 
221. 11 Peacock," Littell's Living Age, CLXXIII (June 11, 
1887), 685-695. A reprint of Item 220. 
---=------~---:...:.::--~- ----- -~-- --·----------.- ---- ----
. ):t-
222. Garnett; Richard. "Peacock's 'The·:~.Last Day of 
Windsor Forest; 111 National Review, X (September, 
1887), 106-111. Garnett, in publishing this essay 
for the first time, suggests in his introductory 
note that it was probably written in 1862. 
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223. Morley, Henry. eti. Introtlu-otiioili.c:lto'' Crotchet Castle, 
Item 81. In his four-page introduction Morley comments 
on Peacock's relationship with Shelley--the men were 
both poets, both for reform, and both loved Plato 
and Shakespeare. Morley admires the extravagance of 
Peacock's satire; his was a critical satire which gave 
nobody pain. nAlways there was a ground-work of good 
sense, and the broad sweep of a satire was utterly unlike 
the nibbling censure of tne men whose wit is tainted 
with ill-humour 11 (7-8). 
224. Saintsbury, George. "Peacock," Essays in English 
Literature 1780-1860. London: Percival, 1890. Pp. 234-
269. A reprint of Item 217. 
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225. GarnettJ Richard. Introduction to Item 83:I, 7-43. 
Garnett is ungenerous to Peacock: each of the positive 
virtues named is qualified with a reservation. The 
tone is set by the opening sentence: "Few ino.dern 
authors, whose works have survived them and whose 
.,:· 
lives have been prolonged beyond the ordinary span, 
have so well complied with the ancient precept 
"f\6.J}~ (ft·d)oa,) ... -live by stealth--as Thomas Love 
Peacock" (l). He concludes by praising Peacock pri-
marily as a humorist and poet and denies that he is 
"a master ot fiction" On). 
226. Strachey, Sir Edward. "Recollections of Thomas Love 
PeaQock, l't ·Int:rQduction to· Item 83:X, 15-23. Although 
these notes preceding Calidore·and IVIisc~llanea are only 
--- - .. • ..... \. .. 
nine pages long, they; _formO'fie of:th~ few eye-witness 
accounts of Peacoc~~-~ J,.i:f'e .. Stracpey is recalling) at 
the age of eighty,~_ -..e:vE(;p:ts, aon\e. 9f which occurred over 
sixty years before: .. art<l warns: th.at the remarks may be as 
much fiction as fact. 
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227. Payne, William Morton. Review of' the first volume 
of' Item 83, ~' XII (December, 1891), 279. Headlong 
Hall "must he regarded as the real literary ancestor 
,,, ,' .· .. 
of one of' the most amusing satirical works of our own 
day, the New Republic of .. Mr·~.- -Mallock . . • . Here and 
tnere the resemblance is qu:tte·striking, although the 
modern work is without the delicacy of' its model· • . 
•. Peacock has never been without [a discriminating1 
audience, nor will he lack it until literary taste 
wholly declines. 11 
228. Payne, William Morton. Review of the Nightmare Abbey 
and Melincourt volumes of' Item 83, Dial, XII (April, 
1892), 425-426. "We do not quite agree with Mr. 
Garnett's deprecatory estimate of' Melincourt, which 
appears to us quite as notable as Peacock's other 
<-- '. 
tales. It is not ••• a novel in the ordinary sense, 
but it has the Peacockian qualities of fantasticalness 
and whimsicality • • • and it offers· upon every ·page 
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the delight that is afforded by careful, almost 
classical, English style. [There is] deep underlying 
sympathy for whatever is worthy and of good report" 
(426). The only bad taste is in the harsh treatment 
of Southey. 
229. Review of the Maid Marian volume of Item 83~ Novel 
Review, N.S. I, No.1 (April, 1892), 183-185. Peacock 
is "a writer who refreshes the more frequently he is 
read" (183). Parallel passages are quoted to show 
how Tennyson "transfers (and improves)) unconsciously 
of course" from Maid Marian in his The Foresters,(l84). 
230. Payne, William Morton. Review of the rin.al volumes 
of Item 83, Dial, XIII (August, 1892)_ 104-105. 
Payne disagrees with Garnett that Maid Marian lacks the 
"charm of romantic incident." Crotchet Castle is "the 
most genial, and in many ways the most nearly perfect, 
of Peacock•s tales" (105). Dr. Folliott is almost a 
self-portrait. Ruskin would read the satire on utili-
tarianism and political economy with delight. 
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231. Review of the first three volumes of Item 83, Saturday 
Review, LXXIII (January 16, 1§92), 82-83. 11 That 
Peacock is little but a name to the multitude of 
readers [is a] melancholy reflection upon the taste 
and intelligence of the multitude 11 (82-83). Mr. Mile-
stone does not represent Payne Knight, as Garnett says, 
but Humphry Repton. Garnett shows himself more of a 
Shelleyan than a Peacockian when he says Peacock 
mis-stated the case of Shelley and Harriet; "Garnett 
drifts from the secure anchorage of facts" (83). 
232. Johnson, Reginald Brimley. "Thomas Love Peacock, 
Satirist," Nevel Review, (August, 1892), 499-415. 
A review of Item 83. Crotchet Castle is the best of 
the novels; "Gryll Gran~e is more tolerant and more 
reasonable, but is also less spiritedn ( 409). He 
intended to include much oblique satire in Maid Marian, 
but "he fortunately forgot his purpose" (413). It is 
a nmost charming idyll, redolent of the woods, where all 
is fair and gay" {413). 11Both his style and hu111our are 
apt to be over:.:.elaborate 11 ; he sometimes thinks "a phrase 
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is witty in proportion to the number of its syllables" 
( 415). 
233. Stoddard, Richard Henry. 11 Thomas Love Peacock, 11 
Under the Evening Lamp. 
Sons, 1892. Pp. 225-244. 
New York: Charles Scribner's 
c·alling the novels satirical 
but not cynical, Stoddard says, 11 the stories of Peacock 
must be read for what they are, and nothing else, or 
not read at all. To read them as we do novels is to 
read them to no purpose. They are not novels, and were 
not meant to be novelsn (241). 
234. Saintsbury, George. Introductions to Item 84. Reprinted 
with the five-volume set in 1927 and as a group of essays 
in Item 359. Saintsbury is inconsistent in his attitude 
toward Peacock's political position. At one time he 
says that it is unbelievable that he was ever a Liberal; 
later he refers to him as. "a political Liberaltt and a 
"Liberal free-lance." Saintsbury is the first to point 
out the indebtedness to Marmontel for the form of the 
novels, and to comment on the similarity of W. S. Gilbert's 
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work. His essays are best for their contagious en-
thusiasm; they are weakest in their analysis of prose style. 
1897 
235. Herford, c. H. The Age of Wordsworth. London: George 
Bell and Sons, 1897 (third edition revised 1899; 
reprinted 1901). Herford calls the Peacockian novel 
"a distinct genre in English literature • • . • It 
stands alone in uniting the keen ironic understanding of 
the eighteenth century with an irrepressible but never 
full acknowledged instinct of romance and poetry" (134). 
236. Warner, Charles Dudley, ed. Library of the World's 
B~st Literature. New York: R. S. Peale and J. A. Hill, 
1897. The three-page introduction and inclusion of six 
selections from Maid Marian reveal the status Peacock 
had achieved.(XIX, 11222-11257). 
237. Garnett, Richard. "Thomas Love Peacock,n Essays of an 
Ex-Librarian. London: Heinemann, 1901. Pp. 241-282 •. 
A reprint of the general introduction to Garnett's 1891 
edition (Item 83). 
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238. Paul, Herbert. 11 The Novels of Peacock,u Nineteenth / 
Century, LIII (Apri.l) 1903) 651-664. Reprinted in 
Items 239, 240, and 243. This eccentric article almost 
always manages to draw false conclusions: "Few writers 
are so absolutely devoid of that common-sense which 
• is the saving of us allu (651). Peacock has 
"a power of creating graceful, delightful, and per-
fectly natural girls 11 (652). "His severest critic 
could not deny that he was a genuine poet 11 (652). A 
monkey "getting drunk..J falling in love, and being 
returned to the House of Commons, is ... purely 
grotesque, and an insult to the intelligence of the 
reader" (654-655). -peacock's most characteristic tale 
is Maid Marian. 
239. Paul, Herbert. "The Novels of Peacock," Living A&?, 
CCXXXVIII (July 18, 1903), 158-169. A reprint of Item 237. 
24o. Paul; Herbert. "The Novels of Peacock," Eclectic 
Magazine, CXLI (September, 1903), 349-360. A 
reprint of Item 237. 
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241. Young, Arthur Button. The Life and Novels of Thomas 
Love Peacock (University of Freiburg dissertation). 
Norwich: Agas H. Goose, 1904. This is the first full 
length study of the life and works. It relies heavily 
on the introduction to Cole's edition of 1875, but 
is full of inaccuracies as are the later works which 
Young edited. 
242. S., J. 11The Novels of Thomas Love Peacock," Academy 
and Literature, LXVIII (April 8, 1905), 396-397. 
Peacock spoke his true self through Dr. Folliott in 
Crotchet Castle and Dr. Opimian in Gryll Grange; the 
former is his best book. Mr. Chainmail is an unconscious 
prophecy of William Morris. No one could fail to love 
Peacock's women "but one·wishes that their creator 
had taken a little more trouble with their p~rsonal 
attractions" {397). He is a merciless but never cruel 
satirist. 
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243. Paul, Herbert. 11 The Novels of Peacock," Stray Leaves. 
London and New York: John Lane, 1906. Pp. 109-142. 
A reprint of Item 237. 
244. Moreton, R. L. "Houses of Historical Interest," 
Notes and Queries, Series 10, VI (July 21, 1906), 
52. Locates Peacock•s London residence in 1820. 
245. Prideaux, W. F. "Houses of Historical Interest," 
N.otes and Queries, Series 10, VI (August 4, 1906), 
91. Denies Moreton•s identification (in Item 244) ~. 
246. Moreton, R. L. "Crotchet Castle," Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, VI (October 20, 1906), 310. Seeks identi-
fication of Mr. Chainmail's "romantic story" of 
Chapter 16. 
247. Williams, C. 11 Thomas Love Peacock," Library, N.S. VII 
(October, 1906), 397-410. Identifies Mr. Toobad as 
Irving. l?eacock•s "women are open air characters and 
have a touch of Shakespeare about them" (409). They 
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form the precursor of the Meredithian woman. Meredith's 
Dr. Middleton descends from Folliott and Opimian. "To 
a wide audience he may never appeal, but be is with 
the classics, and the very causes which prevent a 
general appreciation may also secure his literary 
immortality" ( 410). 
248. Street, E. E. "Crotchet Castle,u Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, VI (November 3, 1906), 356. A reply to 
Item 246. The story of the executioner's daughter 
might be nThe Headsman: a Tale of Doomn in Blackwood, 
February, 1830. 
249. Boynton, H. W. "Thomas Lave Peacack, 11 Atlantic Monthly, 
XCVIII (December, 1906 L 765-774. Peacock is "less 
generally known than he deserves to be" (765). Maid 
Marian is 11 the mast spirited and graceful version of 
the Rabin Hood legend which we possess" (773). The 
Misfortunes of Elphin "I think simply dull" (773). 
Peacock "wrote much, very much verse, of which nat a 
line that I have read is worth rereading" (773). He 
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is "one of the most genial, if' not one of' the greatest, 
of English humorists" (774). 
250. Seccombe, Thomas, and !~~-j!obertson Nicoll. The Bookman 
Illustrated History of' English Literature. 2 vols. 
London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1906. Highly favorable, 
this entry calls Peacock an "evad~ romantique:" "His 
influence has been considerable on literary writers, 
and no prose writer of his timeJ and no constructor of 
dialogues, has ever surpassed him either in the 
sparkling vivacity or almost faultless brilliance of 
his prose style" (~J~)~38). 
251. Young, Arthur Button. "Shelley and Peacock," Modern 
Language Review, II, No. 3::} (April, 1907) , 228-232. 
Young points out the paralitels between Shelley's life 
and the action of Nightmare Abbey; between Shelley's 
belief' in the perfectability of mankind and Mr. Foster's 
belief in Headlong Hall; and between Shelley the philo-
sopher, the unbeliever, the reformer and Mr. Forester 
in Melincourt. 
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252. Young, .Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock: Contri-
butions to Periodicals," Notes and Queries, Series 10, 
VIII (July 6, 1907), 2-3. Lists twelve articles not 
collected by Cole or Garnett. 
253. Young, .Arthur Button. uThomas Love Peacock and the 
Overland Route,n Notes and Queries, Series 10, VIII 
(August 17, 1907), 121-122. Discusses his advocacy 
of the Euphrates route for the East India Company 
mails. 
254. .Axon, William E • .A. "Thomas Love Peacock: Contribution 
to Periodical," Notes and Queries, Series 10, VIII 
{.August 24, 1907), 157. Identifies Peacock's first 
contribution to a periodical, "Is History of Biography 
the more improving study? 11 in 1800. 
255. Young; .Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock's Maid 
Marian and Tennyson's Foresters " Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, VIII (November 2, 1907), 341-342. Maintains 
that Peacock was indebted to .Anthony Munday and Henry 
Chettle and that Tennyson was indebted to Peacock. 
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256. Stapleton; A. "Thomas Love Peacock's Maid Marian, 11 , 
Notes and Queries, Series 10, VIII (November 30, 1907), 
438. Points out Peacock's use of Joseph Ritson's 
reprint of Robin Hood stories. 
257. Young, Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock's 
Misfortunes of E1phin," Notes and Queries, Series 10, 
IX (March 21, 1908)., 221-224. Points out the Welsh 
sources and the variations from the sources. 
258. B., H. I. 11 Thomas Love Peacock's Misfortunes of 
Elphin," Notes and Queries, Series 10, IX (April 25, 
1908), 331. Corrects Young on the origin of Ceridwen's 
cauldron. 
259. Davidson) H. A. "Thomas Love Peacock: 'Skylight' and 
'Twilight, 111 Notes and Queries, Series 10, X (July 4, 
1908), 9. Inquires meaning of above phrase in Headlong 
Hall, Chapter 5. 
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260. Moreton, R. L., Harmatopegos, and Urllad. "Thomas 
Love Peacock: 'Skylight' and •Twilight,'" Notes and 
Queries, Series 10, X (July 25, 1908), 76. Three 
replies to Item 259. 
261. D., M. G. "Thomas Love Peacock: 'Skylight' and 
'Twilight, 111 Notes and Queries, Series 10, X (August 
15, lSoe), 138. A fourth reply to Item 259. 
262. Young, Arthur Button. "'Ahrimanes• by Thomas Love 
Peacock, 11 Modern Language Review, IV (January, 1909), 
217-230. Young prints the unfinished ppem along with 
Peacock's prose plan for the whole poem, and shows the 
poem to .be based on Shelley's friend Mr. J. F. Newton. 
263. Young, Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock's Li te.rary 
Remains, 11 Notes and Queries, Series 10, XI (March 20, 
1909), 224-225. A description of the British Museum 
MSS. purchased from Edith Nicolls in 1903. 
264. Young, Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock•s Plays," 
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Notes and Queries, Series 10, XII (July 10, 1909),22-24. 
Summarizes and comments on the three manuscript plays. 
265. F. :t J. J. "Thomas Love Peacock: George Meredith," 
Notes and Queries, Series 10, XII (July 31, 1909), 
88. Asks when Peacock lived at Chertsey. 
266. Prideaux, W. F. "ThomasLove Peacock: George 
Meredith, 11 Notes and Queries, Series 10, XII (August 
14, 1909), 132. The author, whose father was a 
colleague of Peacock at East India House, recalls the 
old gentleman's appearance. Another writer mentions 
his home at Halliford. 
267. o., L. R. "Thomas Love Peacock," Notes and Queries, 
Series 10, XII (August 28, 1909), 175.· A reply to 
Item 265. Refers questioner to Saintsbury's introduc-
tion to his 1895 edition. 
268. Pierpont:~ Robert. "Thomas Love Peacock's Sir Hornbook," 
Notes and Queries, Series 10, XII. (September 18, 1909), 
226. Gives 1817 as the date of a copy of Sir Hornbook. 
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269. Symons, Arthur. The Romantic Movement in English 
Poetry. New York: E. P~ Dutton, 1909. Very favorable 
to both the poems and the novels: "Peacock's novels 
are unique in English, and are among the most scholarly, 
original, and entertaining prose writings of the 
century" (230). 
270. Magnus, Laurie. English Literature in the Nineteenth 
Century. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; London: 
Andrew Melrose, 1909. Peacock has "an exotic style, 
full of whims and quiddities as risible and quaint as 
Sir Thomas Browne's, and brilliant with the fanciful 
humour of a keen and fearless social obse:tPver" (55). 
1910 
271. Y., A. B. "Thomas Love Peacock's 'Essay on Fashion-
able Literature, rtt Notes and Queries, Series 11, I 
(January 29, 1910), 86 .. Points out that all of Peacock's 
crotchets are ~llustrated in the above named essay, 
even though it does end with a defense of Coleridge. 
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272. Digeon, Aurelian A. "Shelley and Peacock," Modern 
Language Notes, XXV (February, 1910), 41-45. Contains 
statement, later corrected by Freeman and Van Doren, 
that the ladies of Nightmare Abbey are Harriet and 
Miss Hitchener. Suggests that 11 Peacock 1 s place in the 
life of Shelley is much greater than has been generally 
supposed" (45); only Young has examined this indebted-
ness heretofore. 
273. Van Doren, Carl. 11 Thomas Love Peacock," Notes and 
Queries, Series 11, I (April 9, 1910), 287. Requests 
.biographical information. 
274. Richter, Helene. Review of Item 96. Deutsche 
Literaturzeitung, No. 20 (May 14, 1910), 1254. This 
review, of no importance in itself, is interesting in 
showing that, although only two of Peacock's works 
were translated into German, he wasnnevertheless well 
enough known in 1910 that Richter in Vienna could 
write, "Dass Peacock als einem durchaus einzigartigen 
Phanomen der englischen Romantik uberhaupt Anspruch 
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auf Selbstandige Wurdigung zukommt, wird ihm ja 
niemand bestreiten, der sich eingehender mit ihm 
beschaftigt hat." Unfortunately this review further 
spreads Digeon's mistaken idea (Item 272) that 
Elizabeth Mitchener is represented in Nightmare Abbey. 
275. S ., W. S. "Thomas Love Peacock, n Notes and Queries, 
Series 11, I (May 28, 1910), 435. Provides the 
beginning of a bibliography. 
276. Young, Arthur Button. "Thomas Love Peacock's Plays," 
Notes and Queries, Series 11, II (July 9, 1910), 27. 
Requests information.bn the plays. 
277. Van Doren, Carl. "Thomas Love Peacock's 1Monks of 
St. Mark,'" Notes and Queries, Series 11, II (October 
29, 1910), 349. Inquires whether above ~amed poem 
was actually published in 1804 as Cole states. 
278. H.) W. B. "Thomas Love Peacock's 'Monks of St. Mark, '" 
Notes and Queries, Series 11, II (November 12, 1910), 
398. An 1897 book lists 1804 as publication date of 
above poem. 
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279. Review of Item 99, Saturday Review, CX (December 3, 
1910), 717-718. "The Dilettanti" is both the longest 
and best. "The Circle of Loda, 11 which is monotonous 
and lapses into the baldest diction of prose, shows 
he had no talent for blank verse. "The Three Doctorsn 
has a good comic situation and some idea of the con-
struction of a plot. These :f'orm "a valuable supplement 
to Peacock's all too meagre work" (718). He is a 
"minor poet of the :f'irst rank" (717) • 
280. Van Doren, Carl. "Thomas Love Peacock's Works,n 
Notes and Queries, Series 11, II (December 24, 1910), 
508. Seeks location of six books (including 1818 
French version of Melincourt and 1820 edition of The 
Round Table), saying he knows they exist. 
281. Young, Arthur Button. Preface to Item 99, pp. v-xiii. 
YoUng points out that Peacock's plays contribute 
materials to the later novels: Mr •. Chromatic o:f' "The 
Dilettanti 11 appears later in Headlong Hall and there 
are various similarities between "The Three Doctors" 
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and both Headlong Hall and Melincourt. 
282. Walker, Hugh. The Literature of the Victorian Era. 
Cambridge: University Press, 1910 (reprinted 1921). 
Pp. 614-618 have praise for the pbems in the novels, 
but places Peacock's role as a satirist considerably 
below that of Thackeray, saying that Peacock lacks 
humanity. 
283. Review of Item 99, Nation, XCII (February 2, 1911), 
122-123. "'The Circle of Loda' is of no special 
interest but the two comedies are full of the wit and 
boisterous humour that give so piquant a relish to 
Peacock's novels, and they are constructed more com-
pactly than the novels • • • • They are delightful 
bits of nonsense" (122). S.cattered through the plays 
there are a number of' songs that compare wellwith those 
in the tales" (123). 
284. [Bell, Clive]. Review of Item 99, Athenaeum, (February 
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4, 1911), 139-140. Reprinted in Item 310. The Plays 
were worth publishing; with this volume one can own 
the complete prose works of a,n English classic. Ama-
teurish, thin, and conventional, nevertheless they 
are readable. 11We are neglecting one of our best 
writersu (139).' Bell says that neither Spedding nor 
Paul properly appreciated Peacock "to whom collective 
wisdom was folly, who judged every question •.• 
on i~s merits, and whose scorn for those who judged 
otherwise was cruel and cruelly expressed" (139). 
"He acquired a distaste for cant, prudery, facile 
emotion, and philanthropy; he learnt to enjoy the 
good things of life without fear or shame; to love 
strength and beauty, and to respect the truth" (140). 
285. Review of Item 99, Academy, LXXX (February 4, 1911), 
132 ... 133. "Two of l}heupla:ys] are farces wherein the 
most unkind Victorian humours are set forth with all 
the outworn tricks of the worst period of the British 
stage. The third is a fus.tian drama in blank verse 
wherein we defy anyone to discover two tolerable lines" 
(132). 
286. Freeman, Alexander Martin. Thomas Love Peacock, A 
Critical Study. London: Martin Seeker; New York: 
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Mitchell Kennerley, 1911. Although Freeman has done 
little scholarly research on his subject and provides 
no bibliography, his point of view is well-founded 
in a close reading of the novels and he achieves a 
complex and just interpretation of Peacock. There 
is an incidental treatment of biography, but as the 
title indicates this is primarily a critical study 
and one of the best. 
287. Van Doren, Carl. The Life of Thomas Love Peacock. 
London: J. M. Dent; New York: E. P. Dutton, 1911. 
Van Doren was aided in this Columbia dissertation 
by Edith Nicolls {Mrs. Charles Clarke), the grand-
daughter of Peacock. As a result this book has much 
material that was not recorded by the earliest bio-
graphers. The only scholars who have been able to 
add anything to this since have been Brett-Smith and 
Jones {Item 329). Van Doren, however, tends to 
expand ephemeral facts considerably beyond their 
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actual importance. Although this is called a Life, 
the critical material occupies more space than the 
biographical. The criticism is well-informed and just. 
288. Review of Item 99, Dial, L (May 16, 1911), 4oo. 
"All Peacockians (and they are many_) will be delighted 
with this trouvaille, so unexpected as well as so 
welcome." 
289. Review of Items 286 and 287, Saturday Review, CXII 
(September 23, 1911), 400-401. Van Doren has done 
research whereas Freeman adds nothing to the bio-
graphy. Van Doren•s criticism is acute, he has a 
good index, and his work is the more useful of the 
two books. 
290. (Bell, Clive). Review of Items 286 and 287, Athenaeum, 
(October 14, 1911), 450-452. Reprinted in Item 310. 
Van Doren•s book is a failure because he has expanded 
meager records into 300 pages; 11his knowledge of English," 
however} "is superior to that of the majority of his 
'· 
compatriots 11 (450). Freeman aims higher and falls only 
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a little short of the mark; he attempts an appreciation 
of Peacock 1 s art. Van Doren states trivial facts and 
draws unimportant inferences. Neither shows why 
Peacock is unique. 
291. Helm, W. H. Introduction to Item 102. Following a 
brief biography~ Helm gives high praise to.Peacock 1 s 
style. Noting that Richard Garnett calls it "perfect," 
he says, 11 The adjective is as nearly justified as any 
such attribution of an impossible quality could be 
•••. Clarity and rhythm, the first essentials of 
a fine style, are rarely wanting in his language" (xix). 
Peacock is like Shaw and Anatole France in his disregard 
for dogma and authority and in his love of irony. 
292. Cavenagh, F. A. Introduction to Item 104. This school 
boys 1 edition (one of a series of works in English 
literature edited by J .. H. Fowler) has an introduction, 
notes, glossary, exercises, and subjects for essays, 
and helps to further study. navenagh compares Meredith's 
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handling of an old tradition in Farina with that in 
Maid Marian and in The Misfortunes of Elphin. He 
says that Maid Marian has been the most read of 
Peacock's works. 
293. "The Symposiarch," Spectator, CVIII (January 27, 
1912), 153-154. Review of Items 286 and 287. Peacock 
has the "amused curiosity of Lucian rather than the 
fierce mockery of Swift or Sterne's impudent humour" 
(153). The object of the novels is "not to represent 
the vitality of action or of character, but simply the 
vitality of ideas" (153). He has tolerant scepticism, 
amused curiosity, penetrating irony, and a sane view 
of life. Freeman's book is the most charming portrait 
and the best ·criticism we have; Van Doren errs on the 
critical side. "The poems ••.• in themselves are 
surely enough to win some measure of immortality 
for their author" (154). 
294. Review of Item 287, New·York Times, XVII (February 
18, 1912), 82. "The biogr~PbY. 6f';.a pretty well 
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forgotten literary Englishman.~ It is doubtful that 
interest in Peacock's writings will be revived through 
this book, though Van Doren tells the story admirably. 
295. Review of Item 286, North American, CXCV (May, 1912), 
716. Freeman is neither interesting nor vital; the 
book is disappointing because there is little on 
Shelley or Meredith. 
296. L., W. Review of Item 286, New York Times, XVII (May 
5, 1912), 269. "No history or compendium of English 
literature .•. with which I am acquainted mentions 
the name· of Peacock, even in the index. [In students~ 
meagre libraries [Peacock's] books will always have 
their place on the shelf with Oliver Wendell Holmes." 
297. Review of Item 138, Nation, XCIV (May 16, 1912), 
493-494. Van Doren's book is a notable success. 
William Beckford's The Elegant Enthusiast (1796) 
and Azemia (1797) should be added to the list of 
Peacock's predecessors in satirical fiction. 
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298. Review of Item 104, Athenaeum, (July 27, 1912), 89. 
"Peacock's rattling, merry narrative cannot fail to 
delight the third forms for which [this book is] 
probably intended." 
299. uA Rediscovered Satirist of Genius," Current Literature, 
LIII (August, 1912), 228-230. A review of Items 286 
and 287. The appeal of Peacock's satire "is much 
greater to the social student than to the student of 
literary types or of the novel" (228). "Peacock 
used the novel as his form of expression in much the 
same fashion that Anatole France does, or as Bernard 
Shaw used the dramatic formn (229). "Peacock's satire 
is perhaps unique in the history of English literature 
because it ridicules almost exclusively the tyranny 
of the 'intellect' and the arrogance of science" (230). 
Peacock "mocked most of all those who vaunted their 
scientific and intellectual superiority 11 (230). 
300. Review of Items 286 and 287, Dial) LIII (September 1, 
1912), 139. "Very few today read Peacock 1 s novels, 
and whoever went through.his long poem 'Rhododaphne'?" 
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Freeman shows less familiarity with the critical work 
of his predecessors than Van Doren, but he gives an 
excellent analysis of the significance in English 
literature of Peacock's novels. 
301. Butterworth, S. "News for B1bliophiles., 11 Nation, 
XCVII (December 18., 1913), 586. Gives proof to 
support both Van Doren and Freeman that the author 
of the London Magazine article "On the Poetry of 
Nonnus" by "Vida 11 was not Peacock (as Cole and Young 
say) but Charles A. Elton. 
302. Vincent, Leon Henry. "Thomas Love Peacock,~~ Dandies 
and Men of Letters. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1913. 
Pp. 192-227. A gentlemanly appreciation but not 
well informed. 
303. Chislett, William, Jr. "Meredith's Imitation of 
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Peacock~" Notes and Queries~ Series 11, X ($eptember 
12, 1914), 208-209. The characters in Meredith's 
Up to Midnight, A Series of Dialogues Contributed to 
the Graphic (Boston, 1913), speak Peacock, not Mere-
dithese. 
304. "The Com·plete Satirist, 11 Saturday Review, CXVIII 
(October 3, 1914), 369-371. Reprinted in Item 305. 
A puff of admiration: "Why do people who want good 
fiction neglect Peacock•s books today? .... There 
is no grain of ill-nature even in his severest denun-
ciations11 (369). Maid Marian is best known,; Headlong 
Hall the most buoyant; 
305. "The Complete Satirist,n Living Age, No. 283 (November 
14, 1914), 440-444. Reprint of Item 304. 
306. Saintsbury, George. "The Growth of the Later Novel," 
The Cambridge History of English Literature, A. W. 
Ward and A. R. Waller, eds. Cambridge: University 
Press, 1914 (reprinted 1949). XI, 339-343. This is 
one of the least successful of Saintsbury's various 
writings on Peacock. He suggests that Peacock's 
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compound of satire and romance recalls Heine and 
Thackeray. 
307. Hartley, L. Conrad. "Thomas Love Peacock," 
Manchester Quarterly, XXXIV (June, 1915), 256-284. 
This lengthy article gives a brief biography and a 
novel by novel commentary achieving a fairly balanced 
view of virtues and faults. Identifies Mr. Toobad 
as Edward Irving, founder of the Catholic Apostolic 
Church. Suspects that W. S. Gilbert was indebted 
to Peacock t s songs,. "From an epicurean pinnacle on 
wisdom's height [Peacock] watched the confl~ct of 
those who descended into the arena to fight for 
renown 11 (279). "Clever, discerning and epigrammatic 
as he was, he was not so human, so searching, nor 
so wistful as Meredith 11 (280) .. His books are worthy 
of study today for 11 the follies of man change not . 
. • I find him stimulating and am convinced of his 
faith in human nature 11 (284). 
. 
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308. Garnett, Richard. "Thomas Love Peacock.," Dictionary 
of National Biography. 21 vols. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1917. XV, 589-592. This reveals 
a much mellower attitude toward Peacock than Garnett 
had evinced in his previous writings (see Item 225). 
He now mildly says that Peacock•s "Memoirs of Shelley" 
reveal only idiosyncrasy and coldness. 
309. Wheeler, Lucy. "Thomas Love Peacock and Chertsey," 
Notes and Queries, Series 12, III (October, 1917), 
444. Queries relationship of Peacock to Chertsey. 
1918 
310. Bell, Clive. Pot-Boilers. London: Chatto and Windus, 
1918. A reprint of Items 284 and 290 with a reply 
to Sir Frederick Pollock who had objected to Bell's 
calling Spedding ~ prig. 
311. Review of J. H. E. Crees• George Meredith, Saturday 
Review, CXXV (September 14, 1918), 847-848. Lists 
five influences of Peacock on Meredith: (l) primary 
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importance of witty conversations (2) in the setting 
of a country house, which (3) is in the midst of 
beautiful scenery; (4) the sketches of independent 
girls, and (5) Dr. Middleton and his praise of wine 
(deriving from Drs. Folliott and Opimian). 
312. Drew, E. R. "Peacock's Pie 1818, 11 New Statesman, 
XII (November 1~, 1918), 133-135. An admiring puff 
on the hundredth anniversary of Nightmare Abbey 
(which is a shorter and more amusing treatment of 
wha:t society has made of·man than H. G. Wells latest 
700 page squib). 
313. Draper, John W. "The Social Satires of Thomas Love 
Peacock_, Part I, 11 Modern Language Notes, XXXIII 
(December, 1918), 456-463. Saintsbury and Ingpen 
tend to term Peacock a Tory; Van Doren and Freeman, 
a Radical; while Hartley and Paul call him paradoxical. 
Peacock is. "arch-critic of things-as-they-are, and 
arch-critic of reforms-as-they-are-proposedu (457). 
This article is rather ill-conceived because it misses 
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the essential irony of Peacock's position and con-
cludes: "Peacock's is not an indictment of society£ 
merely, but of humanity, nob merely of this or that 
class, but of the individuals who make up every 
class: for him, human-nature is gone wrong" (462-463). 
314. Hudson, William Henry. A Short History of English 
Literature in the Nineteenth Century. London: G. 
Bell and Sons, 1918. Hudson devotes a single page 
to Peacock: a "rather cynical humourist • • • he 
exercised no influence upon those who followed him" 
(104). 
315. Draper, John W. "The Social Satires of Thomas Love 
Peacock, Part II,n Modern Language Notes, XXXIV 
(January, 1919), 23~28. This article continues the 
misconceptions of Item 313. It oversimplifies Peacock's 
politics saying uPeacock believed that the Reform Bill 
accomplished nothing" right after quoting the 1837 
preface which points out that rotten boroughs have 
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ceased to ·exist. And it concludes that Peacock affirms 
"the intellectual pessimism and social bankruptcy 
[?f the age] " (28) • 
316. "New Attempts to Solve the Peacock PuzzleJ" Current 
Opinion, LXVI (March, 1919)J 185-186. A summary of 
the contents of articles by three critics: Draper 
(Items 313 and 315), Bell (Items 284 and 290), and 
the critic of the Saturday Review (Item 311). 11The 
rediscovery of the genius of Thomas Love Peacock 
takes place every few years" (185). 
317. Mallock, William H. Memoirs of Life and Literature. 
New York and London: Harper and Bros., 1920. Although 
mention of Peacock is restricted to one page (87), 
this is important in acknowledging that "the so-called 
novels of Peacock" were the model for The New Republic 
-
and that Mallock announces himself a disciple of Peacock. 
318. Russell, Frances Theresa. Satire in the Victorian Novel. 
! 
/ 
( 
/ 
\. 
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New York: pp. 61-68, Russell 
compares Peacock and Samuel Butler, concluding that 
both were thoughtful scholars who observed keenly and 
/ 
judged/shrewdly but that Butler is the more searching, 
constructive, versatile, and profound. 
! 
319. Elton, Oliver. A Survey of English Literature, 1780-
1880. 4 vola. New York: Macmillan, 1920. V9l. :::¥: j) -379-
385 are a generous estimate of Peacock's work, though 
Elton fails to be as incisive as he might be. A lengthy 
parallel is made between the work of Samuel Butler and 
Peacock. 
320. Peck, Walter Edwin. 11 A Note on Shelley and Peacock, 11 
Modern Language Notes, XXXVI (June, 1921), 371-373. 
An unimportant pointing out of certain parallels of 
vocabulary and ideas in the poetry of Shelley and 1 
Peacock. 
321. Review of Item 106, Times Literary Supplement, {October 
27, 1921), 685-686. Peacock got the notion that 
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poetry was obsolete from Sidney's "Apology." His 
real aim was "to vex the poets of the Romantic move-
ment and particularly those of the Lake School" (686). 
322. "Peacock v. Shelley," Spectator, CXXVII (November, 
26, 1921), 706-707. Review of Item 106. The.: .. Foii:r:>~- ., 
Ages of Poetry is, "perhaps, the wittiest thing that 
that very witty writer ever wrote" (706). "Peacock 
was not at home among fundamentals, and if we want 
to enjoy his full powers we must seek him in the top, 
in the sparkling, even the frothy regions of his 
subject n (707). 
323. Burdett, Osbert. "Thomas Love Peacock (1785-1866)," 
London Mercury, VIII (May, 1923), 21-32. Reprinted in 
Item 337. Not always well-informed (as when he says 
that Peacock's .first three novels were not very success-
.ful)., Burdett is highly appreciative: "[Peacock} pre-
serves the crisp flavour of an English russet apple, 
whose rough rind conceals a sharp but sweet savour, 
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as agreeable to the palate as it is to the teeth" (21). 
Burdett describes the style as "Platonic dialogue as 
Aristophanes might have caricatured it" (23). Peacock 
is "one of the few writers, perhaps the only novelist, 
whose footnotes could not possibly be spared" (27). 
324. L [ittell], P. "Books and Things, 11 New Republic, XXXVII 
(December 5, 1923), 45. An attempt to get new readers 
for Peacock: "Nobody studies Peacock . • . • Nobody, 
as far as I know, has ever pretended to like Peacock 
. . • • The most culpable neglecters of Peacock are 
the anthologists, Palgrave choosing only one of his 
poems and Sir· Arthur Quiller Couch only three." 
325. Jones, C. E., ed. Nightmare Abbey. London: Humpnrey 
Milford, 1923. Jones,. in his page for page reprint 
of the first edition, has added notes to explain the 
allusions and provides a list of the twelve editions 
of the novel which appeared up to 1909. He is in 
error when he says that no second edition of the book 
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was printed until 1837: see Item 20. 
326. Saintsbury, George. The Collected Essays and Papers 
of George Saintsbury. 4 vols. London, Toronto, and 
New York: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1923. II, 82-109 is 
a reprint of Item 217. 
327. Campbell, Olwen Ward. 
London: Methuen) 1924. 
Shelley and the Unromantics. 
Pp. 45-50 present a curiously 
mixed view of Peacock. On the one hand Mrs. Campbell 
accuses him of having no convictions and no "view of 
life" and of having profited from his friendship with 
Shelley; on the other hand she admires his style, his 
description, and calls him devoted to the cause of 
virtue and humanity, naturally benevolent, upright, and 
courteous. 
328. Newbolt, Sir Henry. "Peacock, Scott, and Robin Hood, 11 
Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, IV 
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(1924), e7-118. Reprinted in Item 336. Newbolt 
suggests that the parallels betwe~n Maid Marian and 
Ivanhoe result from Peacock 1 s unconscious recollect~ons 
of reading Scott. Newbolt should have emphasized more 
that Scott and Peacock were both depending om Joseph 
Ritson's Robin Hood (1795) and that the similarities 
between Scott and Peacock derive from the common source. 
329. Brett-Smith, H. F. B., and C. E. Jones. Introduction 
and notes to Item 108. Volume I provides a 212 page 
11 biographical introduction" which is a storehouse of 
facts rather than a discursive, interpretive biography. 
The new information presented here has not yet been 
incorporated into a proper separate book. Each of the 
ten volumes has "Bibliographical and Textual Notes" 
which provide elaborate descriptive bibliographies of 
the earliest editions along with a minute list of variant 
readings of words and phrases in the early editions. 
In volume I, pp. 182-186) there is a selective list of 
reviews and articles about Peacock which is the only 
reliable such list up to the present work. Other works 
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have lists which are short (Cellini), full of errors 
{Mayoux), or do not exist except in scattered form 
tf at all (Van Doren, Freeman, Priestley, Campbell). 
Even this Brett-Smith and Jones list is extremely 
incomplete, unannotated, and contains errors. 
330. Chapman, R. W. Introduction to Item 109. This volume 
was proposed by the Snowdon Mountain Tramroad and 
Hotels Co., Ltd., seeking Welsh reading material for 
their guests. Chapman is extravagant in his intro-
duction: "That Peacock is a classic now needs no 
proof; he has p~;ased his century and his· reputation 
grows" (ix). His contemporary influence, Jlthough 
slight, is traceable in the literature of two genera-
tions. He was never a star of the first magnitude; 
but he belonged to no constellation. His independence 
and detachment, which contributed to his obscurity 
while he lived, enhance his importance for the literary 
historian. He shines by his own light which does not 
grow dimmer" ( v) . 
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331. "Peacock's Novels," Times Literary Supplement, (Novem-
ber 27, 1924), 781-{82. A review of vols. II, III, 
IV, and IV of the Halliford Edition (Item 108). In 
view of the numerous editions, Peacock's admirers 
are more numerous than his critics seem to imagine. 
"The prevailing spirit of our time is congenial to 
the spirit of his work" (781). He should not be 
called merely a neo-pagan, or a neo-classic eighteenth 
century gentleman; he has more bonds with Rabelais. 
The banqueting scene (chapter two) in The Misfortunes 
of Elphin "is undoubtedly one of the finest comic 
scenes outside Shakespeare and Dickens. [The whole 
novel] is a gem almost without a flaw" (781-782). 
Talk is the solid substance; the clash of opinion is 
the action. 
332. Chapman, R. W. "Thomas Love Peacock " Saturday Review 
of Literature, I (April 18, 1925), 685-686. A review 
of Item 108. "In England today [Peacock] has perhaps 
333. 
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as many readers as any novelist of equal antiquity 
except only Miss Austen and Sir Walter Scott • • 
It is doubtful if he has more than one character who 
really lives • He had all the essential gifts: 
a keen and powerful intellect, a warm and passionate 
nature, a vivid perception of beauty" (685). 11 It 
is a dry wine, but well matured; and there are no 
dregslt (686). 
Priestley, John Boynton. 
London: John Lane, 1925. 
The English Comic Characters. 
Pp. 178-197 term Prince 
Seithenyn one of the eleven outstanding comic characters 
in English literature. Priestley retells the high 
spots of The Misfortunes of Elphin, terming this book 
the quintessential Peacock. 
334. Weygandt, Cornelius. A Century of the English Novel. 
New York and London: D. Appleton-Century, 1925. Pp. 
126-128 treat Peacock as na minor novelist, if,a 
novelist at all" (126). Weygandt pf~ers the songs, 
wit, and personality of the man to the satire, stories, 
and characters. 
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335. Raleigh, Walter. "Lecture Notes on Thomas Love 
lfeJacock,rr On Writing and Writers. London: Edward 
Arnold, 1926. Pp. 151-154. rrHe laughs at idealists, 
and makers of systems. Yet •.• he is not common 
sense against the idea. He has deep down in him, 
a great love of ideas 11 (151). 11He loved the consis-
tency of the Latin mind; he adored logic; he loved 
a~:rebel, if the rebel was in earnest, as Shelley 
was" (152). 
336. Newbolt, Sir Henry. nPeacock, Scott, and Robin 
Hood," Studies Green and Gray. London: Thomas Nelson 
and Sons, 1926. Pp. 162-192. Reprint of Item 328. 
337. Burdett, Osbert. 11 Peacock the Epicurean, 11 Critical 
Essays, New York: Henry Holt, 1926. Pp. 61-81. 
Reprint of Item 323. 
338. Wright, Herbert. "The Associations of Thomas Love 
Peacock with Wales, 11 Essays and Studies by Members of 
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the English Association Collected by John Buchan. 
Vol. XII. Oxford: Clarendon Press 3 1926. Pp. 24-46. 
Wright provides otherwise unrecorded information about 
the Gryffydh family, and studies the sources of The 
Misfortunes of Elphin. Curiously he does not go into 
the problem of how much of the Welsh language Peacock 
knew. 
339. Priestley, John Boynton. Thomas Love Peacock, 
English Men of Letters Series. London and New York: 
Macmillan, 1927. This is an excellent book despite 
the fact that it is not a thorough scholarly job. 
The biography is based almost e~ly on Van Doren 
(Item 287); and the prose writings outside the novels 
are not given the consideration they merit. Priestley 
goes wrong in pigeon-holing Peacock as "a baffled 
idealist," one "either disillusioned or too timid to 
·speak out directly 11 (197). But these shortcomings are 
more than balanced by the frequent flashes of intuitive 
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critical insight and by the underlying sympathy with 
his subject that particularly distinguishes him from 
such critics as Spedding (Item 172) and Mason (Item 377). 
340. Kellett, E. E. Review of Item 181, New Statesman, XXIX 
(July 30, 1927), 511-512. 11 Many of Mr. Priestley's 
sentences drag on like worms that do not know when 
they are dead: the qualify~ng clauses come in as 
annoying afterthoughts 11 (511). Peacock's songs are 
immortal, ubut, after all, who does not know them?" 
(512). 
341. "Mr. Priestley on Peacock, 11 Saturday Review, CXLIV 
(July 30, 1927), 167-168. A review of Item 339. 
Priestley "demolishes the. absurdity of taking Peacock 
for the representative of common sense in his world 
of cranks . • • . Peacock had no little affection for 
most of the cranks he mocked, and his own crotchets 
are not the least of those which enliven Crotehet 
Castle .••• He valued an extravagant notion nearly 
as much as he valued a remarkable wine" (168). Priestley 
insists that Peacock really is a novelist because 
he has made a world of his own. 
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342. Review of Item 339, Times Literary Supplement, (July 
14, 1927), 485. Priestley 11 in some respects ••• 
gives the impression of not knowing Peacock so inti-
mately as some of his more concise predecessors." 
His epithet "baffled idealisttt may explain Burton, 
Swift, or Moliere, but not Peacock. It is not true, 
as Priestley says, that Peacock utakes rejfuge in 
laughter"; his is the laughter of a man who is 
enjoying himself. He kept himself to a limited 
field and made himself a master of it. 
343. Review of Item 339, Spectator, CXXXIX (August 6, 
1927), 228-229. Priestley is successful as a 
biographer, but as a critic he is heavy and repeti-
tive. 
344. S., J. F. Review of Item 339, Boston Transcript, 
(August 13, 1927), Part 6, p. 3. A favorable review. 
Priestley's novel Adam in Moonshine shows his kinship 
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with Peacock. ThePeacock enthusiast "is hot so rare 
as he used to be." 
' 
345. Review of Item 339~ Outlook (London), LX (September 
3, 1927), 314. Peacock i'does not seem to offer much 
of a problem to criticism • • . . The puzzle is how 
this romantic delight in description was combined 
with the Socratic -delight in dialectic in the same 
mind. 11 
346. Mortimer, Raymond. Review of Item 339, Nation and 
Athenaeu:fu11 XLI (September· 24, 1927), 808. 11The 
admirers of Peacock cannot admit that he is a suitable 
subject for a textbook . • • • In character and in-
telligence Peacock seems to have resembled Anatole 
France: conservative, selfish, sceptical, highly 
susceptible to some forms of beauty, and of acute but 
limited intelligence •••• Peacock lacked the 
savagery of the great satirist." Maid Marian is the 
least successful; Crotchet Castle or The Misfortunes 
of Elphin the best. His style is more French than 
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English. Norman Douglas resembles him in South Wind 
and They Went. 
347. Review of Item 339~ Outlook (New York)~ CXLVII 
{October 19~ 1927), 220. 11 The life of a strange 
and not widely known figure in English literature.n 
Hundreds have quoted his lines about the mountain 
sheep. 
348. Digeon, Aurelian A. "T. L. Peacc:>ck, Ami de Shelley~u 
Revue Anglo-Americaine~ V~ No. 3 (February~ 1928), 
229-243. Headlong Hall seems to apply the formula 
that Shelley and,Hogg had established in 1810 for 
Leonora, a philosophical novel intended to convey 
metaphysical and political opinions by way of con-
versation. This article -discusses the mutual influ-
ences of Shelley and Peacock~ expanding points made 
by Young in Item 251. 
349. Fairchild, Hoxie Neale. The Noble Savage: a Study in 
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Romantic Naturalism. New York: Columbia University~ 
1928. In this dissertation~ Fairchild is right in 
seeing Mr. Escot~ the deteriorationist in Headlong 
Hall~ as a satire on the romantic glorification of 
the primitive, but he is certainly wrong when he sees 
Mr. Forester in Melincourt as a burlesque figure who 
satirizes both the primitivist cult and nature-worship. 
Forester and his ideas are treated sympathetically 
throughout the novel. And Fairchild is also wrong 
in saying that Mr. Fax the Malthusian speaks for 
Peacock, because it is Fax, not Forester, who is 
rebuked by the action of the novel. And the picture 
of Oran Haut-ton is much more of a burlesque of 
Monboddo's theories than it is an attack on Words-
worthian nature worship~ Fairchild to the contrary 
notwithstanding. 
350. Brett-Smith, H. F. B. Introduction to Item 111. In 
his ten-page essay introducing these Selections, 
Brett-Smith calls Melincourt .. the only one of Peacock's 
novels which the modern reader is apt to find dull . • . • 
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Too much time and satire is spent upon matters of 
ephemeral interest 11 (xiii). He calls :Peacock's writing 
a curious blend of the high spirits of perfect physical 
health, the little pedantries of a self-taught scholar, 
the gusto of an epicure, the love of romantic scenery 
common to the generation of Wordsworth and Scott, and 
a distaste for that generation's romantic excesses 
as shown by the Lake Poets. 
351. Birrell, Augustine. 11 Thomas Love Peacock (1785-
1866), or the Growth of the Pavonian Legend," Nation 
(London), XLV (September 14, 1929), 760-761. A 
review of Item 113. "Peacock has become, after his 
fashion, a popular author, and now lies embalmed, 
but we trust not buried, in the [Halliford Edition] 
. . •• Everyone now knows, or pretends to know, all 
Peacock's novels, and most of his poetry" (761). 
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352. Bliss, William H. W. 11Thomas Love Peacock," Month, 
OLV (March, 1930), 204-211. · Peacock's 11 Wri tings 
provide exactly the sort of tonic that the woolly men-
tality of the present generation ••• seems to me 
to need" {2G5). Always clear and logical, Peacock 
favors scholarship, sanity, and contempt for humbug, 
false reasoning, and slovenly thinking. He is as 
puckish and discursive as Sterne, as downright and 
robustious as Rabelais and Hudibras, as closely 
reasoned as Swift, and as urbane as Matthew Arnold. 
nThey are not novels and no word exactly describes 
them--they are just books by Peacock" (206). He 
is one of the masters of English ·prose. Headlong-· 
Hall is the best known of his books. 
353. Turner, Ralph E. The Relations of James Silk 
Buckingham with the East India Company, 1818-1836. 
Pittsburgh, 1930. Pp. 130-131 state that Peacock 
suppressed one official report entirely in a court 
case and used two others iri such a way as only to 
prove his point, not to give the whole truth, ·:.< ,::~ 
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when dealing with the case of J. S. Buckingham. 
I 
354. Dannenberg, Friedrich. 11 Peacock in seinem Verhaltnis 
zu Shelley,u Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift, XX 
(September-October, 1932), 351-367. Dannenberg finds 
that Peacock's relationship to Shelley up to about 
1821 is one of strong empathy of spirit and mind re-
sulting in a considerable exchange of influences. 
After that date he finds that Peacock's conservatism 
cuts him off from unq~rstanding the daemonic spirit 
of his friend, that the uMemoirs" are merely correc-
tive to early accounts of Shelley's life rather than 
a comprehensive account, and that the Shelley letters 
from Italy are the most important result of their 
later relationship. 
355. Cellini, Benvenuto. "Shelley e Peacock, 11 Studi sul 
Romanticismo Inglese. Livorno: Raffaello Giusti, 
1932. Pp. 41-62. This traces the friendship of 
Peacock and Shelley and is based chiefly on biographies 
of Shelley. Cellini lists parallels between 
11 Ahrimanes 11 and "The Revolt of Islam, 11 and between 
"Rhododaphne" and 11 A::Dl3,13tor. 11 Peacock gave to 
Shelley a stronger sense of reality than he had 
had before; Shelley provided Peacock with subjects 
for his novels in the form of his friends. 
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356. Able, Augustus Henry, III. Geo·rge Meredith and 
Thomas Love Peacock: a Study in L1terary Influence. 
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1933. 
This published dissertation is an excellent study 
which not only points out the direct and extensive 
influence which Peacock had on Meredith, but also 
analyses many characteristics (e.g., Peacock's 
feminism) that are not treated in such detail any-' 
where else. Able gives a lengthy study of Peacock's 
prose styl~L 
357. Brett-Smith, H. F. B. ltThe L 1Estrange-Peacock Corres-
pondence,n Essays and Studies by Members of the 
English Association Collected by Hugh Walpole. 
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Vol. XVIII. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933. Pp. 
122-148. Brett-Smith gives a history of the relations 
or Thomas L 1Estrange, Peacock's great admi~er, with 
the novelist, quoting many of his letters • 
358. Mayoux, Jean-Jacques. 
.,. 
Un Epicurien anglais: Thomas 
Love -Peacock (Th~se pour le Doctorat es Lettres). 
Paris: Nizet et Bastard, 1933. Of all the studies of 
Peacock, this is by rar the lengthiest (644 pp.). 
Great stress is put on his relationships with Shelley; 
on the other hand, there is very little consideration 
for Peacock's classical interests. Frequently Mayoux 
strains ror his material, as in his discussion of 
Peacock's'reaationship with Van Brugh, Farquhar, and 
John Gay; and sometimes he overlooks important racts, 
e.g., he mentions Meredith and Huxley as disciples·· 
but omits the most closely related one--W. H. Mallock. 
Nevertheless much of this book is good; it does not 
make Peacock out merely an epicurean as the title implies. 
"Peacock a marque les rapports entre 1 1utilitarisme et 
1 1epicurism: efforts pour rationaliser le plaisir, et 
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pour ~tir, sur la recherche rationelle du plaisir, 
une morale individuelle et sociale. La raison impose 
' a l 1 individu le aens de 1 1universel, et pouasait 
Peacock vers les doctrines democratiques, dont la 
logique est immediatement apparente si l'on est con-
. ' .... ,.. ,. 
vaincu ala foia de 1 1universalite de 1 1 egoisme, et 
de l'universelle legitimite du plaisir; si l'on est 
ala fois epicurien rationel, et Hobbiste" (614). 
His description of Peacockians is, one hopes, quite 
false: "Ils ne repreaentent que _.la vieillesse de 
lettre ~rquoia, d'hellenniste gourmet, d 1 ~picurien 
tasse et rassis •i ( 619) • 
359. Saintsbury, George. Prefaces and Essays. London: 
Macmillan, 1933. Pp. 210-272 reprint the five intro-
ductions which he wrote for his 1895-1897 edition 
of the novels (Item 84). 
360. Cairncross, A. s. Introduction and notes to Item114. Pp. 
7l-7J!O.. Cairncross points out that Maid Marian differs . 
from Peacock's other novels in that its main effect 
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springs from the story, not from the satire. Similar 
to Item 292, this work provides an introduction, notes, 
and questions and exercises. Several passages are 
omitted from the text tiecause they would "impede the 
young reader'!·· ( 10). 
361. Baker, Ernest A. The History of the:::~English Novel. 
10 vols. New York: Barnes and Noble, 1936 (reprinted 
1950). Vol. VII, pp. 120-140. Baker gives a conven-
tional view, linking Peacock with Disraeli as ex-
ponents of ideas in novels. He notes the special 
quality,of the conversation which is "not perfectly 
lifelike dialogue, and has little of the easy flow 
of colloquial speech. There is not a word wasted; 
the sentences seem cut in crystal" (127). He calls 
Dr. Folliott Peacock 1 s best character; and concludes 
that Peacock is elusive because he is an ironist. 
362. Fedden, Henry Romilly. 11Thomas Love Peacock," The 
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English Novelists, ed. Derek Verschoyle. London: 
Chatto and Windus, 1936. Pp. 123-138. The 11 direct, 
limber and faintly ironic movement of {Peacock's] 
prose~rovides] a sustained crispness and perfection 
of treatment" (128). Peacock did not care for Swift 
because he found his bitterness too disturbing. He 
was influenced by Anthony Hamilton. Maid Marian is 
his only failure. Gryll Grange is marred by a 
11 devastating sentimentality which is far from ironicu 
{134). In that novel psychological complexities 
begin to trouble people, and in Miss Niphet there is 
the beginning of character drawing. 
363. Kunitz, Stanley J. and H.oward Haycraft. British 
Authors of the Nineteenth Century. New York: H. 
w. Wilson, 1936. The three and a half columns on 
Peacock constitute a little more than that given 
Thomas Moore and a little less than that given 
Leigh Hunt. 
364. Mayoux, Jean-Jacques. Introduction to Item 115. 
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In i::~1epa;get:;t•r:lk'l-t»t!l:LV5:iorofto this two-language edition 
of the Collection Bilingue des Classiques Anglais~ 
Mawoux repeats the conclusions presented in Item 358. 
365. Cellini, Benvenuto. Thomas Love Peacock. Rome: 
Cremonese Libraio, 1937. This full-length critical 
study dismisses MayouxYs work as derivative from 
Freeman and Van Doren. nPeacock e essenzialmente 
un umorista a tendenze ironiche, e come tale deve 
essere giudicato" {278). "Se le caratteristiche 
dell 1umorismo vanno ricercate nella contradizione 
fondamentale, o, come la chiama Pirandello, nel 
sentimento del contrario, nello sc~tticismo, e 
nell 1analisi maliziosamente minuta, in Peacock si 
retrovano tutti e t~e questi elementi" (280}. His 
humor derives from the contradictions between illusion 
and reality, between aspiration and human weakness. 
His scepticism even goes into p~ssimism when he sees 
people's being victims of bad education, bad marriages, 
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the pursuit of false ideals, the greed for riches, 
and a false illusion of progress. The Peacockian 
attitude toward society is summed up in Maid Marian 
(chapter 16): "All the world 1s a stage and life is 
a farce." 
366. Batho, Edith c. and Bonamy Dobree. The Victorians 
and After 1830-1914. London; Cresset Press, 1938 
(reprinted 1950). A very brief notice quotes 
Kipling's Stalky and Co.: 11 little tales of a heady 
and bewildering nature, interspersed with unusual 
songs 11 (270) 
367. Mair, John. Introduction to Item 116. Mair 1 s 
seven-page essay is well-considered and meaty. He 
notes that Dr. Johnson died a year before Peacock's 
birth and that Yeats was born a year after his death. 
Peacock knew and criticised three ages--the rational-
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epicurean~ the romantic, and the Victorian. He was 
the first novelist to write exclusively for and about 
intellectuals. His faults--his persistent attacks 
on Scotsmen, Lake Poets, and paper currency--are 
tiresome. His importance rests not upon incidental 
merits but upon his work as a whole. 
368. Pritchett, V. S. "Mr. Peacock," New Statesman and 
Nation, XX {July 13, 1940), 42, 44. A review of 
Item 367. nOn Samuel Butler's theory that all 
radicals·have bad digestions, it is clear that on 
the wine and food test Peacock comes out true blue 
Tory •. . . Peacock said the wise thing . . • in 
the detached way • • What really counted for a 
man so mercurial and unseizable as Peacock was the 
farce . . • • He enjoyed the irresponsibilities of 
the intellect, being unable to define its responsa-
bilitiesu {42). "Nowadays, the Peacock novels .• 
• have the farcical atmosphere of.the surrealist 
dreams 
• • 
• • This picaresque horseplay is the true 
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stuff of the English comic tradition from Sterne and 
Fielding 11 (43). "In the mad brainy world the women 
alone--if one excepts the highbrow::• Poppyseed and 
the awful Mrs. Glowry--have the sense and sensibilityu 
(44 ). 
369. HenkinJ Leo J. Darwinism in the English NovelJ 1860-
1910, The Impact of Evolution on Victorian Fiction. 
New York: Corporate PressJ 1940. On pp. 33-36, Henkin 
discusses Peacock, noting that every aspect of Sir 
Oran is based on extracts from writings by LinnaeusJ 
BuffonJ and Monboddo. 
370. White, Newman Ivey. Shelley. 2 vole. New York: 
Alfred A. KhopfJ 1940. White is not especially 
sympathetic to Peacock, caQling him not a man to 
stand by hard principles, reporting his living with 
a rich woman and being put into jail for debt, quot-
ing his saying that suicide is desirable, and as 
saying that being married is the same as being dead. 
All these matters, if mentioned at all, appear in 
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quite a different context in Peacock's biographies 
and White's isolating them seems almost a matter of 
malice. 
371. Glasheen, Francis J. "Shelley and Peacock, 11 Times 
Literary Supplement, (October 18, 1941), 524. 
This letter suggests that Shelley's 11 Alastor, 11 lines 
50-60, was suggested by lines in Peacock's 11 Inscrip-
tion for a Mountain Dell.u 
372. Jones, C. E. "Thomas Love Peacock, 11 The Cambridge 
Bibliography of English Literature. 4 vola. New 
York: Macmillan; Cambridge: University Press, 1941. 
III, 384-385. This is the best list of selected 
references up to 1959. Although it lists the German 
and French translations of Maid Marian, it omits the 
German and French translations of Nightmare Abbey and 
the French translation of The Misfortunes of Elphin. 
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373. Wilson, Kenneth Hawkins, Jr. "The Humor of Thomas 
Love Peacock, 11 Harvard Honors Thesis, 1941. This 
thirty-eight page essay has as its purpose to show 
that Peacock is 11a humorist rather than a satirist 11 
(37). The pattern, Wilson suggests, is for Peacock 
to begin with satire but to(_,turn to genial humor 
very quickly and to forget the serious intention 
of correcting in the delight of the fun itself. 
374. Kronenberger, Louis. 11 Peacock," Nation, CLV (August 
15., 1942), 134-135. nit is to Peacock's credit that 
be has never flared up into sudden fashionableness 
or become the idol of a raptly worshipful clan .•• • • 
The witty little novels go on being read, I suspect, 
far oftener than they are written about •••• The 
minute we damn Peacock's characters as one-dimensional, 
we have missed the point about them" (134). Peacock's 
novels show us a "sceptical mind having its sport with 
dogmatic ideas •••• If he provides a moral, it 
concerns outlook, not conduct" {135). He is in no 
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sense a reformer, yet he is not a cynic. He has a 
sound sense of values; he belongs with the liberals. 
We read him for pleasure, not pvofit; we admire the 
skill, not the pertinence of the satire. 
375. Gerould, Gordon Hall. The Patterns of English and 
American Fiction: A History. Boston: Little, Brown, 
1942. Pp. 317-321. This casual overview is not 
penetrating in its insights. "Except in that they 
furnish a stimulating, though extravagant, commentary 
on many aspects of life, his stories are not novels 
at all 11 (317). 
376. Wagenknecht, Edward. "The Individualismof Peacock," 
Cavalcade of the English Novel. New York: Henry 
Holt, 1943. Pp. 207-212. This is a very just estimate 
of Peacock's accomplishments which points out that Mr. 
MacLaurel of Headlong Hall (chapter 5) anticipates 
some of Twain's reasoning in What is Man? 
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377. Wrightman, Madeline V. "The Application of Meredith's 
Philosophy of the Comic Spirit as Revealed in the 
Novels of Thomas Love Peacock,u Master's Thesis, St. 
John's University (Brooklyn), 1943. Although the 
author was thirty-seven, these plot summaries of the 
novels are written from the point of view of a child: 
nwe must put on our thinking caps in order to get 
the most out of satirical novels 11 (9). The basic pre-
mise is a misconception since it was Meredith who 
applied Peacock's principles, not the reverse. 
378. Mason, Ronald. 11Notes for an Estimate of Peacock," 
Horizon, IX (April, 1944), 238-250. Reprinted in 
Item ll:05. Mason claims to consider Peacock "an ex-
cellent minor novelist" and a writer 11 0f real value," 
but his estimate is arrived at in so grudging and 
condescending a fashion that one decides that he is 
more persuaded by his negatives along the way than 
by his positive conclusions. The bulk of his article 
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~ollows the easy path of criticizing the books for 
their lack of the very qualities Peacock set about 
excluding, i. e., he complains that the characters 
are little more than types, and he is sad that the 
purpose is not consistent and constructive. The 
virtues, he finds, are Peacock 1 s love of English 
scenery, his clean, clear classical style, his sense 
of fun, and his dislike o~ extremes. 
379. Steuert, Dom Hilary. "Two Augustan Studies: Thomas 
Gray and Thomas Love Peacock,u Dublin Review, 
CCXVI (January, 1945), 67-74. "Peacock's importance, 
it would seem is that of a polemical pamphleteer 
rather than that of an artist~' (74). Peaoock 1 s 
conception of the nature and function of the 
novel is of the eighteenth century; .his lack of plot 
and his intellectual discussions relate his work to 
Tristram Shandy. His merit is "rather that of a 
first-rate publicist than of a great novelist*' (72). 
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Dr. Opimian 1s remark that .. whatever happens in this 
world, never let it spoil your dinner, ••• alleviate 
every ill with wine and song 11 reveals a "readiness 
to leave orr worrying which suggests a half-conscious 
compromise with PhilistiniSm11 (74). Steuert, in this 
article, confuses the opinions of' the novel characters 
with those of' the novelist. 
380. Redman, Ben Ray. Introduction to Item 121. Pp. ix-
xxii. This essay is a genial and appreciative study 
of Peacock and his works. Redman•s lack of scholarly 
training is apparent in the· fact that he bases his 
text on the faulty Cole edition of 1875 rather than 
on the accurate Halliford Edition. 
381. Kalenich, Wayne A. Review of Item 121, Library Journal, 
LXXII (June 1, 1947), 888. "one soon tires of the 
repetition and early pre-Victorian ppose." 
382. Wilson, Edmund. "Musical Glasses of Peacock," New 
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Yorker, XXIII (August 23, 1947), 72-74, 77. A review 
of Item 121. There was a revival of Peacock in the 
twenties when Priestley did a book on him and Huxley 
deliberately imitated him. Peacock's style is one of 
the best in English and achieves exquisite effects. 
The aim of his art is "to achieve not merely a weaving 
of ideas but also an atmosphere--an aroma, a flavor, 
a harmony. You get closer to what Peacock is trying 
to do by approaching him through his admiration for 
Mozart" (723) .. With respect to political and moral 
systems, Peacock is always on the human side. Wilson 
is in a minority in admiring Melincourt as 11 one of 
his very bestu 1173). He finds Anthelia "one of the 
most lively and attractive versions of Peacock's 
ideal young women • • • • I find [his heroines] a 
great deal more attractive, as well as a great deal 
more convincing, than the women of Victorian fict:tnn" 
(74). 
383. Watkins, W. B. c. 11Wit at once Sparkling and Credible,~~ 
New York Times, (September 7, 1947), 6. A review of 
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Item 121. Peacock opens our eyes to the comic aspects 
of existentialism. He was fonder of people than books. 
He is less dense than Wilde, less brilliant than 
Congreve, less precious than Norman Douglas and the 
Huxley of.Crome Yellow. His one mistake was Melincourt. 
384. ..House Party Alternatives,u Time, L (September 15, 
1947), 112, 114. A review of Item 121. H. H. Muhno, 
Aldous Huxley, Norman Douglas, and Evelyn Waugh ac-
knowledge their debt to Peacock. Redman's cutting 
damages the novels. 
385. Review of Item 121, New York Herald Tribune Weekly 
Book Review, (September 21, 1947), 20. 11 Few minor 
writers have suffered so little as Peac_ock from the 
passage of time. [He has] a style so light and 
quick and sharp and dry that there is very little 
in it to decay or wither. But there are no noisy 
passions or heroic gestures. 11 
386. McLaughlin, Richard. "Vintage Wit," Saturday Review 
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of Literature, XXX (october 25, 1947), 28. Review 
of Item 121. 11 Many of us are Peacockians without 
knowing it, if we seek good talk in the books we 
read... Peacock belongs along side Saki and Swift; 
he is the most genial if the most obscure satirist 
of the trio. McLaughlin calls the novels English 
"pantomimes" and gives unstinted praise to Redman 
for bringing out this edition. 
387. Bates, Esther Willard. Review of Item 121, Christian 
Science Monitor, (November 15, 1947), 17. Peacock 
has a gay, detached, irresponsible quality; pathos is 
never his dish. 
388. Priestley, John Boynton. Introduction to Item 119. 
Pp. vii-x. Priestley finds that although twenty 
years have passed since he last read Nightmare Abbey 
and Crotchet Castle, 11not one glimmer of their unique 
charm • • • has faded for me" (viii) • 
1948 
389. 11 Jolly Old Worlding, '' Times Literary Supplement, 
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{June 5, 1948), 316) A review of Item 119. High 
praise for Peacock. "He excluded the individuals 
whom he really disliked from his genial houseparties 
. . . . The real Byron did not often write so good 
a song as 'There is a fever of the spirit' ••••. 
It is a pleasant distinction for a man to have been 
praised by Shelley in~his youth and by Tennyson in 
his old age. 11 
390. Mackerness, E. E. "Thomas Love Peacock's Musical 
Criticism, 11 Wind and the Rain {London), IV (Winter, 
1948), 177-187. Mackerness discusses Peacock's 
interest in opera and his musical antiquarianism. 
11 He is interested in music as an aid to dramatic 
expression. And he tends to evaluate melody, har-
mony and so on in relation to the way these things 
help to reveal character or passion; he is less 
interested in them when they are abstracted from 
the music drama as a whole 11 (178). Thus Peacock 
regretted the inroads of solo concertizing at the 
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expense or opera performances. 
391. Garnett, David, Introduction and notes to Item 122. 
Garnett, in addition to providing footnotes for all 
of the allusions, and a biogra~hical sketch, gives a 
two to four page introduction to each or the novels. 
These are chiefly concerned with the circumstances or 
composition and contain few judgments. This is the 
beat of the one-volume editions of the novels. 
392. Smith, Joseph Percy. "A Critical Study of Thomas 
Love Peacock, with Special Attention to his Satirical 
Methods and Objectives. 11 Unpub. diss.,University 
of California, Berkeley, 1949. This is an ill-
natured view, concluding that, although Peacock had 
erudition and facility with language, he pad neither 
depth of insight, steadiness or vision, nor clarity 
of purpose. Dr. Smith is angered by Peacock's 
attributing all man's motivation to self-interest, 
by his preferring squires to workers, by his 
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suggesting that good poetry and good liquor go 
together 3 and because he makes a hero of a man who 
has some serious flaws in his personality. The 
logic of the thesis is faulty in several places 
because the writer is the victim of his theory that 
Peacock is over-rated. He does succeed in bringing 
out Peacock's weaknesses in a systematic way. Un-
fortunately he equates playfulness with irresponsibility, 
and the latter he cannot allow. All of his major 
points are well refuted by J. B. Ludwig in Item 404. 
393. House, Humphry. "The Works· of Peacock,n Listener, 
XLII (December 8, 1949), 997-998. Although this 
was originally a radio talk3 it makes some very cogent 
points. Peacock "was not primarily an artist or a 
novelist, but a critic, a critic abnormally sensitive 
to the important movements of the mind and spirit of 
his age" (997). "The major strain and drift of 
opinion running through them all is the critique of 
romanticismn (797). "He was doing in his own medium 
the same sort of thing that Hazlitt was doing in the 
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essays that were published as The Spirit of the 
Age; and Hazlitt is the best introduction to Pea-
cock" (798). "He never quite becomes a satirist; 
he hasn't the anger and he shirks the bawdry; but 
within his limits he goes, as a critic, to the spots 
that others have only reached since by more laborious 
means" (798) . 
394. Johnson, Edward Andrew. trThomas Love Peacock: A 
Study in the Nature of His Irony. 11 Unpub. diss. 
St. John's University, Brooklyn, 1950. This study 
must be termed a failure. Johnson has hit on a key 
term for a profound understanding of Peacock, and 
his research might have provided one of the most 
fruitful studies of the novelist. However, he 
becomes a victim of terminology, introduces much 
material of doubtful re·levance, and in general does 
little more than quote lengthy examples of irony 
from the novels. He concludes that the proper appela-
tion for Peacock is neither satirist (because the 
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satirist is usually bitter in his efforts to reform) 
nor a simple humorist (because the purely comic 
writer is little concerned with ideas), but an 
ironist (who encloses a sting in a semi-caress, 
and retains the friendship of his victims). 
395. Smith, Francis Eliot. 11 Thomas Love Peacock and the 
Romantic Era. 11 " Unpub. diss. University of Iowa, 
1950. Dr. Smith goes over the ground already treated 
by Freeman and Van Doren, and while he does consider 
certain important brief writings of Peacock in good 
detail, he adds little that is new to the subject. 
He concludes that Peacock was an enemy to enthusiasms 
misdirected toward self-destructive ends, and to any 
enthusiasm which is. not under the control of the mind 
and endangers the possessor's equilibrium. Peacock 
attacked Southey and the Lake Poets, not as they 
actually were, Smith says, but as the radicals 
commonly conceived them. He believed in "the natural 
goodness of man, in the necessity of poetic and 
philosophic education, in a greater equality of 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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distribution, _and in a simple, republican agrarian 
civilization11 (228). 
396. Price, J. B. nThomas Love Peacock," Contemporary 
Review, CLXXXI (June, 1952), 365-369. Many of the 
sentences in this article are bald-faced plagiarisms 
from the work of H. R. Fedden (Item 362). "The 
majority of the best critics today are unanimous in 
_their praise of Peacock 1 s power 11 (366). Peacock 
was "an artist in irony who loved to depict human 
frailties from sheer high spirits. And so he made 
of farcical extravagance a fine art" (368). He is 
as guiltless of preaching as Jane Austen. 
397. Jones, Frederick L. -"Macaulay's Theory of Poetry 
in 'Milton, 1 " Modern Language Quarterly, XIII 
(December, 1952), 356-362. Jones shows that Macau-
lay's well-known theory of poetry as set forth in 
paragraphs 10-19 of the Essay on Milton was more 
than likely drawn almost in toto from Peacock's 
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Four Ages of Poetry. It is regrettable that Macaulay 
took Peacock's satire seriously. However 3 Macaulay's 
ignorance of the great poets of his early years was 
rapidly dissipated and he soon came to have a just 
appreciation of the poets. 
398. Neill~ s. Diana. A Short History of the English Novel. 
New York: Macmillan~ 1952. Pp. 129-133. Neill gives 
a highly favorable estimate of Peacock 1 s novels which 
record uthe greatest massacre of the intellectual 
innocents since Rabelais . . • . His humour is magical~ 
his gaiety irresistible • . . • His prose--for every 
speaker is a stylist--bas the perfection of a cameou 
(133). 
1953 
399. Sharp, Anthony. 11 Nightmare Abbey: a Frolic 1 " Plays 
of the Year (vol. VII: 1951-1952). London: Elek~ 
1953. Pp. 139-241. This dramatization was performed 
with c~nsiderable success at the Westminster TheatreJ 
Lo:n.don 1 beginning February 27 1 1952. The characters 
omit Cypress but include Glowry 1 ScythropJ Crow 1 RavenJ 
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Toobad, Flosky, Listless, Hilary, Fatout, Marionetta, 
and Stella. The~<New York Public Library has excellent 
photographs of this pvoduction. It was reviewed in 
New Statesman, XLIII {March 8, 1952), 272; New York 
Morning Telegraph, (March 10, 1952); and Variety, 
(March 5, 1952). It was also produced by the Cana-
dian Repertory Theatre of Ottawa on March 21, 1953, 
for two weeks; by the Drama Workshop of Teacher's 
College, Columbia University, for five performances 
beginning August 5, 1953; and by other groups. 
400. Campbell, Olwen Ward. Thomas Love Peacock. London; 
Arthur Barker; New York: Roy Publishers, 1953. This 
volume of "The English Novelists 11 series (ed. Herbert 
Van Thal) errs on the side of superficiality. It is 
just as well that its small, heavily leaded pages 
run to only 101. Intermingling biography and criti-
cism, Mrs. Ward begins on a note of condescension: 
!'Peacock was an efficient business man; but when it 
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came to writing novels he was an amateur" (9). 
She goes on to reveal squeamishness: "It is hard 
to enjoy [Nightmare Abbey] to the full if we are 
haunted by the question of whether in writing it at 
all he was not guilty of very bad taste" (47). Her 
research seems inadequate·since, in her bibliography, 
although she mentions brief works by Buchanan and 
Strachey, she does not list the full-length studies 
by Freeman, Mayoux 1 and Cellini. 
401 . Review of Item 400, Times Literary Supplement~­
(April 17, 1953)., 254. This favorable review admires 
Peacock 1 s wit which "has edge but. n.ot a rough rasping 
edge. 11 
402. Jenkins, Elizabeth. Review of Item 400, Manchester 
GuardianJ (May 15, 1953) , 6. 11 All [Peacock 1 s] gifts 
and char.msl varied and distinguished as they are, do 
not add up to a capacity for novel-writing. The thing 
he set out to do was the one thing he could not do. 
The cognoscenti will cavil at such a statement, but 
it is the verdict of the great body of novel 
readers, and from their silent sentence this 
novelist has no appeal." 
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403. Pritchett, V. S. Review of Item 400, New Statesman 
and Nation, XLV (May 16, 1953), 586. "A good little 
book," pithy, agreeable, exact, just. '~eacock 1 s 
bias is towards brain and eccentricity and he belongs 
to the line which goes back from Firbank, through 
Carroll, Lear, Hood, Sterne, to Congreve and Ben 
Jonson." There is a certain worldly and social hard-
headedness about these writers. Sensibility they 
may have, but good sense is always bringing them to 
heel. "Peacock really launched the cultivated 
heroine in the English novel"; he was the first to 
convince us that intellect and education add to the 
allurement and charm of women. Bage's Hermsprong_ 
was a predecessor in the field of the half-realistic, 
half-allegorical book. 
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404. Johnson Edgar. "Ring Lardner's Forebear," Saturday 
Review, XXXVI (October 17, 1953), 16. A review of 
Item 400. Peacock, Johnson says, deserves a more 
penetrating analysis than this pleasant but inadequate 
book because he is a minor classic of English satire. 
Mrs. Campbell writes as if the characters were 
presented as real people and as a consequence feels 
that we can't enjoy Nightmare Abbey when we know 
that Scythrop was modelled on Shelley. This is a 
nonsensical critical point of view, Johnson says. 
And he adds: §he is also wrong in looking on Peacock 
as a sport with no forebears or descendants but 
W. S. Gilbert; Peacock is in the great tradition of 
satire. 
405. Ludwig, Jack Barry. "The Peacock Tradition in English 
Prose Fiction." Unpub. diss. University of California, 
Los Angeles, 1953. Ludwig attacks the picture of 
Peacock as merely a happy pagan and successfully main~ 
tains that the aim of the Peacockian novel is always 
serious. After ruling out certain authors as being 
merely "in:fluenced" by Peacock (George Meredith, 
Edward Strachey, BulweP-Lytton, W. S. Gilbert, 
Ronald Firbank, H. G. Wells, Norman Douglas, J. 
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B. Priestley, and Aubrey Menen), Ludwig concludes 
that :four men have speci:fically written in the 
Peacock tradition: W. H. Mallock, Disraeli, 
Aldous Huxley, and Evelyn Waugh. In addition to 
:rul:filling the obvious requirements, these men are 
bound to Peacock because they all resist uni:formity 
and thoughtless conformity, believe in the individual 
and reject all kinds o:r determinism, and are opposed 
to the Idea o:r Progress when it is concerned with 
material and technological advance rather than 
moral and intellectual a~vance. In reacting against 
the errors of Van Doren and Priestley, Ludwig rather 
neglects the humorous aspect in order to dwell on 
the serious side of Peacock; and he is curiously 
insensitive to the irony in the Four Ages of Poetry 
~hen he assumes that certain o:r the exaggerated 
postures in that essay are intended as "dreadfully 
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direct" ( 47). 
406. Mason, Ronald. 11 Nbtes for an Estimate of Peacock," 
The Golden Horizon, ed. Cyril Connolly. London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1953; New York: University 
Books, 1955. Reprint of Item 377. 
407. Allen, Walter. "The Nineteenth Century: The First 
Generation," The English Novel. London: Phoenix 
House, 1954; New York: E. P. Dutton, 1955. Pp. 145-
152. Allen ranks among the worshippers of Peacock, 
a writer who "achieved perf~ction, and more than 
once" (145). He defends Peacock's not taking sides, 
and says the topicality of his subjects is not a 
weakness: 11Since the counterparts of those theories 
always exist he remains a formidab~e critic whose 
work, because of his insight into the implications 
of the ideas he satirizes, is permanently topicaln 
(148). Allen's view of Peacock's characters is much 
more generous than most: "they have, however slightly 
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sketched, that kind of life which makes them 
imaginable as living beings outside the contexts 
in which they exist" (150-151); and he has special 
praise for Dr. Folliott and for the satisfying 
young women. 
408. Nicholson, Hubert. "Port and a Pistol," The Second 
Book of One-Act Plays, London: Heinemann, 1954. 
This play is a failure: the two scenes are too short 
for any characterization. The characters include 
Scythrop 1 Toobad, Flosky, Cypress, Stella, Marionetta. 
409. Amis, Kingsley. 11 Laugh When You Can," Spectator, 
CXCIV (April 1, 1955), 402-404. A review of a 
reissue of Sain:tsbury's edition of Maid Marian and 
Crotchet Castle:(see Item 84). Amis feels that 
there should be a new critical study of Peacock to 
see how he "stands up to recent changes in taste and. 
critical a)pproach. 11 Almost the whole of Headlong 
Hall and Nightmare Abbey entitle Peacock to his place 
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as a minor master. But in other books there is 
11 an uncertainty on Peacock 1s part, never resolved 
or else resolved in the wrong way, about what he 
was trying for and what \be was good at" (402-403). 
He was only at his best in farcical-sentimental comedy 
with a satiric background. "The moment the satirist 
holds the stage he makes a dive for the lectern" 
(403). "Who wouldn't consent to liquidating that 
whole tribe of after-dinner lecturers [those "awful 
old gas~ags)' the Rev. Doctors Folliott and Opimian] 
for the sake of a few more pages of the matchless 
Clarinda taking the stuffing out of Capt. Fitz-
chrome?" (403). This last pair are a delightful 
felicity who look back to Congreve and forward to 
Wilde. 
410. Salz, Paulina June. "Peacockts Use of Music .in his 
Novels," Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 
LIV (July, 1955), 370-379. Salz says that only 
Wilson (Item 381) and Able (Item 356) have grasped 
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the musicality of Peacock's works. Every heroine 
in Peacock 1 s nov.els both plays and sings. Loving 
Mozart and Beethoven opera, Peacock uses music "to 
express a character's mood and personality, and to 
heighten the effect of a scene; he uses musical 
forms in the structures of his plots and applies 
tone and rhythm both internally and externally in 
the verbal style" ( 373) • 
411. Hackl, RuG!olf. "Thomas Love Peacock: a Critical 
Study of His Opinions." Unpub. diss. University 
of Vienna, 1956. This work is interesting because 
of the enthusiasm which its young Viennese author 
has for his subject: "Peacock is without a parallel 
as a novelist" (196); his novels "will continue to 
attract the best minds of all ages, and provide 
intelligent and refreshing entertainment to open-
minded and inquiring readers through the years to 
come, as they have already done for over more than 
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a century" (198). This is largely a study of Pea-
cock's views on politics and on art. Emphasis is 
placed on the basic identity of Peacock's thought 
at all stages of his development. His attitudes 
were:~'rooted in an uncompromising idealism combined 
with a fine realistic sense; they evidence an in-
dividualist, aristocratic intellectualism violently 
reacting against all forms of encroachment by the 
institutions of the post-<~ and counter-revolutionary 
era and the mechanist and industrial age. In the 
field of art Peacock's attitude is that of an 
absolute devotion to truth and pure beauty as 
expressed in ancient Greece and the medieval church. 
412. Praz, Mario. The Hero in Eclipse in Victorian Fiction. 
London, New York, and Toronto: Oxford University Press, 
1956. The chapter on Peacock, pp. 87-101, is a re-
working of several of Mayoux's ideas. Most startling 
is the approval he gives to Mayoux's point at the end 
of this quotation: "[Peacock 1 s work] , outwardly comic, 
is evidently serious in intention: the eternal ridendo 
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dicere verum. His mission is the search for truth, 
without rear, without reserve, almost without con-
cern for anybody. Nevertheless, while Peacock gives 
free play to his satirical and destructive vein in 
order to pull down everything that appears to be 
superstructure} he still fails to find the ultimate 
truth which alone could justify such devastation, 
and, as Professor Mayoux observes, the p.sycho-analysis 
of social communities has its dangers, for the most 
useful and solid constructions can rest on rotten 
foundations, provided nobody knows it" (98-99. 
413. Black, Sidney. "The Peacockian Essence,~~ Boston 
University Studies in English, III (Winter, 1957), 
231-242. Dr. Black sees the farce scenes in Peacock 
.as highly stylized comic ballets; this is a brilliant 
concept which might well be elaborated. Otherwise, 
however, Black falls into the conventional misunder-
standing of the nature of Peacock's form and thus 
mistakenly damns the overfrail narrative structure, 
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the thin characterization, and the undeveloped themes. 
414. Klingopulos, G. D. 11 The Spirit of the Age in Prose, 11 
From Blake to Byron, volume V of A Guide to English 
Literature, ed. Boris Ford. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1957. This is an appreciative account, but ~he 
author seems unable to decide about :cthe issue of 
Peacock's seriousness. He begins by saying, "It is 
no injustice to Peacock to describe him as essentially 
a humourous social satirist and critic" (131). Yet 
he concludes by saying, "all the 'novels' lack the 
intensity of satire" (138). 
415. Woolf, Virginia. Granite and Rainbow. London: The 
Hogarth Press, 1958. The section "The Satirists and 
Fantasticsu (pp. 130-135) of the long essay "Phases 
of Fiction" (first published in the Bookman, 4pril, 
May, and June, 1929) contains an admiring tribute to 
Peacock especially with regard to his style. Mrs. 
Woolf gives more space to Peacock, but ~he concludes 
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by giving higher praise to Sterne for his subtler 
mind of greater reach and intensity. 
' 
Part II 
Section 3 
Other Works Cited in the Text 
-279-
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416. Leavis, Frank Raymond. The Great Tradition: George, 
Eliot, Henry James, Joseph Conrad. London: Chatto 
and Windus, 1948. 
417. Leavis, Q. D. Fiction and the Reading Public. 
London: Chatto and Windus, 1932. 
418. Lueders, Edward. Carl Van Vechten and the Twenties. 
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1955. 
419. Medwin, Thomas. Life of Shelley. 2 vols. London: 
Thomas Cautley Newby, 1847. 
420. Miles, Alfred H., ed. The Poets and the Poetry of 
the CenturY:• 10 vols. London: Hutchinson, 1891-
1897. 
421. Poe, Edgar Allan. The Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. 
John H. Ingram. 4 vols. Edinburgh: Adam and Charles 
Black, 1875. 
422. Shelley, Percy Bysshe. The Letters of Percy Bysshe 
Shelley, ed. Roger Ingpen. 2 vols. London: Isaac 
Pitman, 1909. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this dissertation is to establish a 
definitive enumerative bibliography of the poetry, fiction" 
and literary criticism of Thomas Love Peacock; to estab-
lish an annotated enumerative bibliography of the criti-
cism of Peacock which is as complete as possible through 
June, 1958; to determine the successive critical attitudes 
toward the works of Peacock from February, 1800, to June, 
1958; and to identify the major critical articles and 
books so that later scholars of Peacock may be sure of 
·not overlooking. any important items. 
The need for this study is evident when one knows 
that all existing Peacock bibliographies are unsatisfactory. 
The most scholarly as well as the most widely used are 
deficient. The Cambridge Bibliography of English Litera-
ture (including the 1957 supplement) lists three trans-
lations of Maid Marian, but omits both the French and 
German translations of the more important novel Nightmare 
Abbey. The standard A Literary History of England, edited 
by A. C. Baugh, is obsolete in listing, as a convenient 
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1 gdition of the novels, an unannotated two-volume edition 
of 1905, long unavailable; the appearance of the History 
in 1948 precluded listing the excellently annotated one-
volume 1948 edition of Peacock. If the scholarly works 
are deficient, the more popular reference books are often 
downright wrong. The Encyclopaedia Britannica (editions 
of 1956, 1957, and 1958) prints "A. B. Joungn for "A. B. 
Young," choosing the least valuable (indeed.~ positively 
the worst) of the seven available critical-biographies. 
Concerning the quality of the critical studie~ one 
may say that the works by A. B. Young (the oldest book 
on Peacock) and that by 0. W. Campbell (the most recent) 
should both be dismissed as being of very little value. 
The most extensive critical study is that by Jean-Jacques 
Mayoux, although this work is marred by an extremely 
unreliable bibliography. The most incisive critical studies 
are those by Augustus H. Able III and Jack Barry Ludwig, 
the latter being an unpublished dissertation. The best 
critical biographies are those by Carl Van Doren, Alexander 
Freeman, J. B. Priestley, and Benvenuto Cellini. Of these 
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Van Doren is best in his biography, Freeman in relating 
Peacock to his contemporaries, and Priestlgy in his 
original critical insights. Cellini supplies nothing new 
except his emphasis on the ironic intent of Peacock. 
The only satisfactory source for a complete bio-
graphy is the work of H. F. B. Brett-Smith, although this 
is written in a disagreeably dry style and omits all 
discussion of the intellectual milieu. The above-mentioned 
biographies by Van Doren and Priestley are good but both 
have been rendered obsolete in certain details by the 
work of Brett-Smith. 
Peacock has not been the subject of many first-rate 
articles. For the negative view, the most interesting is 
that by Ronald Mason. For a positive view, the best 
articles are those by James Spedding, George Saintsbury, 
Clive Bell, and Edmund Wilson. 
The best edition of the complete works, as is well 
known, is the Halliford Edition edited by H. F. B. Brett-
Smith and C. E. Jones, a limited edition now long out of 
print. The best annotated edition of the novels is that 
prepared by David Garnett. 
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Vita 
The writer was born on September 6, 1917, in Hutchin-
son, Kansas, the son of Mary Golden Nebel and Benjamin 
Thomas Read. He attended elementary school in Independence, 
Kansas, and high school in Iola, Kansas, graduating with 
honors in 1935. He graduated from the University of Kansas 
as a member of Phi Beta Kappa and with Honors in English in 
1938, and~ Assistant Instructor in English there from 
1938 to 1941. In the summer of 1940 he studied at:.the 
University of Mexico, and in the summer of 1941 he was 
Tutor at the American Friends Service Committee's Seminar 
for Refugee Artists and Scholars in Plymouth} New Hampshire. 
After the war·he received his A.M. degree in 1947 
from Harvard University where he was awarded the Ralph 
Sanger Scholarship, the University Scholarship, and the 
John Tyler Hassam Scholarship. From February, 1947, to 
June, 1948, he taught at Suffolk University (Boston) and 
served as Acting Chairman of the Department of English 
for the Summer Session of 1947. In the summer of 1948 he 
studied at the Alliance Franyaise in Paris, and in the 
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summers of 1953, 1955, and 1958,~ he lectured on board 
transatlantic liners for the Council on Student Travel. 
In the fall of 1948 he began teaching at Boston University 
where he is now an Associate Professor of English. 
